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. ABSTRACT 
FACTORS INFLUENCING THE DISCHARGE PLAN FOR TERMINAL PATIENTS WHERE 
ALTERNATIVES EXIST· - HOME VS. INSTITUTION 
Heidi Mandel 
The major. objective of this research was·to investigate factors 
involved in discharge planni:ng'for terminal patients and t~eir 
families where alternatives exist - home vs. institution. This was 
an exploratory-descriptive survey, utilizing questionnaires and 
telephone interviews. The respondents were 86 trained social workers 
from actue care hospitals and hospice units within hospitals. Data 
collected were analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. 
'The social workers who responded came from hospitals within one 
I 
state, and from hospices across the countl::Y. Sampling was a two..-stage 
process, with hospitals and hospcies selected in,the first stage, and 
social workers in the second. 
The major research aims were: 
L Identify the parameters of discharge plans fOl:: terminal 
patients., including those factors already suggested in the literature 
as being involved in discharge planning. 
2.' Specify, the relative 'importa,nce among' factors that social 
workers consider in their formulation' ,of discharge plans for' terminal 
patients. 
3. C~pare dif~erences in worker reactions to discharge planning 
J 
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as between the· hospital and hospice settings. 
Most social workers felt terminal patients needed nursing 
services' upon discharge, 'and doctors and nurses wer'e important team 
members in discharge planning. Hospice workers were more likely than 
hospital workers to take' patients' needs and hOme conditions into 
account. Hospice workers recognized' patients' spiritual needs and 
considered religious personnel to be s.ignificant team members. 
Hospital·workers saw their patients as more hopeful, while 
hospice workers perceived their patients to be ~ore accepting of 
prognosis. Although most social workers felt patients and' families 
needed counseling around death and dying, hospice workers especially 
noted the need for ber'eavement counseling. They were mc;>re likely 
than hospital workers to consider the family atti.tude of leaving 
the decision of disposition to the pat;i:..ep.t. 
All hospice workers and many hospi~a~ workers had personal 
experience with family and terminal· illness. Most workers preferred 
send~~ pati.ents home to die, rather than to an institution. Plans 
to send patient·s home generated workers' feelings. of competence and 
empa.thy toward thei-l:' work, while plans to send patients to institu-
tions provoked feel:;i.ngs of sadness, guilt,. and frustration. Generally, 
workers believed patients were aware of their P:t:ogno,sis, despite 
th~i.r feel1:ngs 'tha.t the pa.tients were not torma·l;Ly. told b.y their 
phyaician.s •. 
:PrinCipal fact.ors int:luenci.ng discharge planning. were found to be 
." ' . . 
th.e ta,mily's desire. to have the patien.t hC;>JIle, financial conditions, 
an4 the patient's desire to go home. 
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CHAPTER 1 
RESEARCH PROBLEM 
A 1ite~ature is developing around the needs of terminal patients 
and their families, as well as the roles and services of the health 
care personnel in the field of terminal care. The social work contri-
bution to this literature reflects the goal of helping dying patients 
and their families formulate ways .of achieving optimal physical and 
social we11-being~ But little of the research done has examined the 
actual services social workers provide for the terminally ill. This 
study investigates one of the services that medical social workers 
provide terminal patiepts' and their families; the service of formu1at-
ing a discharge plan. 
The need for discharge planning has increased during recent years. 
This development is partly related to public contro~s having entered 
the health field. The escalated costs of medical care and public 
programs have· led to legislation mandating re~iew 'committees such 
as the Professional Standards Review Organization or PSRO (Public 
Law 92-603--Amendments to the Social Security Act, 1972). The Pro-
fessiona1 Standards Review Organization requires of the health care 
system that: (1) each hospitalization be necessary, (2) the appro-
priate serv~ces be offered, (3) patients be dLscharged with appro-
priate follow-up plans ensuring efficient use of the hospital bed 
] 
--I 
system and the provision of appropriate resources following hospitali-
zation, and (4) sanctions be imposed if the abov.e conditions are not 
met. 
In order to meet these conditions, plans for discharge must 
be a multidisciplinary.effort. However, because internal and 
external social and psychological factors are major determinants of 
the practicality and success of the discharge pla~t social workers 
in health care settings provide the major professional assessment 
and intervention with the patient, family, -and community in dis-
charge planning. For example, readiness on the part of the patient 
and family to accept the treatment ·plan,. and willingness and ability 
to assume appropriate responsibility for carrying it out, would 
seem to be key elements to a "successful" discharge. The social 
worker' assists in marshaling patients' and families' internal and 
external resources to reach this. obJ.ectiy-e, _while working toward the 
long-term goal· of improved health and social function~ng. 
Discharge planning is a process that is composed of the 
following components: needs assessment, tre-atment pla,n,. re·sou~ce 
evaluation, and resource mobilization._ To accomplish this process, 
social workers have become sensitive to several operational guide-
lines. First, they are concerned with the length of time a patient 
stays in the acute care hospital. They do not want patients -to 
have over~extended stays for SOCial, rather·than medical reasons. 
Early problem identificati(;>n of patients wi·th "h:,igh social risk" 
(Rehr, Berkman and Rosenberg, 1980) will increase efficiency· of 
intervention. Second, health care should include appropriate and 
.l 
J 
sufficient medical, nursing, and rehabilitative or restorative 
services. But these will not be effective.unless social and psycho-
logical impairments are diagnosed and treated simultaneously. The 
process of discharge planning detnands a close and cooperative team 
approach with members of· the medical and paramedical team. 
Another aspect of the complexity associated with assessing· 
the effectiveness of discharge plans has to do with ·professional 
values (Davidson; 1978). When, in the process of discharge plan 
f.ormulation, social workers are press·ured by the hospital administra-
tion to help patients leave as quickly as possible, they may doubt 
the degree to which they are individualizing their p~tients. Meyer 
(1970) states that individualization differentiates people and that 
.., 
this has been a.traditional social work principle. This study 
seeks to examine, among other things,. the degree to which discharge 
plans for ·t~rminal patients and their families are individualized. 
The function of dischB:rge planning takes on heightened 
significance for terminal patients and their families. Terminal 
illness creates a state of extrE!llle personal c:risis and dis-
equilibrium for the patient and family, and also presents .dift"iculties 
for the medical sta~f. Everyone involved must confront their own 
feelings about dy~ng and death. When little in the way of .aggres~ 
sive medical treatijlent can be o~fered in terminal care, the. physician 
often relinquishes management of the. pat.ient and family to others. 
The clischarge plan requires. from the social· worker a high degree 
o~ knQwledg~ of the physical limitations and· em,otional coping 
abilities of the patient and family, responsibility and respect 
J 
toward the .patient and family in helping then decide where the 
patient is going to ·die, creativity in planning for an environ-
ment that· will support and protect· the patient's and family:':s 
autonomy and dignity..in the time remaining, and sensitivity in 
planning for the family's maintenance, as survivors, in economic, 
social and emotional terms. Terminal car.e crosses every speciali-
zation in an acute care hospital, ·so that all social workers 
experience dying patients and their families. Terminal illness 
also presents i.tself in other health care settings and social 
agencies. 
Social work has a commitment to acquire knowledge about its 
services and their effectiveness. Bartlett (1970) observes that 
the greater part of social work "knowledge" lies in actual practice, 
and is unrec~gnized to a large extent because it has not been sys-
tematically codified and tested for general use .• · In order to gain 
scientific knowledge about discharge plans it is imperative to 
fully and accurately describe them and to study the factors that 
influence the development of such plans. This is not a simple· 
process. Discharge plans represent the end-product of a dynamic 
assessment and series of treatments. They tend to include a host of 
factors that have been tail~red to each patient and family situation • 
. This study investigates·the nature of discharge plans· for 
terlIlinal patients in hos.pitals. The research will generate a compre-
hensive listing of the variables.;.considered in discharge plans and 
describe ·the .factors that influence social w~.rke~s and other pro-
fessionals ··in the discharge plannirig process. 1n addition,. the study 
] 
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will provide a foundation for future research to evaluate the 
effectiveness of discharge plans. There are at least three differ-
ent ways to evaluate plans.: (1) through dimensions of .the patient; 
(2) conditions of the family ·during the terminal period, and (3) 
long-range consequences on the survivi~g family ~embers. These 
evaluative foci are not necessarily correlated. For example, one 
type of discharge plan may increase the pat·ient I s self~esteem but 
decrease levels of esteem or functioning am~ng other members of the 
family. 
Previous research on discharge planning has revealed a relation-
ship between the timing of referral and the length ot in-hospi.t·al 
stay for patients (Berkman and Rehr, 1972; Schrager et ale ~ .1978). 
The latter authors found three additional factors that playa part 
in .delaying or impeding the process of discharge plann~ng: -(1) lack 
of appropriate extended care beds; (2) limited cooperation of the 
·~edical staff· in the necessary paperwork; and (3) change in the 
medical condition of the patient (Schrager et al.,. 1978). Lindenberg· 
and Coulton (1980) in a study describing the posthospi·tal needs of 
patients and the extent to which these needs were met subsequent to 
discharge, found that for a large percentage of needs, family or 
friends provided the planned services. The needs that these authors 
defined as part of d~scharge planning were: follow-up medical 
supervision; shelter; ·nursing care; health education; physical 
therapy; occupationa·l therapy; assista.nce to patients with psycho-
social problemS associated with i.llness; assistance to families with 
psychosocial problems associated with illness; .ass:;f..stance with 
-J 
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personal care; nutritional services; homemaker services; vocational 
rehabilitation; medical equipment; environmental modification; 
transportation; _financial planning; legal services; meaningfl,1l 
individual and social activity; and coordination of services. 
Although much has been written on the natur e of social work 
interventions with terminal patients and their families (Prichard 
et a1.,- 1977, and others), there is little research on what social 
workers feel iso-important in the formulation of discharge plans for 
the terminal patient and his family. - What needs -to-be investigated 
are the factors that affect the formulation of the plan and their 
relative importance. Schrager et al. (1978) suggest-more-study of 
the factors affecting discharge planning-, and they -note a need to 
identify factors both_within and outside of the SOCial worker's 
control. Lindenberg and Coulton (1980) believe that their research 
implies that for many -categories of -patient need, -fewer than 60 
percent of patients had their needs adequately met_one month after 
discharge. Also implied was that dependence on family and-friends 
to meet -thes-e needs would take its toll on the perfotmance of 
healthy family functioning. 
A number of factors that bear upon p-lanning for discharge have 
been suggested in the literature -on the needs of terminal-patients 
and their families. The present study will document similarities 
and differences among social workers in their formulations of dis-
charge plans for the terminal patient in the hospital. For example, 
one variable to be exa~ined is the designated location for dying: 
home or institution. Although this variable is crude, it is an 
important one with some c1earcut implications for the terminally ill. 
J The following factors will be explored in terms of their re1at·ion-
ship to the discharge planning process: (1) timing of referral; 
(2) lack of appropriate extended care beds; (3) change in condition 
of the patient; (4) limited cooperation of medical staff in 
necessary paperwork; (5) patient's desire to go home; (6) family's 
need for continuing psychological, social, economic and other support 
following patient discharge;" (9) patient and family's financial 
~esources; (10) adaptability· of patient's home environment. to meet 
] his needs; (11) patient's need for continuing medica1 •. nursing~ 
rehabilitative, clinical, dietary care and transportation upon dis-
] charge; and (12") social worker's pel;'ceived role autonomy with hosp-
ita1 administl;'ation and medical staff. 
] New models of terminal care, such as the hospice that deals 
exclusively with terminal pati·ents and their families t have come into" 
existence and require investigation ·of their services. It is fruit-
~u1 to include hospice social workers in this study as a comparison . 
with hospital social workers, since, perhaps as a result of speCial i-
zation or different philosophy, hospice workers have discovered a 
different way of intervening and giving· s·ervices to terminal patients 
and their families. 
Among the various models of hospice (classified accor~ing to 
how their in-patient· component is deye10ped) is one in which the 
in-patient program ·is housed in an institution, such as an acute 
care hospital, and there exists no coordinated home care program. 
Consequently social workers within t~is type of· hospice also mua-1:, 
1 
-. 
1 formulate discharge plans for their terminal patients. 
This research on discharge plann~ng for the terminal patient 
will collect data about discharge planning fr.om two settings: 
1 the acute care hospitals and hospice units within existing hospitals. 
The studYt being exploratory-descript·ive in natul,"e. has the follow-
ing aims: 
1. Identify the parameters of discharge plans. for terminal 
patients. 
2. Examine with empirical data those factors already .suggested 
in the literature as included in discharge planning • 
. 3. Specify the relative importance among:factors that social 
workers consider in the formulat-ion of discharge plans 
for terminal patients. 
4. Compare differences in dischB:rge planning between the 
hospital and hospice setting.· 
5. Formulate useful hypothese~ .about the behavior prescribed 
in the discharge planning process, which may be tested in 
further :r:;esearch. 
j. 
J 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Discharge Planning: 
Despite the complexity of the task and social work's traditional 
commitment to this f.unction, hospital discharge planning was not ex-
plicitly defined until its recent emergence as a crucial factor in 
hospi~als' compl~ance with governmental regulation~ and financial 
survival. In 1974 the American Hospital·Association·defined dis-
. char~e planning ·as a centralized and ·.coordinat.ed: program devel·oped 
to· ensure continui~y of care for patients •... ~he pr:():cess·:invo~:ved· 
. .' .. ' . '. ..: '. '. . 
identification of those patients ·need·ing servic~s, ·.·.a.sse~sment . of 
patient and family needs upon discharge, knowled:ge of and use of a 
wide variety of community resources, .·including the patient 's home, 
and evaluation of the most appro·priatepiace tor the· patient to go 
'. . . . . .' . 
upon ·dishcarge. In short,· the Association states; "The key word ·is 
coordination: . the establishment of a·focal point at which· the 
contributions of each department or s·ervice are brought together to 
identify th~ posthospitalization needs of the patient and the 
resources, for both care and financing, to· meet those needs. The 
, . . 
discharge planning program should ensu~e understanding of·the 
alternatives, part;icipation of the patient and family in the decision 
and timely completion of arrangements to car!y out the. accepted 
.. ,': 
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plan."* Although the Association views disch~rge planning as pri-
marily an administrat-ive task which could be undertaken by anyone 
of several professions, social ~ork throughout ~ts history has 
long retained the discharge planning fucntion. (Rartlett, 1957; 
Rerkman and Rehr, 1970). 
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals presents 
discharge planning in its relationship with the utilization review 
regulations. In its manual it states) "Discharge planning shall be 
initiated as early as a determination of tne need for such activity 
can be made, in order to facilitate discharge at that point in time 
when an acute level of care is no longer required ••.• The utilization 
review may specify the situations in which non~physician health 
care professionals are permitted to initiate··-di.scharge plann,ing •••• " 
(Joint Commission on Accreditation of HQspitals,'1978). 
From a social work perspective, Rossen (1977) d~£ines dis-
charge planning as that professional service that helps patients and 
families cope with 'their illness, move through the hospital system, 
and return to the community' with' appropriate supports. It involves 
the assessment of individual needs, formulation of a plan, and 
implementati,onof the plan to ensure the co,ntinuing care ,and well 
being of the patient, and family. Stein supports the social ,work 
leadership role :in discharge p;Lanning. He believes, "Sound discharge 
plann~ng of patients, concerned with a person's future way of life, 
*American Hospital Association, DischargePlartnirtg 'For 'Hospitals, 
(~hicago: ,American Hospital Association, ,1974), p,. 12 
J 
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frequently calls for the greatest of professional security and skill 
in helping other health professionals to delineate the patient's 
need and in aiding individuals and their families in their decision 
reaching process" (Stein, "1975). 
One issue .of discharge planning that is important for social 
work practice, that this stucly addresses., is which patients need 
discharge planning. Id·eally all pati~nts should either be given the 
benefits of social services or should at the minimum have the op.tion 
of calling upon social service f.or discharge ·planning (RatTiff) 1981). 
When social workers do their own casefi~ding, rather than wait for 
referrals from other health personnel, .it is useful to use a .screen-
ing mechanism· in order to identify patients and families·· that are at 
·high-risk in terms of social or physical stress. (Rehr, Berkman, 
and Rosenberg, 1980).· This research addresses terminal patients ~nd 
their families.,. which all authors agree is a. target population, in 
desperate need o.f discharge planning. 
Medical social workers often confront bureaucratic constraints 
on the1r professional autonomy in discharge planning (Teague, 1971). 
. . 
According to Toren (1969) the main threat to professional autonomy 
is interference by the organizati.on with the the application of 
knowledge or with the delivery of service. Studies by Billingsley 
. (1964) and Scott ,<,1969) demonstrate conflicts that profess~onals 
encounter in their work wi,thin a bureaucratic structure and conclude 
that these conflicts are quite real for social workers. The need of 
hospitals to comply with reguiations regarding financial. reimburse-
ment creates. pressure for· early discharge for patients. This pressure 
may clash with the social worker's role ot prQlD.ot~ng client self?'" 
determination and right to quality health care as a consumer. Levy 
(1975) describes the conflict that. social workers feel when con-
fronted with an agency directive' that they feel violates their 
professional' ethics. And Davidson (1978) exemplifies this by 
stating, " ••• social workers, when constrained to assist patients 
to select one of several equally bad discharge plans because they 
must leave the hospital, experience what Levy (1975) suggestedll 
(Davidson, 1978). 
Disc::harge planning for comprehens.ive patient care requires a 
multidisciplinary approach in which obstacles to effective practice 
can surface. Among' the members of the medical team there exiSt 
differences in knowledge, values, skills' and goals which produce 
different conceptual orientations to people, needs, and intervEmtions. 
In .collaboration, w.hat is' needed' are feelings and ·.attitudes of mutual 
respect and knowledge of one anoth~r's functions and competence.' 
This study'pays attention t~ interprofessional practice in discharge 
planning as it relates to the wo·rk of the social worker.. One of the 
.. 
newest conceptual frameworks pertaining' to discharge planning and 
the multidisciplinary approach'was developed by McKeehan. (1981). 
To paraphrase, she defines discharge .planning as a process of 
activities in which team collaboration exists to help the patient 
. . 
leave th.e. hospital •.. Her. f:tamework describes. ~h~ scope, process, and' 
the development of a.model of discharge planning. However, her 
principal thesis is that the tasks of disch~rge plann~ng 'should be 
under the auspices of nursing, and not social service. Rehr et a1.. 
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(1974) .describe the ·issues and conflicts of interprofessional col-
laboration, such as who should be considered the leader and when, who 
should be part of the medical team, what should the team accomplish 
in terms of activities and working relationships, but few clear 
guidelines have b~en formulated for the role of the social worker 
as a member of the medical team in working with termina·l patients 
and families in discharge· planning .. 
There are a variety of factors involved in the process of 
discharge planning. One of these, timing of referral, has been 
researched by several studies, notably Berkman and Rehr (1972) and 
Schrager et al. (1978). The results. indicate that this factor is 
a crucial element in determin~ng the e~fectiveness of discharge 
pl~nning. Both studies implied that early referral tends to result 
in shor~er hospital stays. This fineJing leads the. authors tc;> believe. 
that early referral enables the social worker to offer the full range 
·of comprehensive services need~d by the patient and his family. The 
authors feel that an effective plan is o~e begun.early in the 
admission, that is, whether the case is picked up by independent 
care-finding or by referral from health personnel. Timing of 
referral as related to.discharge.planning has been explored by 
several hospital task forces (American Hosp~tal Association, 1974; 
Greater Detroit Health Care, 1977), and other authors (Clark, 1969; 
Barham, 1974; Fitzpatrick, 1968). Early referral is s.uggested by 
Ryder, Elkin, and Doten (1971). 
The Am,erican Hospital Associa.ti.on. (1974) enumerates the factors 
to be included in.the formulation of the discharge plan, such·as: 
\ 
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(1) physicians services--frequency and kind and wh.ere these s.ervices 
be given; (2) nursing services--frequency, continuity of availability, 
level of needed competence; (3) rehabilitation services--modalities, 
frequency, type of equipment, levei of supervision requ~red, level 
of professional skill needed and setting; (4) clinical laboratory 
and radiology--kind and frequency·; (5) nutrition--kind and amount of 
dietary guidance and supervision needed, frequency or revie~; (6) 
social services--kind and frequency of counseling; ·(7) transportation 
frequency, distance, kind of conveyance, costs and financial feasibil-
ity; (8) financial resources--availability of coverage, sources of 
payment for special needs, family resources .and needs for assistance. 
Also in the assessment, the plan should include the patient's and 
family's attitude toward the illness, the decision of where to go 
upon discharge, and an evaluation of the home environment. La Bianca 
and Cubelli (1977) und,erline these factors as important in building 
social work knowledge for the task of di~charge planning. Lindenberg 
and Coulton (1980) list these same factors in their study describing 
the posthospital needs of patients and the extent to which these 
needs were met subsequent to discharge. 
Lindenberg and ·Coult·on (1980) attempted to dete:J;'mine the 
effectiveness of discharge planni~g for patients with cardio-vascular, 
cancer, orthopedic, and. cerebrovascular problems in the Cleveland 
area. ·The findings ·reported that for a large percentage of needs, 
one month following· discharge, family or· friends provided the planned 
s·ervices. The cat·egories. of need that did not have the service plan-
ned were: shelter; vocational rehabilitation; environmental modifi-
.I 
cation; and me.aningful activi.ties. The authors cla::lm. that healthy 
family functioning may be impeded by the dependence of the patient 
on the family to meet his needs. The authors also found that social 
workers were not using community resources for follow-up care, 
either because the. resources were ina.dequate, or they did not exist to 
meet the needs ·of patients. A recent study was. conducted by the 
Greater . New York Hospital Association (1981) whose purpose was to 
find out how well discharge p·lanning .programs are able to predict 
where a person will be six months after discharge. As part of the 
study, follow-up interviews were conducted with the patients three 
months after discharge to identify any patient needs that had not 
been met due to poor discharge pla.nning. The f::lndings showed that 
patients were readmitted to hospitals within three months, and many 
patients reported a significant decline in the level of care after 
discharge. It appears necessary, therefore, .to develop guidelines and 
indicators for defining a "successful" and effective dis,char·ge plan 
for the terminal patient. 
Schr.ager et al. (1978) found three factors Which played a part 
in delaying or impeding the discharge planning. proc·ess: (1) lack of 
appropriate extended care beds; (2) limited cooperation of medical 
staff in the necessary paperwork; and (3) change in the medical 
condition of the patient. ·Hung (1976) found delay and. procrastination 
by the f~ily toward initiati:ng placemen·t applications in discharge 
planning in her study of brain tumor patients and their families. 
] 
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Needs of the Terminal Patient and His Family:· 
Sociological work on the dying patient and his family finds 
that the dying indivi,dual is defined·as a deviant. He loses his 
. 'aocial value and becomes· "marginal. " There is a lack of norms for 
his behavior with others (Glaser and Straus, 1964, 1968; Sudnow, 
1967; Schneidman, 1976). Studies document evidence· of emotional 
resistance to interactions with the dying (Parsons, 1966; Crane, 
19701 Kalish, 1966). Studies have also shown tha·t during the 
terminal stage, physicians have great difficulty confronting their 
dying patients and communicating with them about their illness and 
prognosis, as well as with .their families (DoveDiuehle, 1965; Quint, 
1967; Lasagna, 1968; Feifel, 1959; Verwoerdt, 1966; Bulgar, 1963; 
. . 
Friedman, 1970.; Thomas, 1972). Studies on nurses' interaction with 
terminal patients also give evidence of the same difficulty with 
communication (Glaser and Straus, 1964; 1968; Sudnow, 1967; Quint., 
1967; Lewis, 1969; Martinson, 1978; Nursing 75, 1975). Mount (1976) 
has gathered data indicating· that patients want to know their 
diagnosis and prognosis, but that this usually does not happen • 
Saunders (1965) calls attention to· the fact that hospital staffs 
generally make an effort .to keep the patients in ignorance about 
their diagnosis and prognosis. Thus, the terminal patient in the 
hospital frequently .feels depressed, isolated and guilty about being -
a burden on his environment. His environment gives him messages 
which lower his feelings. of competenc~, dignity and· self-esteem. 
Professional literature from the fields of social work, 
medicine, and psychology, views death and dying as a period of crisis 
I 
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in the life cycle of the individual. The expet;'ience ot dy~ng taxes 
onets existing. coping strategies and strengths since it is beyond 
the r~almof traditional problem-solving methods --<;Pattison). 1967; 
Hinton, 1967; Pearson, 1969; Schoenberg et al., 1912; Norton, 1963; 
Weisman, 1972, 1974; Shneidman.t 1973) 1976; Goldstein, 1973; Feife·l, 
1965;. White, 1973). Studies demonst~ate that dying patients are 
well aware that they are dying, despite the fact that they may not 
chose ~o discuss it openly (Hinton, 1963, 1974; Witzel, 1975; 
McIntosh, 1977 j Graeme, 1975 jParkes, 1973; Hackett, 1976., and others). 
West (1980) has. explored the issue of communication with patients and 
their families and· the medical staff and has found that patients are 
awar·e of their prognosis even if they have not been formally "told" 
it. West believes that.most patients would welcome the opportunity 
to discuss the.ir illness with their physj.cians and family openly. 
In the literature·, th.e experience oJ; dying i.s .~onditioned by. 
a host of feelings and attitudes. The experience reawakens problems 
with. depend·ency,. .passivity, narcissism, identity, anger and competence. 
The dying patient may fear the unknown and·. the distin~egration of 
his body. He may feel guilt about being a burden on family and 
friends andJas a result Qf·rage toward his disease. He must confront 
grief· feelings on m,any levels, from h.is home., job., pets and personal 
belongings, to his close tamily and significant others. The dying 
patient may f.ear death as a punishment and see hi~self as a failure 
because of an unfinished need to complete so~e life task or fulfill 
an obligation. The dying pa.tient may suJ;t;e;t:' profound isolation and 
frustration .with h.imself. and other!3. (Shnei.dma.n, 1973, 1976; Weisma.n, 
(1972; Feifel t 1977; Garfield, 1978; Kastenbaum and Aisenberg t 1972; 
Pattison, 1977; Schoenberg et a1.,. 1972; Saunders t 1971 t 1978; Ross, 
1969; Hinton, 1974; Pritchard et a1., eqits., 1977; Parkes, ·1973). 
In the process o~ discharge planning the social worker must take 
into account the patient's·attitude toward his illness arid pr~gnosis. 
because this will have a relation to his communication with his 
family and his participation in the decision-making of whe·re to go 
upon discharge. 
The psychoanalytic· perspective on the experience of dying is 
concerned with the process in which the patient relinquishes his 
involvement with the outside work (Freud, 1914; Eissler, 1955). 
The psychoanalytic treatment of dying patients is aimed at helping 
th.em defend against object loss by facilitating the development of 
a regressive relationship with ·the. therapist. The therapeutic· 
all;i.ance serves as protection against the anxiety and depression. 
The main therapeutic tool is one of unlimited time given to the 
patient as a gift of love (Eissler, 1955; Norton, 1963; Joseph, 1962)·. 
Kubler-Ross (1969) in he.r class·ic study descr:!.bes. five stages 
of reactions ·to dying:· (1) Denial; (2) ~ger; (3) Ba.rgaining; 
(4) Depression; and (5) Acceptance. These ·stages des.cribe a process 
of ~ealizationJwith the later stages reflecting greater·re~ognition 
of the facts of death. Other authors. have criticized th.is classifica-
tion on the grounds that many patients do not seem· to follow the 
stages. In fairness to Ross, sh.e never claimed that all of her stages 
must be passed through. by.every patient. The fact that she termed 
them "stages" led one to expect a sequence. 
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One of the reasons this sequence is seldom seen among cancer 
patients ;is that the character of the disease is irregular and un-
predictable. Thus., the patient faces a number of disappointments 
each of which mus·t be grieved before the person is ready to move on 
to the next.(Weisman and Worden, 1977). Two .studies showed· that 
psychological factors played a significant part in length of ·time of 
survival. Weisman and Worden :(1975) calculated th;e average survival 
time of patient.s with various types of incurable cancer. They then 
c9mpared a group of patients who survived longer than average with 
another group who died in a .shorter period. They found. that 
longevity sign~ficantly correlated with. patients· who·maintained 
ac.tive and mutually responsive relationships, provided that the 
inte~sity of their demands was not so extreme as to alienate people 
responsible for their ~are. ~horter survival was found among cancer 
patients who reflected ~lienation,. ·deprivation, dep:ression and 
destructive relationships which extended into their terminal period. 
Verwoerdt and Elmore (1967) studied thirty terminally ill patients 
and how they coped; they concluded that thos.e wh9 had least hope 
died earlier, and pB:tients .who were· ·more sat~sfied with the past 
were ·~ore hopeful and lived longer.· From these studies it would 
seem encumbent upon social workers to counsel·patients about their 
feel:i::ngs and ·attitudes t;.oward· . their illness and the significant 
persons in the·ir lives in order .to help them resolve conflicts and. 
trustrations in the ti~e. remaining. 
LeShan (1961) believes that the wi·ll to live must be strengthened 
. . 
in order to lessen the disease pr9c.ess. He feels that the dying person 
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needs help to draw upon his inner resources and examine his values 
and' goals. Pattison (1967) and Weisman (l972)v1ew dying as an 
integrative process which reflect~ the' individual's unique style 
of living. Weisman's concept of "appropriate death" (1972, 1977) 
is that the only consolation. which can be authentically offered 
to ·the dying person is the freedom .to die his own death. Weisman 
believes. that the professional staff can help the patient choose 
his own style of dying and dea·th. "Dying patients need. to achieve 
a measure of consciousness, control·, competence and protection of 
their autonomy and identity (~restage, 1968; Cassem and Stewart,. 
1975; Beverley., 1976; Kastenbaum, 1974). Thus, one way in which 
terminal· patients can retain a measure of· c·ontrol and· participation 
in the decision-making 'while they are ·hospitalized· is to assel;'.t 
their own wishes as to ·where they:"want .. to go upon discharge. 
Whe·ther they choose hOD;le or institution reflects their style of 
living and the style in which they wish to die.· 
Social Work ·Practice ·Wi.th Terminal' Patients and··Their ·Families 
The literature on social work practice with term;i.nal patients 
and their families stresses what has traaitionally be~n present in 
the. x-elationship between practitioner and. client·, namely, the process 
of listening to, identifying and understanding feelings.' (NASW, 19·61; 
Pilsecker, 1975; MacLaurin, 1959; Morrissey, 1963; Weisb~rg, 1974; 
Cohen and Dizenhuz, 1977; Daniel, 1973;. Kr an·t, Beiser., Adler,. and 
Johnston,1976). Terminal illness leaves· patients and families with 
profound feelings of helplessne~s, humiliation and loneliness 
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accompanied by physical, emotional and financial sufferirig •.. The 
social worker wants to create an atmosphere of open·dialogue with 
the patient: and family and help all ·involved gain dignity and peace. 
At the Tufts Psychosocial Cancer Unit of the New England 
Medical Center., Krant, Beiser, Adler and Johnston (1976) developed 
the tasks· ··for social work intervention. These were: establishing 
-
a relationship, opening blocked channels of communication; facili-
tating mourning proCeSs,- catalyz·ing interactions with community 
support systems, fostering individualization, and role rehearsal 
for the soon-to-be bereaved family members. S~ith and McNamara 
(1977) a·lso suggest simi·lar· interv~nti.ve strat.egies for meeting 
the needs of cancer patients and families. Hackett (1976) stresses 
the need for open communication between the professional staff and 
th~ pa,tient and family. Lincoln, Twersky, and. Sale (1974) .feel 
that it is essential to invdlve the doctor and ~urse in patient 
and/or f~ily interviews, and offer to make follow-up home Visits 
for bereavement counseling. They also claim that the social. worker 
has the role to educate th.e.medical team mE!!Ilbers about his pro-
fessional perspective in patient care. 
Social work intervention~ gen·erated ·from an ecological per-
spective have been developed ·by Goldstein· (1973)., Moynihan,· (1975), 
and Wijnber.g· and SChwa.rtz (1975). These authors view de~th and 
dying as a cr.isis stage in the life cycle which has· profound 
effects on the pati.ent, family and their environmental systems. 
They betieve that soc.ial workers can help the patient and family 
decide on meaningful tasks to keep them close and supportive, as 
--
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. - r well as prepare them. for t~e emotional, social and financial strains • 
.. .I 
Hung (1976) found that avoidance was the dominant pattern of coping 
interaction between brain tumor patients· and their· families, but 
even with this pattern of defense, families were· still very re-
c~ptive to social work interventions. Hung found that families 
needed the solace in speaking with the social worker and .planning 
around concrete needs. 
Terminal Care: 
Holford (1973) defined terminal care as " ••• the management of 
patients in whom the advent of death is felt to be certain and not 
too far off and for whom medical effort has turned away from therapy 
and become concentrated on the relief of symptoms and the support of 
both patient and family""(J .M. Holford, 1972). Saunders (1978), 
Cade (1963), and Smithers (1960) claim the crucial issue in terminal 
care is the appropriateness of particular medical and other treat-
ments for the patient when active treatment as suchbeco~es ir-
relevant. Rather than see terminal care as ·nothing more· can be 
done, they believe that this kind of care means adequate treatment 
of the physical distress of dying as well as emotional support for 
the grief and dignity of the patient. The objective of terminal 
care often is to overcome the sense of failure which· tends to pervade 
the atmosphere that surrounds the patient. 
Despite .the statistics that report that. increasing numbe:rs of 
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terminal patients die io, hospitals,*the professional literature 
and personal accounts by dring persons and their families indicate 
that dying persons want to return home to'die. Simpson (1976) and 
Sampson (19}7) claim this is true in their experience as physicians. 
Gibson (1971) states that there is great benefit and value when 
elderly people die in their own homes. He believes that the family 
need much reassurance for their ability to take the patient home and 
play an active part in his care. Wilkes (1973) found that over 
one-half of all cancer deaths took, place at home, one-third occurred 
in an acute care hospital, and the rest happened in long-term nursing 
homes. Smithers (1973) and Gibson (1973), emphasize that dying 
patients want to die at home with appropriate home care services. 
Prestage (1968) states that although 'the dying,p~tients wish to 
die at home where it is familiar, they are frequently abandoned by 
those who fear death and whose anxieties create an' atmosphere of' 
alienation. The social work literature reports that terminal patients 
want to die at home, but that this becomes a major drain on the' 
family's emotional coping capacities and financial resou~ces 
(Archives of the Foundation of Thanatology, 1975; ~richard et al., 
1977) • 
McNulty (1973) s.tates that the concensus of opinion of those 
attend,ing the 1972 Department of Health and Social Security Symposium 
on Care,of'the Dying in Great Britain, was ,that termi~al care should 
*Data from the Department, of Health, Educat~9n, a~d Welfare show that 
excluding newborns, an es tima,t,ed 574. 868 peX:~Qn~ a!"e, c;J.:;i..sch.?~ged (iea,d 
annually from c01llQunity hospitals ~ •• This is 30'.4 percent ~~ all th,Qse 
dying in the United States'annually for 19.75. 
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take place at home. ,Dying persons are becomip.g more vocal about 
where they want to die. Studies have shown'that where'an illness 
has a forseeable end, many families wish to ,look after ,their 
relative at home as long as possible (Aitken-Swa:p.., 19'59; Wilkes, 
1965) ,.' McNulty, who has had six years of experience with over 
1500 terminal patients and families, states that the problems' 
encountered in' terminal care are the following: medical, nursing J 
social, financial, and' emotional. She beli'eves, J'There are no ab-
solute criteria to help us decide whether a dying patient can re-
main at home; each case, is individual ••• The patient's need for home 
and the familiar surroundings outweigh anything which a hospital 
can offer. The decision turns on the material circumstances and on 
the quality of the human relationships within the home" (McNulty, 
1978). 
, 'Hbspice: 
One of the newest concepts in terminal care is ,that of hospice. 
This program' seeks to create an atmosphere that neither alienates 
por abandons the dying patient and his family. Hospice was defined 
as, "a program. which provides palliative and supportive 'care for 
terminally ill patients and, their ,families" either directly or on a 
cons~lting basis with the patient's physician or another community 
agency ••• Originally a medieval'name for a way station for pilgrims 
and travelers where they, could be replenished 'and cared for; used 
here for an organized program,of care for people ,going through ,life's 
last station ••• " (United States Congress, House of· Representatives, 
Commi·ttee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, 1976). The orientation 
of the hospice philosophy is humanistic· in its concern for the 
well-being of the patient and family. It is holis·tic in its atten-
tion toward the ~hole person.and his family. Hospices draws upon 
the total armamentarium of medical care through the use of the multi-
.I di"sciplinary team approach. The focus is on the patient and family 
and the quality of their living, and the rationale for ·services is 
that since death and dying is a natural part of life, it can be 
.1 .. 
made easier by the provision of help. 
The National Hospice Orgariiza,tion (NHO) was formed ;in 1977 and 
;is incorporated in Washington, D.C. The purposes of the NHO include 
the e~change of in~ormati.Qn between hospi.ce g~oups. the provision 
.of ;information about hospice care· to the publ;ic 8.nd the establishment 
and ~aintenance of standards of hospice ca,re.· Although the NHO has 
developed a set of standa~ds· for hosp;ices, adoption of ·them by a 
p~Qgram is purely voluntary. At present, the NHO does not p~ssess 
the ·~echanics, experience or expertise to survey and a.ccredit hospi,ces. 
It is difficult to say how many hoap·tces ex;i.st in the United States 
......---... 
beca,use of the problems wi"J::h definition and data gathering (Cohen, 
- .. 
1979). There has been no federal legisla,t;L.on as yet specifically 
dealing with hospices., but the Department of Health an~ Human Services 
has des}.~ated ce~tain hospice· p~Qgr~ms as p.ilot ·pr·oj ects for the 
purpose of ~tudy~ng mechanisms of reimbursement for hospice care. 
Objectives ·of hos.pice Care include the follow~ng: emphasis on 
s.ymptQJD. control--that. is, not· just the physical d·istress·., but the 
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total psychological" spiritual, social pain of the indiyidual; the 
unit of care is the patient and his family; care of the family 
extends through the bereavement period; staff offers availability 
24 hours/day, seven days a week; the, stud.y a,nd', teachi;li~ of 
terminal care to those involved in hospice care as well as those 
interested in the needs of the ,terminally ill and their families. 
The emphasis of hospice care is not so much on new technolog~ as 
on personal cpncern in a warm, open, socially supportive environment. 
Other characteristics of hospice programs include the follow-
ing: the physician is frequently the team leader, home care and 
inpatient components are coordinated by hospice staff to ensure 
continuity of care" hospice staff in inpatient units within acute 
hospitals are usually 'only responsible for hospice patients and 
families" volunteers are an integral part of l:lospice care, patients 
are admitted on the basis of need, regardless of their ability to pay, 
or their: .. insurance, patients and family confidentiality is respected" 
there exists close staff collaboratio~ and support with patien~ and 
family. 
Dr. Saunders (1978) feels that the major thrust in hospice, 
care is physical symptom control, so that the patient is freed to 
deal wit~ ,spiritual, psychological'and social ~tters. She believes 
that medical leadership is a prerequisite of hospice care. The St. 
Christopher's Hospice in London, which she describes, is a program 
that gives excellent medical and nur'sing care, w~ile payi;ng close 
attention to the needs of the family during and after the terminai 
period. 
\ 
The model of hospice used in this research is the·lrtstitlitional-
based·Hospice in which the in-patient component is a unit or several 
beds within a· hospital. This study also used the submodel· that has 
no coordinated home care program. Because hospice care aspires to 
1 
such eminent goals, it deserves serious investigation. Hospice 
care represents an attempt to meet a current need in our modern 
:I health care system. The void exists because acute hespit·als are 
ill-suited to meet the emotional needs of the terminal patient and 
"I his .family. Such institutions are oriented to cure patients; they 
want to give efficient·· .rather than individualized optimal care. The 
proponents of hospice claim that the services they offer are more 
individualized to the patient and family than those given in the 
acute hospital. 
There appear to be inadequacies in fou~ categories of the 
exi.st~Jlg co:mmuni.ty health support systenl· wh.i.c,n the h.ospice model of 
temi.nal care strives to co~rect. These components are; . (1) ·Acute 
ca}::e h.ospitals. These are practically a.nd philosophically ori~nted 
to th.e cure of diseas·e. The sta;f.f and resour.ces are devoted to 
hell?~ng th.e. patients recover from disease. When disease cannot be 
cured, the hospital has· few resources to enable the patient to live 
as fully and completely as possible, nor can it give the ~amily the 
skilled care and support they nee~ to understand and. cope with the 
e1;fects oJ; terminal illness and· continul:.ng probl~s ~ (2) Nu:r::sing 
and ~onvalescent hom,es. Most nu~sl:ng hOJD,es are not equipped to give 
attention to the needs· of terminal patients, much less to th.eir 
·families. These institutions are des·igned to primarily provide long· 
term care for the elderly and to conclude a recuperative period of 
rehabilitation for certain patients. For tepninal pat.ients und,er 
age 65, the nursing home environment seems particularly inapprop-
riate. Many rehabilitation programs will not accept terminal 
patients because they view them as hopeless. (3) Health care 
professionals. Until very recently, most professionals in the 
health care field have been trained to preserve life and oriented 
to the aggressive treatment of disease. When these professionals 
come face to face with the reality of the dYi:ng patient, their 
fears and biases surface and may interfere wi·th: givi;ng empathic, 
individualized care. (4) Counseling. Roth the patient and family 
need counseling. during the termin~l stage and following the death 
in the bereavement period. The patient needs counseling around 
area.s of financial and emotional issues· ~nd the f.aJD..i1y, besides 
I 
these same needs, have practical concerns to dea1'with like insurance 
papers, bills, funeral a~rangements •. The kind and degree·ot coun-
se1ing that the family needs to help them cope with the impendi:ng 
dea.th and ca;t;';t;'y them thro.ugh bereavement may not be a.dequa·te in 
current pt:ofessiona1 p;t;'actice·. Hospice care addresses the needs of 
.the surviving family in an ~rganized way (Zinlme~JlUin, 19~n). 
Hospices seem to be an 'a1ternatiye t.Q the social, medical, and 
physic~l enviro~ent afforded termina.1 patients in the traditional 
acute hospital. Although the two ~n$t·i·tutiona1 philosophies. appear 
antithet·ica.1 with J::egard tQ terminal· care;· Dubois ."(1980) believes 
that there ar·e definite advant:ages to establ~sh:i:ng a hospice within 
an . ~is ti:ng hoslli tal. In terms of pra:c ti,ca1i,ty, he s ta tes, hospices 
] 
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are more' eJ$:i>ensive as separate ;t;acil;i:.ties, and the c(;mver~ion, of 
hospital beds to hospice is econom;i:.cally just~~iable. In addition, 
hospice per,sonnel can have an educative role with the hospital 
staf;t; and help to change traditional attitudes and treatment 
policies.. Moreover, many communities cannot afford hospic::es' as 
separate ins'titutions and it would be 'Jl\ore J:'ealistic to of;t;er them 
hospice care within their own commun~ty ho'spital. 
This study includes discharge plarining as it exists in the 
hospice programs which are part of acute care hospitals and have no 
coo~dinated' home care services. The research seeks informati,on on 
the ways in which hospice care is similar to ,or di~fe;r-ent from 
terminal care in the hos'pital. The ;t;ocus is on how social workers 
ip. both:, g1='OUps ;formulate their dischB:rge plans tor the terminal 
patient. 
] 
CHAPTER 3 
.J METHODOLOGY 
.l 
Design: 
This study was an exploratory-descriptive survey which sought 
to define the characteristics of discharge planning for terminal 
patients and determine the relative importance of factors that social 
workers cQnsidered in the formulation of such plans •. Social workers 
in acute care. hos.pitals and hospices were used as respondents 
. because of their experience with term~nal patie~ts and their 
. families. Semi-structured interviews ·were ~sed to allow for uni-· 
·formity in responses: and flexibility· .so thatresp.ondents could ra;Lse 
issues and·share insights. 
Sa:mple: 
Samp·ling was a ·two stage proce·ss •. In the 1;irst st·age, different· 
frames of reference were used. to select the hospital and hospice sam-
pIes. In the second stage, the s~ple of social workers was selected 
for each of the comparative groups. 
The sample of hospitals was limited to those acute care 
hospitals that allow.ed for a choice of home vs. institution in their 
discharge plans. This was done to ensure that all factors involved 
in the discharge planning process would. be included. Sampling was 
stratified and purposive. There are a total of 149 hospitals in 
J 
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Missouri (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980). The researcher excluded 
primarily out-patient, psychiatric, rehabilitation,. childrens', 
specialized kidney and other hospitals that would not· have been 
appropriate .. for the study. Nine acute care hospitals were chosen in 
the city of St. Louis and for reasons of economy and convenience, 
six were chosen from the County of St. Louis. In addition, one 
ho~pital was selected to represent rural areas of the .state and one 
hospital was chosen to represent a smaller city. Table 1 presents 
the demographic information of the 17 hospitals, based· on type of 
geographic area. The metropolitan city of St. l.ouis included the 
hospitals of: Barnes, Jewish, City, Firmin de Loge, Deaconness, 
Compton Hill, St. Mary's, St. Luke's, and St. Anthony's. The sub-
urban hospitals. were: County,· Missouri .Baptist, St. J.ohn.'s Mercy, 
Incarnate Word,. Lindell, and Lutheran. St. Joseph's Jlo'spitai is 
located in the small city of St. Charles and the University of 
. Missouri Medical Center is in the smaller city of Columbia. Four of 
the hospitals are ·teaching hospitals connected to medical schools: 
St. John's Mercy, S·t. Louis University Hospital· (Firmin de Loge), 
Barnes, and Jewish. Appendix A lists the hospitals used in. the study. 
Data in Table· 1 sh~w~· th~t the metropolitan. hospitals served a 
I 
geographic population r~nging from 500,000 to 2.5 millign people. 
The suburban hospitalS served ~. population ranging from 50,000 to 
1 million •. The rural medical center served a population ·of 100,000 
and the small city hospital served a popUlation of 150,000. 
. /\ 
The median family income per. annumleve1 for th~ ~raphic areas 
·:~.~:p.8·e. as follows: . ;from. :~6,500·. t.o$9·,10Q. fQ:+.··the...metropolif,.tan 
--' -'-' 
Table 1* 
DEMOGRAPHIC 'INFORMATION OF HOSPITALS 'USED'!N STUDY BY'GEOGRAPHIC'AREA'IN'MISSOURI 
Type'of Area 
Metropolitan-City** 
Subur'ban*** 
Rural**** 
Other city***** 
Population 
Served 
SOO.OQO~2.5 mil. 
50,000-1 mil. 
50.000 
150,000 
Med'iaIi Family Income 
Per Annum Level 
$ 6,500 '$ 9,100 
$ 8;400 - $13,400 
:$ 7,600 
$15,000 
Ethnicity Of 
Patient Population 
(Percent) 
White Black Other 
19-75 24-80 
63-98 1.0-31 
98.2 1.8 
98.5 1.5 
0.8 
0.4 
o 
o 
Health 
Insurance 
_'-J 
all' categories* 
all categories* 
all categories* 
all categories* 
* Categories included: self pay, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Medicare, Medicaid, Workers' compensation., 
miscellaneous, other group'insurance 
** Hospitals included: Barnes, Jewish, City, Firmin de Loge, Deaconness, St. Anthony's, St. Mary's, 
St. Luke's., and.Compton Hill 
*** Hospita~s included: C~unty, Missouri Bavtist, St. John's Mercy, Incarnate Word, Lindell, and Lutheran 
**** Hospital included: University of Missouri Medical Center, Columbia, Missouri 
*****Hospital included: St. Joseph, St. Charles., Missouri 
L--..l\ 
* Data based on U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: Washington, D.C~, 1980. 
'-
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city; $8,400 to $13,400 for the suburban communities; $7,600 for the 
rural area; and $15,000 for the smaller city. The categories of 
health insurance 'of the patient population included: self pay, 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Medicare, Medicaid, Workers' Compensation, 
other group insurance, and'miscellaneous (such as having no insurance). 
Only the City Hospital of St. Louis did not have patients who were 
self pay. With regard to the percentage of ethnicity of the pat~ent 
-
population, Table 1 shows that for the t;netropolitan hospitals the 
percentage of patients who were white ranged from ·19 percent to 75 
percent; for the suburban hospitals the percentage ranged from 63 
percent to 98 percent; for the small city the percentage of white 
patients was 98 percent; and for the rural area hospital 'the per-
centage was also over 98 percent. For the metropolitan hospitals the 
percentage of patients who were Black ranged from 24 percent to over 
80 percent. 
The advantage of having all hospitals from the same state was 
for the convenience and economy of i~terviewing the social workers 
and for defining the range of criteria for selection of the hospitals. 
The attempt was made to minimize the effects of external· variables, 
stich as sociQeconomic status, geography, and ethnicity. AII.forms 
of health insurance coverage were represented. The sizes of the 
hospitals varied from 100 to over 500 beds. All admitted patients 
~ith all types of diseases, of all ages and .religions •. None of the 
hospitals had any special home care programs for te~inal patients or 
any particular linkage with institutions that would have biased· the 
discharge plans toward home or institution. 
.1 
The population of hospices was limited to include only those 
programs that were housed in existing hospitals .and allowed for 
discharge planning to home or· institution. Also, the attempt was 
made to use those hospices that did not have coord·ina·ted home care 
programs. 
hospitals. 
This was· done to ensure as much comparability with the 
The researcher·believed that to include hospices with 
coordinated· home care programs would bias the hospice social workers 
in the direction of home, since a. coordinated home. care· program 
makes discharge planning to home much easier. Hospice·s without 
coordinated home care must· rely on the s~me kinds of community 
resources as hospitals when discharge planning for the terminal 
patient. 
Identification ·of hospices. of this model came ~rom the ·National 
Hospice Organization Directory as .well as from numerous sources 
(National Hospice Organization, 1978). As a result of restricting 
the sample of hospcies in the United .State~ to those wi·thin the 
model definition, the .n~ber was 15·. There may have been others in 
the planning stages .that are now functional. Letters were sent to 
the 15 hospices and all responded. However, two wro·te that they did 
~ot employ social workers; two communicated that they lacked the time 
to complete the questionnaires;. and three had coordinated home. care 
programs. Appendix B. ltsts the 8 hospices used in the study. 
Data in Table 2 shows,the following characteristics of the 
hospices: population served, location, number of beds and categories 
of health insurance accepted. All hospices admitted the majority of 
cancer patients. Other diagnostic gro~ps include.d kidney diseas·e, 
heart disease and neurological illnesses. The bulk of patients came 
r I . 
I 
from within a 30 mile radius. The hospices served an average popu-
lation of 500,000. Visiting hours and days·were unlimited, with no 
age restrictions for visitors. All hospices employed volunteers who 
received orientation and. in-service training. Patients' ages ranged 
from 18 to 65, With no more than half of the ·patients over 65. Some 
programs provided overnight accommodations for family members. Data 
in Table 2 shows that the number of beds ranged from four to twenty-
four. The in-patient beds· were classified· as acute care beds for 
purposes of third-party reimbursement. Funding and revenues came 
from!~dicare, M~dicaid, commercial insurance, self-pay, church 
support, private foundations, and federal grants. The number of 
trained social workers at each hospice was two, with one hospice 
having one worker. Not all social workers worked full-time, five 
days per week •. All participating hospices except for the one in 
New York and one in Missouri. ·had in-patient units that were separate 
from the rest of the hospital patients. 
Both hospital and hospice terminal patients are attended ·to by 
a team of professionals that includes the physician, registered nurse 
and ·nursing assistants, social worker, rehabilitation therapists. 
The hospice team includes the volunteers and clergy as a rule, 
....... 
'~Jreas the hospital team does not. For both the hospital and hospice, 
administrative personnel and community resources persons were brought 
) into team conferences as the case warranted. Hospices were subjected 
to the same reviews by the utilization review committees as were 
hospital patients. 
The second stag·e of sampling involved selecting the social work 
TABLE 2 
CRARACT~RISTICS OF HOSPICES USED IN STUDY* 
Name of Hospice Population Served "Location "Number "of "Beds**** Health"In~urance 
El Cajon 50,000 California 4 all categol;'ies** 
Lutheran 1 mil. + Missouri 12 all categories*** 
St. Luke's 2 mil. + Missouri 5 all categories** 
Albert Einstein 500,000 + New York approx.4 all categor::i.es"** 
Parkwood 1 miE. + California 14 all categories** " Pinecrest 225, 00 California 24 all categories** 
Methodist 500 ,~00-1 mil. Indiana 11 all categories** 
Fo"rhes 500,000 + Pennsylvcmia 6 all categories** 
* Data on ethnicity of patient population not available 
** Categories included: self pay, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Medicare, Medicaid, Workers' Compensation, 
'miscellaneous, other group insurance 
*** This ho~pice was being considered for funding as a pilot project under the federal government 
at the time"of this study 
****Based on 1979 estimates 
respondents. The hospital sample was selected purposively from 
.I 
specifi~d quotas. The sizes of the hospital social work staff 
ranged from two to twenty trained workers~ Only those social workers 
with an MSW· were included in the sample. The strategy was as 
follQWs: The Directors of Social Work for each of the hospitals were 
telephoned and the purpose and nature of the study was explained. 
J They were asked if they were willing to participate, and if so, to 
provide a .list of social workers who met the criteria for the study. 
The correct number·of questi9nnaires was then mailed to each Director, 
who distributed them. Appendix C s~ows the lette~ to each Director 
that accompanied the questionnaires. The Directors either gathered 
the questionnaires when completed and ret~rned them, or let each 
social worker be responsible for send~~g hers back. There were 120 
questionnaires. distributed to 120 social workers in the total 
hospital population. The sample consisted of .71 respondents. 
While respondents came from every hospital used in the study, 
non-respondents came from hospitals having sociai work staffs with 
more than ten workers. One rationale to account for this difference 
may- lie in the Director's covert communication to his staff in 
soliciting tb.eir help in completing the questionnaire. Several 
h.ospital Directors of large social work staffs, although· genuinely 
interested in cooperating with the purposes and goals of the study, 
reflected to the researcher that their social ~rkers were extremely 
busy and hopefully could find the time to assist ~n the research. 
-.- Directors of social work sta.ffs having fewer than twC). workers seemed 
to express more appreciation that their staf~ was·included in the 
j 
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study, and thus might have generated more motivation ·to their workers 
for assistance. 
The sample of hospice social workers was selected in the fol-
lowing manner. Letters explaining the purpose and nature of the 
study were mailed out to the Directors of the 15 hospices that 
seemed to fit the model definition. Each letter accompanied a 
package of five questionnaires (Appendix D), although it was 
generally known that each hospice had only one or two trained social 
workers on its staff. Of the 15 hospices, 8 responded with a sample 
of 15 hospice respondents. 
A sub-sample of 44 cases was chosen for follow-up telephone 
interviews from the returns. The 31 hospital cases were selected 
from those question~~res that were either: (1) incomplete; (2) 
showed ambiguous responses; or (3) contained interesting and thought-
provoking ideas and issues. The 13 hospice subsample respondents 
i ~ ." 
wemselected differently. The researcher attempted to interview all 
15 respondents because of the desire to make all the data from 
·this group as meaningful as possible. However, only 13 hospice 
respondents were· interviewed becaus~ one wo~ker had left the· program 
and could not be reached·, and another worker stated that she had no 
time for the interview • 
. Instrument: 
The instrument developed.(Append:Lx H).- s~ught to measure the 
following clusters of factors relati:ng to: (1) the patient; (2) 
the family; and (3) the environment. Patient factors included the 
J 
variables of: patient 'os desire to go home; cha:nge in the condition 
of the patient; patient's attitude "toward dying; "patient's need for 
continuing m"edical, nursing, rehabil,itative, clinical, dietarr care 
and transportation upon discharge; and patient's financial resources. 
Family factors included the "variables of: family's desire to have 
patient home; j;amily' s" attitude toward patient; family's financial 
resources; and family's need for "continuing psychological~ social, 
economic and other support following"patient discharge. Environ-
mental factors included the variables of: timing "of referral; lack 
of appropriate extended care beds"; limited cooperation of medical 
staff in necessary pap~rwork; adaptability of patient's home environ-
ment to meet his needs; the social worker's perceived role "with 
administration and members of the medical team; and situations en-
counte"red in working with terminal patients in discharge planning. 
The questionnaire" had the ~ollowing objec"tives: 
I." Identify the parameters of discharge plans for "terminal 
patients. "The cluster of factors relating "to the patient are found 
in the sections of: patient's "needs upon discha:rge (Section A and "J); 
patient's "attitudes toward dying (Section Hand J); patient's 
:i;inancial resources (Section I); patient's desire to go home (Section 
J); and chs:nge in the condition of the patient (Sections J and G). 
The cluster of factors relating to the family are found in the 
sections of: family needs upon discharge (Sections C and J); family 
attitudes toward patient (Sections D and J); family's financial 
resources (Sections "I and J); and family's desire to have patient 
home (Section J)." The cluster of va~iables relat~ng to the environ-
J 
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ment are located in the sections of: timing of referral (Sections 
E and J); situations (Section G); lack of appropriate extended 
care beds (Sections·G and J); social w.orker' s perceived role with 
administration and medical team (Sections F~ G and J); limited 
cooperation of medical staff in necessary paperwork (Sections G and 
J); and adaptability of patient's home environment to meet his needs 
(Sections Band J). 
The open-ended questions in Sections A, B, C, D., E, F, G, H, 
and I seek to broaden ~he parameters of discharge plans for terminal 
patients. Section K asks for the submission of forms that might· 
contain additional information to enlarge the scope of discharge plans. 
II. Specify the relative importance among factors that social 
workers consider in the formulation of discharge .plans for terminal 
patients. This objective sought the information that wa,s emphasized 
by ·the·social workers. The importance of factors was elicited· 
through respoIis·es to ten ·point scales attached to the factors. The 
mea,n scores were rank-ordered for each factor and the number o·f 
respon,dents to each ;factor was ·noted •. ·Responses to additional items 
we~e qualitatively.analyzed and reported as new factors or coded in 
cat:egories. 
III. The. questio.nnai.re sought to secure data on the similarities/ 
dif;ferences.between hospital and hospice social workers with respect 
to factors. Th~ goal was to explore whether soci.al workers from these 
dif.ferent settings agree in specify~ng the relative importance of 
factors affect~ng the f.ormulation of discharge plans f.or terminal 
patients. 
j 
Telephone Interview: 
The follow-up telephone' interview was thought necessary because: 
(1) The number of cases was rather small and there was a need to make 
all the data count; and (2) since the subject of death and dying 
usually produces personal responses, there was a need to obtain and 
examine the subjective data in order to increase the validity of the 
study. The flexible use of a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 
E) for social workers during interviews was aimed at helping the in-
terviewer focus her attention in advance to a uniform number of sub-
jects in order to raise the likelihood of gathering c~mparable 4ata 
from all subjects interviewed. The questions were. phrased ·as simil-
arily as possible in each case and were not· biased to extract only 
certain answers so that the data could remain objective, that is, 
without the interviewer's contamination. T;his did not'preclude 
spontaneous productions by: the interviewee and comments by the inter-
viewer to stimulate, elaborate and clarify data. 
The subjective variables not listed on the questionnaire that 
the researcher wished to obtain data on pertained to: personal 
experience with family' or friends and terminal illness; personal 
feelings toward patients who went home or to an· institution upon 
discharge, religious orientation and how 'it affected coping with death 
and dying. The interview also asked for the following demographic 
information: years. working in social work; years working with terminal 
patients; membership,_in NASW; . nature of caseload; and .present job as 
care'er choice or assignment. Finally' the telephone interview was 
used to obtain from the respondents their g~neral impressions of the 
J 
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study and their reactions to the questionnaire. 
Data-Collection: 
The instrument was mailed- to the Directors of Soc-ial Work 
Departments of 17 hospitals and the Directors of 15 hospices. As 
stated earlier, 7 of the hospices were found to be inappropriate for-
the study. All of the hospitals responded. The D-irectors of the 
hospital and hosp-ice programs distributed the questionnaires to the 
appropriate social workers. After two weeks, telephone calls were 
made to those hospitals -and hospices from which a few or no question-
naires were received. A cutoff date was arbitral."ily established to 
give a-twa-month response period. which was deemed sufficient to 
permit an adeqUate response rate. Any additional time allotted was 
judged as _unlikely to increase signiJ;i_cantly t~e response rate. In 
total, 120 questionnaires were distributed to hospital workers and 
there were 71 respondents. For the hospices, 40 questionnaires w~re 
distributed, with 15 l."espondents. - Response rate for hospitals was 
59 per-cent, and ~or ho~pices, 100 -percent, since all social workers 
in the apPropriate hospice p~ogt:ams responded. _As the questionnaires 
weX'e received, J;ollQw-up telephone intervi_ews were sc;!heduled with 
those social workers whose questionnaiX'es were: _(I) incoPlplete; (2) 
showed ambiguous responses; and (3) contained interesting and thought-
pJ:'ovoking ideas and issues. 
All 44 of the social wQrkel;'s teleph9.neii-:were cooperative. The 
collect-ion of data was syst-ematized thr~ugh the use 9£ the semi-
stl;'uctured intervi_ew- -guide (Appendix -E). DuX'~ng the interview, once 
,/ 
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the initial rapport was established, the tone was informal and con-
versational. 
Definition of Concepts: 
Social Work Respondents: Trained social workers (MSW) who, for 
at least 25 percent of their ti.me,· work with terminal patients in the 
hospital or hospice and must plan for their discharge. 
Home: Discharge to a non-institution setting. It can include 
the patient's address upon admission or a residence to which the 
patien~ will go to. live. with family, friends, or alone. 
Health Care Institution: A setting that provides long-term 
skill~d nursing and custodial care to in-patient residents. 
Terminal Patients: Those patients, who,. with a variety of 
illnesses, have in their physician's judgment ,. from one. to six months 
to live. 
Discharge Plan: A statement, written by the social worker, tha~ 
tells where the patient will go upon discharge. It includes the 
treatment plan for the patient's continued care. 
Hospice: The list of actual programs in Appendix B. It is a 
program which· deals exclusively with t.erminal patients and their 
families. For this study, the hospice is housed in a hospital and 
has. no coordinated home care. 
Data· Analysis.: 
Two methods of statistical analysis were used: tests of signi-
ficance of the differences betwe~n the means, and rank-order correl~ 
ations, using the Spearman rank correlation coefficient. Tests of 
1 
sig~ificance so~~t to compare the importance hospital and hospice 
workers attached to all ·variables. Rank order correlations were 
performed to elicit the workers' ordering of importance of each 
variable in its own group. In addition. tests of s.ignificance of 
the differences between the means were performed on all . .variables to 
~ompare two groups of social workers that differed in the number of 
referenced cases who went home. Referenced cases refers to the last 
five terminal patients respondents used to complete questions in the 
questionnaire. Group I responded with "5" referenced cases. while 
Group II responded.with "1" referenced case (Section A, question 2). 
The rationale for the comparison was based on the following assump-
tion. Social workers, including both hospital and hospice, whose 
last one ref·erenced case went home, would be more in ~touch with 
factors which pointed. iIl: the direction of the institution, while 
workers whose last five referenced cases went· home, would be more 
in touch with factors which pointed in the direction of home .• 
Factor analysiS was performed on all variables to explore 
whether factors could be correlated with each other and ordered into 
a concept (factor). However, no.underlyi:ng factor structure was 
found to exist, so the results are not discussed. 
Attempts were made to improve reliability by writing items 
and instructions unambiguously so their interpretation was as un-
iform as possible •. R.espondents were told to contact· the investi-
gator to clarify quest~ons if they felt an item was ambiguous. 
Validity. was principally face validity, tak~.ng at ;f;ace value worker 
responses. Items used in the instrUment were. der~.ved from the 
"] 
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content of the literature on discharge planning, social work practice 
with terminal patients and their famil~es, and models of terminal 
care. 
Analysis of the content of" the "responses "to open-ended 
questions in the questionnaire and telephone ~nterview"was performed 
and categ0ries" were developed" for reporting them" (Appendixes F and G 
respectively). New Factors were clustered into Patient, Family, and 
Environment categories. This qualitative data will be discussed in 
a later chapt"er. The analysis was based on the rationale that if \a 
resp"Qnse was clearly different from those stated as items, it was 
considered a new factor. The telephone interview provided the 
opportunity to clarify those additional items wh.ich. were ambiguous. 
J 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE PARAMETERS OF DISCHARGE PLANS 
FOR THE TERMINAL PATIENT 
Research Question I: Identity the p'aramet~a of d1~ch~~ge plans for 
terminal patients. 
This question sought to explore the factors involved in dis-
charge plans for terminal patients in the hospital. Factors from 
the literature, those previously studied, were clustered acc.ording 
to their relation to: (1) the. patient; (2) the family; and (3) 
the environment. Patient. variables included those :.of: patient' is 
desire to go home; patient's attj,tude :toward .dYl:rig; . diange:~n.the 
condition of the patient; patient' S p.e~d for co~ti.nu·ing ·med"i~a.l,~ 
m~rsi~g, rehabilitative, clinical~ dietary care, and· transportation 
upon discharge; and patient's financial resources. Family variables 
included: f~ily's desire to have patient home; 'family's fin.ancial 
.• '. t 
resources; family's need for continuing psychological, social, 
economic, ·.and other support ~ollowing discharge;: and family's attitude 
toward patient. Environmental variables included: timing of referral; 
.. . 
lack of appropriate extended. care beds; limited cooperation of medical 
staff in necessary paperwork; adaptability of patient's ~ome to meet 
his needs; situations encountered in working with terminal patients; 
and social worker's perceived role in relation to members of the 
medical team. All factors were found to be included in the parameters 
.. 
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of discharge planning by the total sample of 86 respondents. 
With regard to the important factors social workers co.nsidered 
in their formulation of discharge plans, the following percentages 
were calculated on the entire sample of 86 respondents. Differences 
between hospital and hospice social workers are reported.in the next 
chapter. 
Data in Table 3 show that over 90 percent of social workers 
believed patients needed nursing services in discharge planning. 
Over one-third of the workers felt patients needed assistance· ·with 
obtaining medical equipment; only 29· percent felt ·patients needed 
counseling around death· and dying. These findings suggest that social 
workers re1y.strong1y on their collaboration with nurses in discharge 
planning. Also, the findings imply that terminal patients are going 
h~me, since there is.no need for medical equipment if the patient is 
being'discharged to an institution. It appe~rs that counseling 
around death and dying is not recognized as important a need by the 
social workers as one WQu1d have assumed. 
TAB~E 3 
THREE MAI.N '~ATIENTS t -NEEDS IN DISCWGE PLANNING 
REPORTED.BY SOCIAL·WORKERS .CPERCENTAGE)* 
'Patient Need 
Nursing services 
Medical equipment 
Counseling on death and dying 
Number 
78 
32 
25 
Social Workers (P.ercent) 
90.7 
37.2 
29.1 
*Note -"Due to overlapping, total does 'not add to 100 
.' 
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Data in Table 4 show that 47 percent of the social workers 
believed that their patients felt guilt toward. dying duril,1g the 
process of discharge planning. Forty-one percent felt their pat-
ients were depressed; and 34 percent felt their patients denied 
their prognosis. Another 34 percent felt their patients:' medical 
condition was such that they were unable to ascertain the patient's 
attitude. The finding that social workers felt their patients' pre-
dominate attitude toward dying was guilt~ seems to contradict a pre-
vailing theme in the literature indicat~ng that dying persons feel 
isolated and withdrawn.. Thefinding~ s.uggest that patients may need 
intervention to help them with these guilt feelings. 
TABLE ~ 
THREE MAIN PATIENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD DYING CONSIDERED 
IN DISCHARGE PLANNING REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE)* 
Attitude Number So.cial Workers Percent 
Guilt 40 47.0 
Depression 36 41.9 
Denial 29 "34.0 
Unable to asceJ."tain 29 34.0 
*Note - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
Data in Table 5·show that over 67 percent of social workers be-
I 
lieved that the family needed help with application to nursing ·homes 
in discharge planning. Forty-seven percent felt the family needed 
, o.{.J 
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counseling on death and dying; and over 31 percent felt the family 
needed help with obtaining· medical supplies. These findings imply 
that families need counseling to help them cope with the patient in 
the hospital. Also, the implication is that fam:Llies feel amb:Lval-
ent about taking the .patient .home. Applications to nursing homes 
appears to be a strong need, according to social workers, while 
assistance in obtaining medical supplies, presumably for home, is 
less strong. 
. TABLE 5 
THREE MAIN·FAMILY NEEDS IN DISCHARGE PLANNING 
REPORT·ED .BY SOCIAL -WORKERS: (PERCENTAGE) * : : : .. 
Need Number Social Workers 
Counseling· around death 
and dying 40 47.0 
Application to nursing 
homes 58 67.4 
Assistance with Qbtain~ng 
medical supplies 27 31.3 
* Note - Due to overlapping, total doe~ not add to 100 
Peneent 
Data in Table 6 show that, according to over 58 percent of 
social workers, f.amilies .felt .. guilt and ambivalence toward the terminal 
patient., as reflected by the statement, "She·'s my mother, I can't put 
her away." Over 54 'per'cent of the social workers felt their families 
held positive and accepting attitudes toward the patient, while one-
r 
1 
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·third of. the workers.~elttheir families openly rejected the·patients. 
An interpretation from these findings is that families feel both 
positive and ambivalent feelings toward the terminal patient, but that 
other factors interfere with the family taking. the patient home upon 
discharge. 
'IABLE b 
THREE MAIN FAMJ:.LY A'IT~TUDES IN DISCHA.RGE P~ANN:J:.NG 
REPORrED :SY .SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCEN:TAGE) * 
Attitude Number Social Workers 
"She's my mother, I can't 
put her away." 50 58~1 
"I definately want him 
home." 47 54.7 
"I think the nursing home 
will take better care 
of her." 29 33.8 
*Note - Due to' overlapping,' total does not add to 100 
Percent 
Data in Table 7 show that 86 percent of social workers felt 
that the. terminal patients who lived alone needed much consideration 
in discharge planning. This finding confirms that social workers are 
sensitive to the degree· of vu.lnerability that living alone presents 
for the tepminal patient in terms of physical stress and psychological 
and social isolation. Over 54 percent of the workers felt attention 
should be paid to the patient's home if there was no elevator and 
r 
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only steps in the home. Over 65 percent of the workers felt 'that the 
existence of the bathroom.and bedroom on different floors of the 
patient's home required attention in discharge .planning. The findings 
point to a need for careful planning when the physical layout of the 
home presents stressful conditions to patients who may be weak and 
have- ·difficulty negotiating steps. 
TABLE 7 
THREE MAIN HOME CONDITIONS IN.DISCHARGE PLANNING 
REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE)* 
Condition Number Social Workers Percent 
Patient lives alone 74 86.0 
Bath and bedroQm on 
different floors 56 65.1 
Steps to apa~tment 47 54.6 
*Note - Due to overl~pping, total does not add to 100 
Data in Table 8 show that over 83 percent of social workers 
found a lack of appropriate extended care beds in nursing homes in 
the community. This finding may e~plain why applications to nursing 
homes are so important in discharge planning. It appears that if 
there is a shortage of beds, then early appliCations are imperative. 
Over one-half of the social workers reported that during ·the course 
o£ disch.arge planning, the patient's condition changed. This finding 
,. 
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may be related to the length of admission, and the change may mean 
either improvement or deterioration. However, the fact of change 
implies that the discharge plan must accommodate the new situation. 
More than one-third of the social workers reported that the utiliza-
tion review pressured them to help a patient leave the hospital,when 
the appropriate plan was not yet formulated. 
<l 
TABLE 6 
THREE MAIN SITUATIONS EliCOUNTERED IN WORKING WITH· 
TERMINAL PATIENTS REPORTED BY ·SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE)* 
Situation Number Social Workers Percent 
Lack of appropriate care 
beds when patient is 
ready for discharge 72 83.7 
Fatient's condition changes 
from ·time of admission 45 52.3 
Utilization revi.ew says 
patient must leave when 
appropriate plan is not 
yet formulated 33 38.4 
*Note - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
Data in Table 9 show that social workers perceived their role in 
discharge planning was important with doctors (97 percent), nurses 
(over 91 percent), and physical therapists '(over 54 percent). These 
seem to be the key membe'rs' of the medical team, according to the 
social workers. In selecti~g physical therapists as important team 
members, social workers were ~gain giving evidence of their recogni-
tion of the physical weakness and rehabilitative needs of terminal 
patients. 
TAaLl!: 9 
'IH~E ~IN 'I~ ME~E~S CONFl!:RREP wrTll IN DlSCHARGE 
PLANNING Rl!:fORTED:BY ~OCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE)* 
'Team 'Member Number So.cial Workers' Percent 
Doctors '83 97.0 
Nurses 79 91.9 
Physical. therapists 47 54.7 
*Note - Due to· overlapping, total does not add to 100 
Data in Table 10 show that over·74 percent Of social workers 
felt that Medicare and· Medicaid played an important part in assess-
ment of financial res.ources in disch.arge planning. Over 58 percent 
, . 
beli.eved that Medicaid alone was important; and over 55 percent re-
ported that Medi.caid e.l:igibi.lity was an impqrtant financiB:l condition 
of patient and/or family •. The findings underscore the fmportance of 
financi.al conditi.ons. in discharge planni:ng. The relation 'of 
Medicare and Medicaid to p'lann~ng for home or institution will be 
l" 
J 
discussed in a later chapter. 
TABLE I C) 
THREE MAIN FINANCIAL CONDITIONS IN 
DI£CHARGE PLANNING REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE) * , 
Condition Number 
Medicare and Medicaid 64 
Medicaid 50 
Medicare and private insurance 50 
Medicaid eligible 
*Note - Due 'to overlap,ping, 
48 
total does 
\ \ TABLE Ii 
Social Workers 
74.4 
58.1 
58.1 
55.8 
not add to 100 
SUMMARY OF THE MAIN FACTORS IN DISCHARGE 
PLANNING REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE)* 
Percent 
'Factor Number Social Workers Percent 
Patient and Family financial 
resources 44 51.2 
Patient's desire to go home 41 47.7 
Family's desire to haye 
patient home 38 44.2 
*Note - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
Data in Table 11 show that over 51 percent of social workers 
l 
believed financial factors were of utmost importance in discharge 
. planning, which supported the findings in Table 10. Almos't half, 
or over 47 percent of the workers reported the importance of the 
patient's desire to go home, and over 44 percent claimed that the 
family's d~sire to have patient home was important in discharge 
planning. 
NeW'Factors: 
The following is the researcher's summary of new factors which 
were clustered into Patient, Family and Envi~onment categories 
(~ppendix F). New patient factors included those related to needs, 
attitudes toward dying, and financial conditions. With respect .to 
needs, from 5 to 16 percent of the workers reported the following: 
th.e need for a nursing hOll1e that was geographically close· to the 
family; spiritual need$.; counseling on issues other. than death and 
dying (16 ·percent).; patient-family teachi:ng on the· management·-of the 
patient in the hospital;. increased knowledge of Medicare and Medicaid 
. . -
bene~its. Spiritual needs included the desire to talk to a clergy 
member ;for fo.rgiveness for .real or imagined wrongdoings, comfort 
;from SQmeone and something b~yond them,s.elves~. gUidance about religious 
issues after death., and understanding from a religious viewpoint., of' 
wh.y th.ey were dying. Counseling on other i,ssues included .planning 
for childrens' future and marital and parental roles and cpnflicts. 
Social wo~-kers noted tWQ additional a,td .. tudes that .patients 
;felt in relation to dying (Avpendix F). Thi~teen percent of the 
workers repor·ted tha.t pa.ti.ents were anxious about di,sch.B;rge, and 
,. 
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two percent of the workers mentioned the desire of their patients to 
be as self-sufficient <\lnd independent as possible, regardless o.f the 
1evel of physical functioning. With respect to the first attitude, 
patients were fearful about leaving the protective' sett:i:ng of the 
hospital, regardless of the .support they received from their famil~ 
ies and c01IDD.unity resources.. With the second attitude, patients 
wanted to maintain basic skills in personal care, such as dressing, 
feeding, ambulation and other simple and complex activities of 
daily living. These were feelings, not of denial, but of realistic. 
accommodation to the limitations the illness had imposed •. 
From 2. to 8 percent of the workers re:ported the fQllo.wing;. 
patient financial conditions: Medicare and a fixed income~ such as 
social s.ecurity or disability (8%); and no insurance or funds, so 
that the social worker was required to ap'ply for public assistance 
and medicaid, or in the case where the patient was not alert and, 
competent, apply for guardianship thrC).ugh ·the hospital (2%). In 
Missouri, once guardianship is legally assumed, the hospital is then 
responsible for the costs of the hospitalization. 
, 
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From .1 to 12 percent of the workers aqded ~he ~ollowing: 
family needs (Appendix F):. increased' knowledge about:--Medicare 
benefits; counseling on issues other than death and dying, such as 
marital and parental roles and con:f;licts; the .need for clos'er in ... 
volvement with the physi.cian with. J::egard to more open discussions 
about the patient's illness and prognosis; and the need for staff-
family teaching about the management o.f the patient in the hospital 
and at home. (12%).. Both. patients. and fa~ilies express·ed th.e desire 
for patient management te'aching, according to' social workers. These 
findings suggest that· patients and families want to learn the ways 
concrete care is given, such as pain control» personal hygiene, 
ambulation training, and rehabilitative exercises. It may be that 
one.way to help families give greater reassurance to patients is to 
allay families' anxiety by teaching them what to do for the patient. 
1.f families felt more contfortable about patient care, perha'ps they 
would feel more secure in taking the' patient hqme. Also, with 
closer involvement of the physician, families migh.t reduce their 
maladaptive CQP=i:ng mechanisms of avoidance, rejec.tion, and ambivalence. 
It appears clear from the findings that, while terminal illness may 
take paramount importance, those involved are very much concerned 
with other issues of family life and productive living which require 
problem-solving and conflict resolution in meaningful ways. How 
this relates to practice concerns' will be discussed in·a later 
chapter. 
-...-J 
With regard to family financial condit1-ons, 5. percent· ot the 
workers' added the situation in which th.e. extended family was willing 
to contribute to the costs of the hospitalization and home care plan~, 
or placement., upon disch.a:rge. In these cases the distinct'ion was 
made between immediate and extended family. 
From 5 to 27 percent of the soci.al workers repc;>.:r:ted the 
follo~.ng hOUle conditions (j\ppendix F): the. availability of trans-
portati.on for the patient and others to ~o to and from places re-
lat:l:ng to medical needs',. recr~ati.on, economic and family matters 
(~7%); the geograph1-c location of the home in relation to medical 
facilities, such as in rur!'ll areas; the ex:;istence of adequate cooking 
facilities in t;he home; the existence of adequate temperature cont;rol 
of the home, whether it be air-conditioning o~ heating. These factors 
imply that social workers are sensitive to the patients' needs to 
maintain their independence, competence, and mobility inside and 
outside the home. 
With respect to members of the medical team in discharge plan-
ning, from 1 tq 20 pe~cent of the· social workers added the follow-
ing persons (~ppendix F): patient (20%); family members·; community 
resource persons; social work supervis.or. By involving the patient 
.and family in team collaboration, there is greater likelihood of the 
opportunity for patient-family-staff teach~ng of patient management. 
The scope of definition of medical team was enlarged to include 
comm.unity J:'esource pers.ons from orga.nizations, such· as the Visiting 
Nurse. Association and national. and local cancer .agencies. These 
co:mmunity persons were :;involved because they ~anted to be part of 
the disch.a:rge ·planning process and/oJ:' they· knew· the patient and 
fam:;ily ~rom pJ:'ior admissions. Social workers saw their supervisors 
as team members in thQse situations in which th.ey needed more 
~u:;i.dance about couns.el~.ng,and m.ore teaching about community res~urces 
and procedures necessary J;or application fOl; home care, placement or 
cez::ta:;i..n insurance or eCQnc;>m.ic bene~i.ts. One implication from these 
fiJld.:J:ngs may be that soc:;i.al wOJ:'kez::s use the:;i! supervisor~ for support 
in discus~i:ng their .. ;(eelings about death and dying, since the super-
visor is the closest professional to whom. they can d:;irectly turn for 
help. 
.I 
Social workers did not note any other situations which were not 
covered by the themes of: frustration with community support systems, 
such as lack of nursing home beds or establishingeligibflity for 
benefits; lack of cooperation with medical staff·; pressure· from 
utilization ·or administration for discharge planning;· or change in 
the medical condition of the patient. There were no new family 
] attitudes discovered by social workers that did not fall into the 
categories of: acceptance; ambivalence; or rejection. 
There were several assessment forms submitted by hospital social 
workers which ·they used in their discharge planning. Form I --
Home Health Service Referral ·Form -~ ·shows the physician's plan for 
home care which would be·covered by.Medicare. Form II Skilled --
shows the application for nursing homes in which there is space for 
a social work evaluation under the heading of "Rehabilitation 
Services." On this form the social.worker can also indicate whether· 
or not the patient· will require assistance with planning for dis-
charge from the skilled nursing facility. Form III -- Nursing Home 
Referral -- is an assessment form from one hospital used in applying 
to nursing homes. Tbi~ form details the patie~t's physical needs 
for care and seems to require close collaboration between so·cial worker 
and.nursing. This form also asks for information from the physical 
. . 
therapist, and ;i.s compreh.ensive in· its attention to the need for 
transportation to the nursing home and pref~rences for specific 
nursing homes.. There is space for the social work family evaluation 
and treatment plan· for. d;i.sch~rge. Form IV -- Social Work ·Assessment 
for Long Term .Il.lness Plann;i..ng is a straightforward. form which 
J 
] 
allows ample space for the assessment and discharge.plan_ All these 
forms were used by social workers in the decision-making process of 
where the patient would go upon' discharge. They required that the 
social workers collaborate with physicians, nurses, physical thera~ 
pists' and others in order to accomplish a complete assessment and 
treatment plan. 
Timing of Referral:. 
Timing of referral was investigated to support or refute 'pre-
vious research that found it played a part in dischC!:·rge planning. In 
addition, the researcher wanted to explore whether timing of referral 
was related to length of admission. Data in Table 12 show that an 
overwhelming majority, 86 percent, of s'ocial workers felt that timing· 
of referral· played a p.art in discharge planning .for the terminal 
patient. When interviewed, . social workers stated that earlier 
re:f;erral had a decided effect. on shortening length of admission 
stays. They felt early intervention generally prevented patient 
hospitali~ati.ons which extended beyond the need for acute medical 
care because complex discharge planning needs and problems were 
identified and ~esolv.ed .sooner. 
For soci~l worke~s in Missou~i, independent case-finding was. 
relative~y new, and they'~ere mainly dependent upon the other health 
personnel to re;(er th.em patients and ;f;amiU .. es. Thus, timi:ng of 
. . 
referral became. tiw.ing .of intervention, si.nee· ·the worker's began their 
asses.sm,ent as soon as .they received the ;re~err~l •. When the patient 
wa.s, J:eferred eat:ly in admission. the social WQJ:ker had en~ugh time to 
.. i 
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plan for an appropriate discharge as soon as the patient was medically 
ready. List 1 presents the reasons why ·social workers believed 
timing of referral played a part in discharge planning for the 
terminal patient. These findings· support the previous res.earch by 
Berkman and Rehr (1972) ·in which referral at· the time of ·admission 
resulted in shorter hospital stays, than referral which occurred 
later in the hospitaliza.tion. 
TABLE )L 
DOES TIMING OF. REFERRAL PLAY A PART IN DISCHARGE 
·PLANNING, REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS· 
Number ·of 
Timing ·of ·Referral . ·Social·Workers Social ·WorkersPercent·· 
Yes 74 86.0 
No ·12 14.0 
Total 86 100.0 
J 
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LIST 1 -
REASONS FOR RELATION BETWEEN TIMING OF REFERRAL AND 
DISCHARGE -PLANNING, REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS 
Reasons: 1. Earlier referral means more time to evaluate 
and assess attitudes and wishes of patient 
and family with regard to the decision of 
where patient will go upon discharge. 
2. Earl-ier referral means more time to find 
appropriate nursing home placement. 
3. Earlier referral means more t'ime to develop' 
better worker-patient and/or worker-family 
~el~tionship. . 
4. Earlier referral means more time to do 
necessary p~perwork. 
S. Does not apply, as all admissions are 
referred on the day of admission 
6. When certain doctors refer their patients, 
it means that the' patients are nearly' medically 
ready for dis·charge. 
TABLE \3 
TIME BETWEEN ADMISSION AND REFERRAL OF LAST T.ERMINAL 
PATIENT REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS a BY DISPOSITION 
Time 
same day. 
.l --- 2 days 
3 '- 7 days 
8 ...: 14 c:Iays 
15 - 30 day-$_ 
over 30 days 
Total 
Home 
Number Percent 
11 12.8 
20 23~3 
23 26.7 
23 26.7 
5 S.8 
4 4.7 
86 100.0 
. . . . . . ' ........ . ...... 
Ihstitution 
Number :percent 
10 11.6 
20 23.3 
19 22.1 
29 33.7 
7 8.1 
1 1.2 
86 100.0 
. . . . . . . ......... 
1 
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Table 13 shows that over one-:-third of the ·s.ocial workers 
reported that the length of time between admission and referral of 
their last te~inal patient was within two days of admission, re-
gardless of whether the patient went home or to an institution 
upon discharge. In addition, over one-half of social workers re-
ported that the length of time between admission and referral of 
their l.ast terminal patient was between 3 and 14 da.y~" or the 
first two weeks of admission, regardless of disposition outcome. 
The finding clearly demonstrates that social service interventi.on 
took place during the first or second week.after ad~ission. This is 
in contrast to the results of an earlier study of elderly patients 
by Berkman and Rehr (1970) which found that social service inter-
vention, based upon traditional case referral, usually occurred 
during the second or third week after admiss;i.on. The findings 
give evidence.to the fact that terminal patients are referred early 
in their admission. 
Data in Table· 1'4 show that te~inal patients Who went home or 
to an institution upon discharge gene~ally had the same l·ength o·f 
admission, according to social workers. ·The majority o~ social 
workers· reported that their last terminal patients stayed from two 
we.eks to . oyer one mqnth, whether they went hom~ :(71 percent} or to an 
institution (81%) upon disch.a:rge. Thi.s findi:ng implies that, despite 
the lac~ of apprQpriate extended c~re beds re~ognized by social 
workers, te"J::minal patients whQ ar·e discharged to the institution are 
not overstaYi:ng their adrqissi.on for social reasons. The implication 
is that early interYen.t;i.on by th.e social worker leads to ·more 
7 
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efficient discharge planning whether to home or institution. 
LENGTH OF' HOSPITALIZATION OF LAST TERMINAL PATIENT 
WHO WENT HOME ,OR TO AN INSTITUTION} REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS 
,- J 
Length of Hospitalization Home Institution 
Number -perc en t Number Percent 
One week or less 1 1.2 2 2.3 
One - two weeks 24 27.9 14 16.3 
Two weeks - one month 36 41.9' 35 40.7 
OVer one 'month 25 29.1 35 40.7 
Total 86 100.0 86 100,.0 
, I 
, Home vs. 'Institution: 
The variable, home vs. institution, as ,the designated location 
, for dying, was examined because of, its implications for discharge 
I, planning for the termitl~l patient. Tb,e researcher wanted to explore v', 
factors which pointed in the direction of home or institution. As, 
previously stated, comparison was made between,those social workers 
both hospital and hospice, whose last one in five referenced .cases 
went home, and those Whose last five in five referenced cases went 
home. 
Table 15 indicates that ove~ 74 percent of social worker.s 
reported' that at least .three of ·their five referenced cases went 
r 
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. home upon discharge. This finding is clearly evidence that a greater· 
number of terminal patients· are going ho~e than to an institution 
upon discharge. 
TABLE \.5' 
PATIENT OUTCOME FOR FIVE REFERENCED CASES,-* 
REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE) 
Number of Five Referenced 
Cases ·Returrting Home 
Number of 
Social Workers ·Percent 
5 14 16.0 
4 23 27.0 
3 27 31.0 
2 12 14.0 
1 10 12 •. 0 
Total .86 100.0 
*Those cases upon which the.questions were based 
, ! 
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TABLE IV: 
RANK-ORDERED M;EAN SCORES OF PA'l'IENTS' NEEDS IN 
DI.SCHARGE PLAN~n~G" BY REFERENCED GROUP (SCALE' 0-9.) 
GrouE I: 5 in 5 referenced cases went home. 
GrouE II: 1 in 5 referenced cases went home. 
Group 
I II 
(N=14) (N=10) 
mean SD R mean SD 
24 hr. nursing 6.1 2.8 2.5 6 .. 9 2.4 
Medical equipment 5.8 1.9 4 5.8 2~3 
Counseling 5.3 2.6 6 ,5.6 2.4 
Physicians', services 6.2 3 • .1 1 4.9 2.1 
Nursing (less 40 hrs.) 4.8 2.2 8.5 5,.3 3.0 
Contacting family 6.1 2.7 2.5 4.8 2.0 
D:;let 4.9 2.7 7, 4'.7 2.0 
Tr ansport,ation 4~4 2.0 11.5 5.0 2.6 
Rehab services 4.8 2.1 8.5 5.0 3.2 
Cash assistance 5.6 2.4 5 ' 5.9 '3.2 
Medication 3.6 2.1 17 4.9 2.5 
Insurance 3.7 2.4 '16 5' .1 2.7 ' 
Benefits 4.3 1.8 13, 4.2' 2.5 
Mea,l services 4, .. 1 1.8, 15 3.7 1.'8 
Clinical lab 4.4 2.9 11.5 4.5 3 • .5 
'Men tal health ' 4.2 2.2 14 , 5.3 '3.9 
Housing 3,2 2.8 20 5.6 3.7 
Clinic appointment 3.3 2.3 19 4.9 4.2 
Food stamps 2.0 1.1' 21 3.1 3.9 
Lega,l aid 3.5 3.1 18 5.4 4.1 
B\J:dget;:;lng 4.6 4.0 10 4.5 3 .. 9 
r = .14 
* p~ .05 
**, p( .01 
R :P 
1 :"ns 
3 : ns 
4.5 ns 
14 .01** 
7.5 .05* 
16 ns 
17 ns 
11.5 ns 
11.5 .05* 
2 ns 
14 ns 
9.5 ns 
20 ns 
21 ns 
18.5 ns 
7.5 ns 
4.5 ns 
14 ns 
9.5 ns 
6 ns 
18.5 ns 
f 
Of all variables, only patients' needs, as shown in Table ]6, 
J was found to be significantly associated with the number of re-
ferenced cases who went home upon-discharge. Data in Table 16 show 
the significance of the follo~ing patient_s ~ ~~eds: physicians' 
services (pL. .01), nu~sing services (less than 40 hrs.) (pL .05), 
and rehab servic-es (p <::: .05). Howevef:, there appears to be a low 
] degree of association between social workers' perceptions of their 
patients' needs and the number of referenced cases who went home 
(r=.14). Rankings of patients' needs was very different for each 
group. Because of the rather low levels of significance, inter-
pretation of these findings might be that disposition outcome was_ 
related to needs or features of the patient rather than because 
di.fferent social workers used different criteria in discharge plan-
ning. These findings permit speculat-ion, but warrant considerably 
more investigatiQn. 
List 2 presents rea,sons tor -change in the iJnplementatioIi. of the-
discharge plan- to home, according to social workers. These reasons 
-.1 
highlight certain factors that come-into play when the decision of 
- -
home vs.. institution is· being ~de, such as: the medical co-ndition 
of the patient; family's desire to have patient- home; patient and 
family financial_ resources;-patient's desire to go home; cooperation 
of physician; and patient's rehabilitative needs upon di~charge. 
1-.0 
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LIST 2 
REASONS FOR CHANGE IN IMPLEMENTATION OF DISCHARGE PLAN 
TO HOME, REPORTED BY' SOCIAL WORKERS 
Reasons: 1. ~atient died in the hospital 
2. Wife changed her mind because she could not cope 
with idea of patient dying at home • 
3. Patient underwent rapid and great deterioration 
so that skilled nursing home was indicated. 
4. ~atient was discharged to rehabilitation 
facility for additional therapy prior to going 
home. 
5. Family could not come up with. the necessary 
financial resources to pay for home care. 
6. ~atient desired to go to a hospice· .. 
7. Physician refused to accept plan for home 
becaus.e of family's ambivalence. 
J 
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CHAPTER 5 
HOSPITAL AND HOSPICE SOCIAL WORKERS 
Research Question II: Compare the differences/similarities in 
discharge planning between hospice and hospital settings. 
This research sought to investigate whether hospice social 
workers offered services in discharge planning which were more 
individualized to the terminal patient and his family than the 
hospital social workers.. The focus was on what .factors both groups 
considered important in their formulation of discharge plans· for 
the terminal patient. Because of the small size of the hospice 
sample, interpretations of the findings presented should only be 
made or accepted with some caution. The data were analyzed 
statistically ·for signi:f;icant relationships in ·the clusters of 
variables which related to: (1) the Patient; (2) ,the Family; and 
(3) the Environment. 
·~atient·Factors: 
Significant differences in patients' needs upon discharge were 
found to be associated with hospice or hospital setting. Data in 
I 
Table 17 show that the following variables were significantly 
different: "assistance with obtaining medical equipmentll" (p L .01) , 
"counseling around death and dying" (p t. .001), "physicians' services 
(p Z .001), "nursing (less than 40 hrs.) (p.(. 01), "special diet'~ 
. I 
,I 
(p t... .05), "assistance with obtaining medication" (pC .001), and 
"help with private insurance" (p~ .01). Mean scores for those 
variables were significantly higher for hospice "worker's. indicati:ng 
that they placed more emphasis on these needs. The findings show 
that hospice workers consider counseling patients around death and 
dying more important than hospital workers. Hos'pital and hospice 
workers were similar in scoring the lowest 'means for: budgeting, 
legal aid, food stamps, clinic appointments, mental health. and 
housing. There was a high degree of as'sociation be:tween social 
workers' perceptions of patients' needs upon discha.rge, and setting. 
(r=.84). Both groups ranked the following,patie~ts' needs in 
relatively the same high order:' "24 ht:'. nursing,tI' "medical equip-
ment ~ ~I "~counseling," "p,hysicians' services." and "nursing (less than 
40 hrs.).-- These findings suggest that, altho,ugh hospital and 
hospice social workers differed signif~cantly in the importance 
they attached to particular patients' needs, such as "medical equip-, 
ment;'" "counseling;" "physicians' services," and JJIiursing (less than 
40 hrs.),~both groups placed mbre ,emphasiS on these needs compared 
to others. 
Data in Table 18, suppot:'t the finding that hospice workers (73%) 
consider counseling at:'ound death and dying more important than 
hospital workers, (4%)_" The three main patients' needs stressed by 
hospital workers wet:'e: nursing servi~es (89%), medical equipment 
(39%), and rehab;i..litation (32%). Thr three main patients' needs 
highlighted by the hospice workers were: nursing (100%), counseling 
around death and dY=i:ng (73%), and spiritual (40%). It is interest-
'1 
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ing to· note that hospice workers added spiritual needs as a new 
factor, while hospital workers did no·t mention this at all. 
In studying patients' attitudes toward dying between hospice 
and hospital social workers, the following variables were found to 
be statistically significant,· as presented in Table ."i.9-: llguilt" 
(p (.001), ~Iunable to ascertain" (p c( .05), .J.t(je~ial ~<p L. .05.) , 
Jlisolation" (p I... .01), J.t~iithdrawal J.I- (p « .05), and "acceptance" 
(p (.001). The mean. scores for these variables were· significantly 
higher for hospice work.ers, indicating that they placed more emphal;Jis 
on these attitudes. The relationships between "guilt," and 
"acceptance," and setting were very significant. It can be inter-
preted from Table 19, that hospital and hospice workers recognize 
different.feelings in their patients in discharge planning (r=.24). 
Hospice workers ranked "g\,1ilt" as the most important ~ttitude, while 
hospital workers ranked "hopeful." One explanation for this findi:ng 
may be the cont~asting philosophical orientation of the two settings. 
Hospital workers may view their patients as more "hopeful" because 
this becomes integrated from a cure-oriented environment, while 
h.ospice workers may tend· to view their patients as more "accepting," 
indicating the open admission of prognosis in this ~etting. The 
finding with regard to "guilt" and hospice workers warrants more 
j..nvestigation. In relation to the attitudes of "s:nger" and 
'-I~depression, II there were no significant differences between settings • 
. Data in Table ··20 show that 80 percent of hospice social workers 
felt that the patient '.s desire to go home was a very important factor 
in discharge planning. Only 40 percent of the hospital workers felt 
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this factor was important. It appears clear ·from these .data, that 
hospice workers individualize their terminal patients in discharge 
planning to home or institution. This finding again supported that 
hospice social workers seem more sensitive to their patients' needs 
in disch~rge planning. 
There were significant differences in three variables of 
patients' financial conditions, and setting: '~edicare and private 
insurance" -(p L.OS), t'Medicare and Medicaid" (p L .05), and "pr:!:vate 
insurance and private funds" (pl..Ol) (Taqle 2i). Mean f:3cores for 
those variables were significantly higher for h?spice workers·'- in-
dicating that they placed mo.re emphasis on these financial conditions. 
One explanation for the findings may be the various ways that 
hospice patients cover their med:i.~ai costs. Medicaid does not 
provide-coverage for hospi·ce services, so that hospice social workers 
turn to Medicare and private insurance and fun~s for coverage. Both· 
groups l:anked·patients' financial conditions in relatively the same 
or-der (r=.84) , with both ranking "Medicare and private insurance" as 
most important • 
. ·Family ·Factors: 
Variables relating to f~i;Ly needs upon discharge. were analyzed 
:;in Qrder to determine whether they were associated to any significant 
<... <-- . 
degree with set·ting.. Data· in Table 22 show that the following 
variables were. found to be ve+y significant:· . "counseling around 
·death and dying·1I (p (.001), "bereavement counseling" (p ~ .000,., and 
"other medical problems" (p /..... .001) .. These are key findings and will 
·\ 
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be discussed more fully in a later chap tel:'. They c.leaJ;'l:y indi.cate 
that hospice workers believe the families of the~r te~m~nal patients 
need counseling--during hospitalization and. a·fter the death of the 
patient. Hospital wQrkers did not fe.el be1='eavement counseli:.ng was 
an important family need, as evidenced by the low mean score. Mean 
scores for those needs were significantly conside.rably higher for 
hospice workers, indicating the importance the workers plac.ed on 
these needs. There wa.s no significant differences .found between 
"application to. nursing homes" and setting, and both· groups ranked 
this need very high. There was a high degree of association between 
social workers' perc~ptions of family needs upon discharge,· and 
setting (r=.84), indicating tha.t both groups ranked the needs in 
relatively the same order. Both groups scored low mean ratings for 
. such. concerte needs as: .'ivocational training " ·"legal aid " "food 
. .' , 
stamps," Itclinic appointments," "housing," "mental health," and 
"budgeting." These findings were s~mi.lar to those for patients r 
./ needs (Table 17), and imply that social workers do not consider these 
concrete tasks important in their discharge planning for the 
terminal patient and family. Possibl.e explanations may. be that 
these concrete needs arise infrequently, or workers have inadequate 
time to address them. 
Data, in Table 4·3· sh9W ,that the. three main fam~ly needs stressed 
by hospital workers were: counseling around death and dying (35%), 
a.pplication to nursing homes (73%)" and medical supplies (31%); 
while the three principal family needs highlighted by hos·pice workers 
were: counseling around death and dying.(100%), bereavement counseli:ng 
L 
(73%), and application to nursing homes (40%). It is of interest to 
note that few hospital workers felt fam~lies needed bereavement 
counseling (13%). These findings supported the findings from data 
in Table 22. 
Data in Table 24 show that significant differences were found 
between the following family attitudes toward the patient, and 
setting: IIloving marriage" (p ~ .001), "can't face the thought" 
(p L. .001), "live too far away" (p (.001), "leave the decision to the 
patient" (p t... .001), and "never that close" (p .c.. 01) . Mean scores 
for these variables were significantly higher for hospice workers, 
indicating the emphasis the worker~ placed on these attitudes. There 
was no significant difference between the family attitude of leaving 
the decision of disposition to the family, and setting. The re-
spondents' mean rating for this variable was around midpoint. Again, 
these findings support the impression that hospice social workers, 
more than did hospital workers value the patient's wishes of where 
to go upon discharge. Moreover, the data suggest that hospice -- -
workers are considerably more attuned to open and direct expressions 
of feelings by the family toward the patient ~n discharge planning, 
whether positive or negative. Hospice and hospital were similar in 
their scoring high mean ratings for attitudes which expressed 
feelings of guilt, for example, "can't put her away" and IInever 
-forgive." No significant difference was found between the attitude 
of "want home," and setting. .Both groups ranked this ~ariable 
extremely high. These findings imply that both hospital and hospice 
social workers consider it quite important when. the family definately 
·1 
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wants .to take· the patient home upon discharge, and attest· to the 
critical· nature of this factor in decision-maki:ng for disposition. ... 
Data from Table '10. confirm this. Over 43 percent of hospital 
workers, and over 46 percent of hospice·workers reported that the 
. 
family's desire to have patient home was one of the three· main 
factors in discharge planning. The. correlation between social 
workers' perceptions of family attitudes and setting was modest 
(r=.48), so that the practical s.ignificance of the rankings for 
both groups cannot be interpreted. 
There were significant differences found in two variables of 
family's financial conditions, and setting: "private insurance 
and private funds." (p .01), and "Medicaid eligible" (p .01), .as 
. _. 
shown in Table 25. ~ean scores for these variables were s.j.gnificantly 
higher for hos.pice workers, indicati:ng that they placed ·JJlore empha-
sis on these financial conditions. Both. groups ranked family's. 
financial conditions in J:'elatively the same o"J:'deJ: (p=.S·4), with 
Medicare and· private insurance and funds. considered ver:y impoJ:'tant 
by both. groups. From previous findings in.Table ~2, :it was demon-
strated tha.t hospice workers consider the family's medica~ problems 
as significantly· impo~tant in discharge planning. This finding 
migh.t explain why hospice wo~kers pay attenti,on to the family's 
medi.caid eligibility. Rosl'i.ce worke.rs may view· the fB.Jnily as part of 
the. -unit of attenti.on ·with ~he pati.ent, and as auch. they inteJ:vene 
I 
i~ ways· to h.elp the fam:l.ly wi.th. thei.r· own p"J:'o'blems. De~~~ing the. 
unit of attention as the patient and family is one of the. hallmarks 
of hQspice .philosophy_ 
I· 
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-Data in Table 26' shQW that the. three mai.n f'inancial conditions 
considered by hospi.tal work~rs were: Medicare and Medicaid (75%), 
Medicaid -t62%), and Medicare and private funds (60%); while the 
three main financial conditions stressed by hos'piceworkers were: 
Medi'care and Medicaid (73%), private insurance' and private funds 
(67%), and Medicare and ·private funds (47%). Hospice depends upon 
payment from Medicare and private insurance and private funds for 
its services, such as be;reavement counseling :eor example, since 
'Medicaid does not provide coverage. 
Ertvironment'Factors: 
In studying the importance hospice and hospital social workers 
place on environmental factors in discharge planning, several 
significant di:eferences were found between the variables of patients' 
, 
home' conditions, and setting' (Tab.le 27).: . 'bathroom and bedroom on· 
. different floors';' (.pL.ol), steps to apart;ment (no elevator) (p ~.Ol), 
'inadequate space fc;>r equipment . (p L.oOl), . 'equipment already 
installed (p L.Ol), and' 'overcrowded (p t. .001). Mean scores were 
significantly higher fc;>r hospice,wQrkers, indicating the importance 
they placed on these conditions. No signi·ficant di1;ference was 
found between sett~ngs and "rivi:ng alc;>ne." Thus, wh:i,le the fi.ndi.ngs 
suggest that hospice workers seem to give more weight to the physical 
layout of the patient's home in discharge plann~ng, both groups 
I 
perceived the patient living alone as most vulnerable and in need 
of service. Rank~ngs .of home conditions were highly co'rrelated for 
both groups (r=.96). Thus, while hospital and hospice social workers 
J. 
I·' 
differed significantly in .the importance they attach~d to particular 
home conditions, repor.ted above, both graups were very similar in 
the order of importanc~ they placed the conditions. 
In studying social'workers' perceptions of important team 
members in discharge planning, a significant difference was found· 
between '~eligious personnel, and setting (p~ .01), as presented in 
Table 28. The mean rating was s.ignif;icantly higher for hosp'ice 
workers, indicating the importance they placed on religious personnel 
in discharge planning. Hospice. workers assigned the highest rank to 
religious personnel, again confirming the emphasis they attached to 
these team membet;s·. Hospital·workers gave religious personnel a 
relatively low rank. Including the clergy in the medical team is 
one of the principal features of' the hospic.e philosophy. Although 
another hallmark of the hospice team approach is the use of volun-
te'ers in discharge planning.' Data in' Table Z8' also show that· there 
were no significant differences between setting and social workers' 
perceptions of th.e importance .of nurses, doctors, and physical 
therapists as team members. The correlation between social workers' 
perceptions of the imp<:>rtance of team members, and setting was.so 
close to zero' (r:;=-:04), that it indicated the rank:,tng of variables 
for both groups· was unrelat~d. Although both groups assigned a 
similarly high rank for "nurses" and a similaJ:'ly low J'ank for 
"acUninistrators," they d~ffEfred widely in the imp<:>·rtance they placed 
other team members. The findings .ag·ain supported :the evidence in 
Table 18" ". of the importance social wox:kers ascribe to nursing services 
for'patie~ts in discharge planning. 
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Data in Table 29 show that significant differences W'ere found 
between two situations encountered in working with terminal patients, 
and setting: patient's condition changes from time of admission 
(p L .001), and' physician decides where patient should go upon' 
discharge' (p t... .01) • One explanation for the first finding may lie 
in the nature of hos'pice philosophy. Hospice workers are very 
oriented to the physical care of the patient in terms of pain control, 
physical comfort, and mental alertness. The finding implies th~t 
hospice social wQrke~s may individualize their patients more ·than 
hQsp~tal workers, with rega~d to actual physical condition. One 
interpretation for the significant difference found between setting 
and the situation in which the 'physician decides the disposition, 
may be the greate~ .involv~ent of th.e physician with 'the patient 
and family in the b.ospice px:ogram. The hospice concept emphasizes 
the patient's 'wi~hes in deciding where to go upon· discharge, and 
mo~e often than not, the patient wants to return home. With greater 
1nvolvement of the phys~cian, and consequently more support for the 
f~~ly, perhaps more hospice patients are go~ng home than to an 
in.stitution. aQsp~.tal and hospice social wo:r-ke~s were similar in 
their scoring the lowest 1Il.eans for "1im~.ted cooperat~on of medical' 
sta.f;f 'in n.ecessa~y. pape~work." Thisfindi:ng refutes previous re-
s·ea~ch. that found th:;t.s factor ·to impede the effici.ent p'~ocess of 
cUscha.,rge planning, and suggests ·that doctors are more responsive to 
. .. \ .' . 
compl~ti:ng the papez:wo~k needed to apply for nurs::i:.n~ h.ome and home 
health Care. Both. ~~oups' m~an ratings :f;or the:f;ollowing va.riables 
I 
were around mi.dpoint: "utiliza~ion review says patient must leave 
J 
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when appropriate plan is not yet formulated," and "difficulty in 
establishing eligibility of patient ~'or needed benefits." Both 
groups s'cored similarily high means for the variable, "lack of 
appropriate extended care beds," and no significant difference 
was found between this variable, and setting. ' This finding con-
firms the lack of appropriate nursing home beds "for terminal 
patients, and supports previous research by Schrager et al. (1978) 
in which the lack of appropriate extended care beds tended to delay 
the course of discharge planning., It, is noteworthy that both 
h.ospital and hospice workers assigned the highes~ rank to this 
, 
situation, indicating the importance they placec;l on it in discharge 
planning for the terminal patient. The correlation between social 
wo~kers' perceptions of si'tuations encountered in working with 
tepninal patients, and setting was moderate (r=.60)" so that the 
practical significance of the rankings ·for both groups 'i$ difficult 
to be 'interpreted. 
To summarize the_major findings of this section, the researcher 
found that a greater nUlIlber of facto~s rela,ti:ng to ,the patient,~ as 
opposed to factors rela,t::l;ng to the family or envirqnment, were found 
to be significant~y ~ssociated with setti:ng. Several key findings 
indicate that hospice workers, more than hospital wQE'ke:rs, may i,n-
div:L.dualize thei~ teI'Jll,inal' patients, and fa"milies. Hospice workers 
,were significantly mQ~e likely to take into account patients' 'needs 
f.or counseling arpund death and dY:lng,' lIledical equipmen,t, physicians t 
services, nursi:ng s,et;vices (less th~n 4Q hrs. pe~ week), assistance, 
with obtaining medica~ion, help with private insurance, and special 
1 
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diet. They also showed greater rec:ognit1-on of patients'. spiritual 
needs. Hospice workers perceived their patients as more accepting 
of th.eir illness, while hospital workers saw their patients as 
more hopeful. During the course of discharge planning, hospice· 
workers were significantly more likely to consider patients' 
attitudes about dying, and they we:re more likely to take into ac-
count the p·atient's desire to go home. With regard to financial 
factors, hospice workers were significantly more likely to attach 
importance to. patients' and·families ·private insu:rance and private 
funds, than did hospital workers. 
Hospice workers were significantly more l·ikely than hospital 
worke;t's to emphasize the family's needs for counseling around 
death. and dying, bereavement counseling, and other medical problems, 
and consider the family attitude of leaving the decision of dispo-. 
sition to the patien.t. Both groups believed the· family's desire to· 
take the patient home was a crucial factor ·in ·disch~rge plann~ng. 
Findinss showed that hospice worke:rs were s:ignificantly more likely 
to take the patients t. home conditions into account· in discharge 
planni:ng, i1l\plying greater ,recognition to the a~tual, physical lay-
out of the patient's· home environment. Both g:roups :r:egarded liv;ing 
a.lo.ug as the 'Illost vulne:rable home condition in need of the utmost 
consider·ation in d:;i..sch~rge I>l.ann~ng. Hospice worke:rs we~e s.iS .... 
nificantly more likely-~o perceive re~igious personnel a.s impo:rtant 
. tea.m members. ' 
Fin4ings supported previ.ous ;research on two environmental 
factors. L'ack of approirt.iate e~tended care beds and the ch.a,nge in th.e 
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medical conditiqn of the patient~ were found to be' important in 
discharge planning4 Hospice workers were significantly more likely 
to encounter the change in medical condition~ which might, suggest 
that they are mo~e attuned to how the change may affect the discha~ge 
pianning. The factor of limited cooperation of 'medical staff in 
necessa~y paperwork, was not found to be important, refuting pre-' 
vious res~arch" . Hospice workers were significantly more likely to 
encounter situations in which the physician decided where. the 
patient would . go. upon discharge. 
Rank correlation coefficiet:lta rang.ed from r = - .04 to r = .96. 
The former correlation was between social worker~' perceptions of 
the importance of team members~ and setting, and'since it'was so 
cl.ose to ze~o, it· indicated the ranking of variables for both groups 
w'as unrelated. The latter correlation ~howed that hospital and 
hospice workers w~re very similar in the 'order of importance they 
placed patients'. home conditions. Higher correlations related to 
patients I needs upon discharge (r=.84), '. patients I financia~ copditions 
(t:'=.84)',' family needs, upon d;is'charge (r=;.84), and ·family's· financial 
cond;i:tions (r!=. 84), indicating' that,. for. patients and families, ho!,!pice 
and, hosp;ltal social worker.s wer.e similar in the order of importance 
they placed needs upon discharge and financial conditions. One 
,;interpretation lIlay be that 'both groups attach qualitative siInilarity 
amopg these. variables ~or patients and families. In addition~ both 
groups .. assigned the highest ranks to two' environmental situations, 
"patient livi:ng'alone" and "lack of' appropriate extended care beds," 
1 
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indicating how critical they considered these situations in discharge 
planning for the terminal patient. 
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. TABLE 17 
R,ANK,..ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF PATIENTS J NEEDS ·CONSIDERED 
.IN PISCHARGE PLANNING., .BY SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
Setting 
Hospital HosEice 
(N=71) (N=15) 
~ SD R Mean SD R 
24 hr. nursing 5.9 2.9 1 6.3 2.9 4.5 
Medical equipment 5.3 2.4 2 6.9 1.6 2. 
Counseling 4.6 2.7 3.5 7.0 1.9 1 
Physicians' services 4.6 2.3 3.5 6.7 1.9 3 
Nursing (less 40 hrs.) 4.2 2.8 5 5.8 2.7 6 
Contacting family 3.8 2.9 6 4.6 2.5 9 
Diet 3.5 ,2.6 7 5.1 2.2 7.5 
Transportation 3.8 2.7 9 3.6 2.8 10 
Rehab services 3.8 ·.Z·.9 9 2.8 2.4 13 
Cash assistance 3.8 3.0 9 2.3 3.1 15 
Medication 2.9 2.4 ·11 6.3 2.6 4.5 
Insurance 3.1 2.4 12.5 5.1 1.8 7.5 
Benefits 3.1 2.7 12.5 3.0 2.5 12 
Meal ser.vices 2.4 2.3 14 3.1 2.4 11 
Clinical lab 2.1 2.4 15 1.7 1.5 18 
Mental Health l...9 2.2 16 2.3 2.7 15 
Housing 1.8 2.4 17 2.3 2.9 15 
Clinic appointments 1.3 2.0 18.5 2.0 3.5 17 
Food stamps 1.3 1.8 . 18.5 0.7 1.4 21 
Legal aid 1.2 1.9 20 1.6 1.6 19 
Budgeting 0.8 1.5 21 1.4 1.9 20 
* 
p . .05 
. ** p. .01 
***p, . .• 001 
r = • 84 \ 
.. .£ 
ns 
.01** 
.001*** 
.001*** 
.05** 
ns 
.05* 
ns 
ns 
ns 
.001*** 
.01** 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
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TABLE ,~ 
SUMMARY OF THREE MAIN PATIENTS' NEEDS IN DISCHARGE 
PLANNING REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS., BY SETTt:NG (PERCENTAGE) * 
Patient Need HosEital' HosEice 
Number Percent Number 
Nursing services 63 89.0 15 
~dical equipment 28 39.0 1 
Rehabilitation 23· 32.0 2 
Counseling on death 
and dying 3 4.0 II: 
Spiritual ** 6 
* Note - Due to overlapping,:total does not add to 100 
**Respondents did not mention this item 
TABLE 19 
Percent 
100.0 
7.0 
13.0 
73.0 
40.0 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF PATIENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD . 
DYING CONSIDERED IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, ~Y SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
', .. 
Attitude Setting 
HosEital Hospice 
(N~71) (N=15) 
~ean SD R Mean SD R 
.R 
Guilt 5.7 2.1 3 7.7 1.3 -1 .001*** 
Unable to ascertain 5.7 2.4 3 "7.1 1.2 2.5 .05* 
Hopeful 5.8 .2.1 1 6.5 2.4 6· ns 
Depression 5.7 2.3 3 5·.7 2.5 9 ns 
Denial 5.3 2.5 5 6.7 2.0 5 .05* 
Isolation 4.9 2.4 6 6.9 . 2.4 4 .01** 
Withdrawal 4.7 2.4 7 6.1 2.3 7 .05* 
Bargai.ning 4.6 2.4 8 5.8 2.1 8 ns 
Acceptance 4.1 2.2 10 7.1 1.2 2.5 .001*** 
Anger 4.3 2.4 9 4.6 2.4 10 ns 
*p L. .05 
**p L .01 
***p·L.OOl 
r = .24 
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TABLE 2,..·0 
SUMMARY OF THREE MAIN FACTORS IN DISCHARGE PLANNING . 
REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS ~ BY SETTING (PERCENTAG.E) ~ 
Hospital Hospice 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Patient and family 
financial resources 38 53'.5 6 40.0 
Patient's desire to 
go home 29 40.8 12 ,80.0 
Family's desire to 
have patient home. 31 43.6 7 46.6 
*Note .. - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
TABLE 2.1 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF PATIENTS' FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 
CONSIDERED IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, BY,SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
Hosp.ital HosE ice 
(N=71) (N=15) 
Mean SD R Mean SD R 
Medicare and private 
i:nsurance 6.1 2.2 1 7.4 1.7 1 
Medicaid el'igible 5.9 2.3 2 6.9 2.6 3 
Medicare and medicaid 5.8 2.8 3 7.3 1.9 2 
Medicaid 5.5 2.5 4 6.7' 2.3 4 
Private insurance and 
private. funds 4.8' . 2.7 5 6 •. 6 2.6· 5 
* p L .05 
**.p L .01 
r = .84 
P 
.05* 
ns 
.05* 
ns 
.01** 
l 
1 TABLE L 1... 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF FAMILY NEEDS CONSIDERED 
'I 
IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, ,BY ,SETTING (S~E 0-9) 
-j Need Setting 
" Hos:eital Hos:eice 
I (N=71) (N=15) Mean SD R Mean SD R E. 
] Application NHs 6.0 J.O 1 7.2 1..9 3 ns Counseling 4.9 2.6 2 8.7 0.7 1 .001*** 
Medical supplies 4.6 2.5 3 4.7 2.0 6 ns 
1 Transportation .4 .3 2.7 4 4.9 2.6 5 ns Bereavement 3.2 ' 2.8 7 7.4 2.1 2 .001*** 
Insurance 3.6 2.9 6 4.2 2.3 7 ns 
1 Cash assistance 3.7 3.1 5 3.3 3.2' 8 ns Benefits 3.1 2.6 8 2.7 1.8 11 ns Medical problems 2.5 2.1 9 5.3 2.4 4 .001*** 
Meal services 2.0 2.4 11 2.9 1.7 9 ns 
Housing 2.1' 2.5 10 2.0 2.8 14 ns 
Mental health 1.7 2.2 12 2.2 2.5 12 ns 
Budgeting 1.1 1.9 15~5 2.8 1.8 10 ns 
Clinic 1.2 2.0 14 . 2.1 2.6 .13 ns 
Legal ,aid 1.3 1.6 13 1.3 L5 15 ns 
Food stamps 1.1 '1. 7 15.5 1.0 1.4 16 ns 
Vocational training 0.8 1.5 17 0.5 1.3 17 ns 
***p ( .001 
r = .84 
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SUMMARY OF MAIN FAMILY "NEEDS IN DISCHARGE PLANNING 
REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS, BY SETTING (PERCENTAGE)* 
Need RosEital RosEice 
Number Percent Number 
Counseling around death 
and dying "23 35.0 15 
Application to nursing 
homes 52 73.0 6 
Medical supplies 22 31.0 5 
Bereavement counseling 9 13.0 11 
*Note - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
Percent 
100.0 
40.0 
33.0" 
73.0 
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TABLE 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF FAMILY ATTITUDES CONSIDERED 
IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, BY SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
,Attitqd,e -Setting 
-- -
.. " 
--
HoS p:,i tal 
(N-7!) 
'HosEice 
(N-15) 
Mean SD R Mean SD 
''Wan t home" 6.7 1.-9 1 7.5 2.1 
"Can't put away" 6.6 2.1 2 7.6 .1.3 
''Never forgive" 5.4 2.8 4 6.9 2.5 
"Can't afford NH" 5.5 -2.8 3 5.6 2.9 
"NH better care" 4.9 2.6 5 6.6 2.1 
"Loving marriage" 4.0 2.5 8 6.9 2.6 
"Decision- family" 4.1 2.4 6.5 5.4 2.8 
"Can't -face thought" 3.6 2.4 10 6.8 2.8 
"Live far away" 3.7 2.5 9 6.6 2.~ 
"Not alert" 4.1 2.4 6.5 4.6 2.5 
"Decision patient"- 3.5 2.0 11.5 6.7 _ 2.5 
"Afford to pay" 3.5 -2.7 11.5 4.7 2.5 
"Never close" 2.9 2.5 13 5.1 3.2 
**p ( .01 
***p I..... .001 
r=.48 
R 
.£. 
2 ns 
ns 
os 
ns 
ns 
.001*** 
ns 
.001***-
.001**-* 
ns 
.001*** 
ns 
.01** 
00 J 
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.1 
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TABLE ~~ 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF FAMILY'S FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 
CONSIDERED I~ DISCHARGE PLANNING, BY SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
Condition 
Medicare and private 
insurance 
Private insurance 
and p-rivate funds 
Medicaid eligible 
Medicare and med;i.caid 
Medicaid 
**p ( .01 
r = .84 
Hospital 
(N=7!) 
Mean SD R 
5.5 2.1 1 
5.3 2.8 2 
3.8 3.0 '3 
3.6· 3.2 4 
3.5 2.9 5 
TABLE 2 (0 
Setting 
Hospice (N=15) 
Mean SD R 
7.3 - 2.2 2 
7.5 1.4 -1 
6.7 2.4 3 
5.3 3.3 4 
5.2 3.3 5 
ns 
.01** 
.01** 
ns 
ns 
SUMMARY OF THREE MAIN FINANCI}~ CONDITIONS IN DISCHARGE PLANNING 
REPORTED BY SOCrAL WORKERS, BY SETTING (PERCENTAGE)* 
Condition HO$pital' Hospice 
Number Percent Number Percent 
Medicare and medicaid 53 75.0 11 73.0 
Medicaid 44 62.0 6 40.0. 
Medicare and private funds 43 60.5 . 7 47.0 
Private insurance and· 
private funds 22· . 31.0 10 67.0 
*Note - Due to overlapping, total does not add to 100 
1 
.- j 
1 
.I 
_I 
I 
.1 
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TABLE ~",7 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF PATIENTS' HOME CONDITIONS 
CONSIDERED IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, BY SETTING (SCALE 0-9) 
Condition Setting 
HosEital Hospice 
(N=71) (N~15) 
Mean SD R Mean SD R 
Lives alone 7.5 2.1 1 8.2 2.2 ·1 
Different floors 5.4 2.5 2 7.3 2.1 2· 
Steps 5.3 2.6 3 7.1 2.1 3 
Space equipment 3.0 2.3 4 5.3 2.4 4 
Installed 2.7 2.6 5 4.7 3.2 5 
Overcrowded 2.4 2.4 7 4.1 2.3 6 
Aide 2.5 2.6 6 3.4 2.8 7.5 
Rehab equipment 2.3 2.5 8 3.4 3.3 7.5 
* p L.05 
** p L .01' 
***p L.001 
r = .96 
E. 
ns 
.01** 
.01** 
.001*** 
.01** 
.05* 
ns 
ns 
- .I 
. 1 
.I 
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:JQ TABLE "" u 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF SOCIAL WORKERS' PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR 
ROLE INPORTANC~ WITH TEAM MEMBERS IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, BY SETTING 
(SCALE .0-9) 
Team Member Setting 
Hos]2ital Hos]2ice 
(N=71) (N=15) 
Mean SD R Mean SD R 
Nurses 7.0 1.7 1 7.8 1.1 2 
Doctors 6.6 1.7 ·2 7.3 1.6 4.5 
Re11gio~s personnel 5.5 3.4 8 9.1 6.7 1 
Physical therapists 6.0 1.9 3 6.1 2.8 8 
. A.ides 5.9 3.6 4 6.2 3.1 7 
Occupational therapist 5.6 2.9 6.5 7.3 2.6 4.5 
Volunteers 5.1 4.1 9 7.5 2.7 3 
Dieticians 5.7 3.2 5 5.8 3.0 10 
Speech therapists 5.6 3.3 6.5 7.0 2.4 6 
A.dministrators 4.6 3.5 10 6.0 2.5 9 
**p L..01 
r = -.04 
.E. 
ns 
ns 
.01** 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns· 
ns 
ns 
ns 
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TAB~E c:<9 
RANK-ORDERED MEAN SCORES OF SITU~TIONS ENCOUNrERED IN 
WORKING WITH TERMINAL PATIENTS s BY SET';rLNG (SCALE 0-9J 
. . 
, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... 
Situation Setting 
HosEital HosEice 
(N=71) (N=15) 
Mean SD R . Mean SD 
Lack of ·beds 6.9 2.1 1 7.8 1.2 
Condition changes 5.3 1.9 2.5 7.5 1.4 
Benefits 5.3 2.2 2.5 5.2 1.7,· 
Utilization review 4.8 2.4 4' 5.5 2.7 
LiJnited cooperation .4.6 2.9 5 4 .• 6 2·.8 
Physici~n decides 3.6 2.3 6 5.5 2.4 
** p L .01 
***p L.. .001 
r ;= 
.60 
... " ..... 
R 
.E. 
1 ns 
2 .001*** 
5 ns 
3.5 . ns 
6 ns 
3.5 .01** 
J 
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CHAPTER 6 
INTERVIEWS WITH SOC-IAL WORKERS 
This chapte;t; wil;1. di_scuss the ;i..ntervi:ews with 44 social workers, 
51 percent of the sa.mple. Of these 31 W'eJ:"e h_osp~tal, and 13 were'-
hospice wo;t'kers. Th~ goal of eac.h- in_te~-view was to_ explore the social 
worker's feelings toward her 'wo;rk w:;lth tel='m,i.na,l patients and their 
families, a,nd gain an undeX'stari.d~ng of her personal way of coping 
with death and dying. Cer-tai.n demograph:;lc d~ta were obtained, in-
clu~ing eJtpe_l=ience-in soc::l.a,l work and specifically with terminal 
patients, m~bersh!p in NASW., rel::l.gion, a.nd wnethe1= wo}:'ki.ng with 
term,inal patients was a cat'eer choice or ~ job assignment. Data were 
also 'obtained on personal experiences with family or friends in terminal 
illness, and loca.le of their death. Soci.al worke~s' feel~ngs about 
their last terminal patien_t who went home or to an institution upon 
discha}:'ge were-explored. In ·additj.pn, the r~spondents reported what 
they felt was the si.ngle most important factor that made for a good 
discharg~ plan, and what was the decid:;lng fa,cto}:' in disposition. 
Finally the respondents discussed thei;t; concerns for -improv~ng their 
practice with teJ:"mina,l patients and the::l.r families in discharge 
plann~ng. 
Find~ngs showed that all res.pondents were ~emale. Data in -
__ --_~~' Table 3e show that ove}:' 70 percent of social workers worked in social 
_ J 
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work from one to six years. while 84 percent worked with terminal 
patients from one to six years. Thi.s finding clearly indicates that 
the sample had considera.ble experience working with terminal patients 
and their families. Over 74 percent of the hospital workers. and 
over 84 percent of th~ hospice workers. chose to work with terminal 
patients. With regard to caseload. 80 percent of hospital workers 
ha.d a minority of termi·nal pat:,lents. while over 69 percent of hospice-
had all terminal patients. Sixty-four percent of hospital workers 
bel~nged to NASW. while 5"3 percent of hospice we;re members. One-half 
of the hospital and one-half of the hospice respondents report~d to 
TABLE3v 
NUMBER OF·YEARS WORKING IN SOCIAL WORK AND SPECIFICALLY WITH 
TEID1INAL PATIENTS, REPORTED BY ~NTERVIEWED SOCIAL WOR¥~RS (PERCENTAGE) 
Number of 
Years In Social Work Terminal Patients 
(N=44) (N=44) 
Number of Percent Number of Percent 
Social Workers Of Sample Social Workers Of Sample 
1 
- 3 14 31.8 25 56.8 
4 
- 6 17 38.7 12 27.3 
7 -·9 6 13..6 3 6.8 
10~12 4 9.1 3 6.8 
13-15 3 6.8 1 2.3 
Total 44 100.0 44· 100.0 
Mean = 5.6 Mean = 4.2 
SD = 3.6 SD = 2.8 
.\ 
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be either Catholic or Protestant, and approximately one-half of the 
1 
workers in each g~oup felt that 'their rel:~gion helped them cope with 
death and dying. 
On the whole, social wqrkers felt the study. concerns were··' 
"~cellent" and "timely." One worker said that' the study gave her 
the opportunity to "really think" about the factors in discharge 
planning which she had never clarified in terms of prio.rities. A 
few workers ques~ioned whether their last five tepnina'l patients was 
a· rep~esentative number; one wO.rker felt she would have preferred 
drawing from.her experience with her last .ten patients. One .hospital 
respondent felt the questionnaire did not give adequate regard to 
the "individualistic" nature of discharge planning, in spite 0"£ the 
open-ended questions. Over 79 percent of the social workers had no 
trouble completi:ng the ques·tionnaire. 
W.ith regard to personal experience with family in terminal 
illness, the find~ngs show that oyer 54 percent of' the hospital 
worke~s and 100 percent of the hospice workers reported this exper::tenc~. 
Only 25 percent 01; .hospital and 15 percent of hospice ~espondents had 
experience with friends in terminal illnes.s. These are very interesting 
findings. The following personal situations were reported, . and although 
not statisti.cal findings, they appear· to warrant attention. These are 
selected experiences which are gene~ally'representatiye of the iuter-
Yiew data. One hosll1.ce social worker describ~d her experiences wi·th 
several family m~bers who died i.n hospitals or nursi,ng homes. She 
had been close with these relatives and felt. "deeply involved" with 
them. She felt the i.nstitution did not support her relatives' needs 
J 
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for "sust·ained emo·tional help" because of the restrictions in visit-
ing hours t for example. 
Ano·ther social worker had experiences with her mother dying at 
home from a long illness with cancer, and her bro ther dying suddenly 
from a heart attack. From her experiences, she highlighted how 
~portant open communic~tion among the family members is in coping 
with the dying person at·home. She felt that the family must honestly 
acknowledge the prognosis. .Also, she believed she and her family 
needed bereavement counseling, which they did not receive t to help 
them co.pe with the grief· and problem ... solv1:ng tasks associated with 
the sudden loss of her brother •. 
Another worker, whose spouse ·died in the hospital. after a long 
illness·, claimed that. she had felt very .~bivalent about taking her 
husband home because of th~ physical demands of his care.. She was 
faced with either leavi:ng·her job to care fo1;' him, which. she could 
not accept because of the emotional stress and the lack of necessary 
income, or continui,ng to work and pay privately for home care which 
would deplete her s~vings and income. Of all her concerns, com-
municating her feelings to her hus~and was her most difficult task. 
Because she was a social worker, she was not "reached out" to and 
·suffered with.out professional counseling. As a result., she and her 
phys·ician planned to keep her· husband in the hospital until he died. 
She felt this experience had a, profound effeet on he.r dec:lsion to work 
in a hospice, because it taught her about the guilt and ambivalence· 
fami.lies. go through with. the ~yin·g patient. Working in a. hospice 
afforded. her the chance .to "be in an environment in which the patient 
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and the family wer.e the unit of attention. 
One hospice social worker described her experience with the 
de~th of her 21 yea~ old brother who died ~rom lung cancer at home 
ten years ago. She said he. was home because the "family wanted him 
there," but. the .physical and em.otional demands wer~ a lIbig strain" on 
·the family. This worker also ·had experience···with· an aunt wh9 died 
from congestive heart tailure at home, and a grandfather who died 
fr~ leukemia at home. She stated that having the deaths at home· 
br~u~ht the '.'reality" closer and. thus made it easier. to cope with 
the bereavement per:l.od. 
Another hospice social worker described a very person~l story. 
in which she was inspired to pursue work in a hospice·.. A close family 
fl'iend, a nun., became ill with breast cancer.· When she was hospital-
ized and dying, she asked to speak with this worker, who, at the time, 
w~s working in child wel~a~e and not finding :l.t rewa~ding. The 
W'oJ;'ker ~egan vi.sit~ng the nun daily, and learn.ed.B: ~reat. deal fJ;'om 
her about what .dying persons needed. She carried this experience into 
heJ;' sea~ch for work with terminal patients, and translated it into· 
work~ng in· a hospice. Acco~ding to this social worker, the hospice 
offers unlimited time with. others, in contrast to the hospital where 
time is ~egimented and parceled out. 
The following typical illuatl'ations came ·~rom hospital social 
. . 
workers about th.ei.r ~per:;len.ces with fami.ly in. termi.nal illness. 
One worker told of her experience wi.th her mot.her I s death. Her 
lIloth.eJ:'· developed a ra.pidly ~rowing bone cancer when thi.s worker was a 
tee:n:a.ger, and was soon h.Qspitalized.. As a result of .medication, she 
l 
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became letha~gic and semi-comatose. She died in the hospital after 
only a few months. The worker said the family was fearful of taking 
her home and, due to her pool:' medical· cond"ition, p;te£erred that she 
die in the hospital. 
Another social worker claimed that her experiences with family 
and friends, all of whom had died in the hospital,.-left her feeling 
very "alone" with death. She felt that dying at home was a more 
"personal" experience, and the deciding factor in whether the dying 
patient goes home is the family's ability to cope with the emotional 
and physical demands. 
·A worker whose grandmother died at home fro~ cancer,.said that 
th.e family was .helped 1;>y a COl1llllun;i.ty cancer organization that sup-
plemented aid to the cost of .a home heal·th aide, assisted in finding 
an appropriate aid~, and offered weekly· counseling during .the terminal 
period and follow;i.ng the death. 
One social wo·rker reported that a close aunt with cancer .who 
- . 
lived alo~e in New YO.l:'k City, .was ·~elped to die at. home through the 
efforts of a c01Jl1llunity cancer .~gency. Although the aunt did not need 
Ii.na.nci.al assista.nce, sh.e di.d need support in a;t:'ra,nging for the home 
. . . 
h.eB:lth aide, and she needed help with obta,ini:ng transportation· for 
out-patient.chemQtherapy and rehabilitative treatments. 
Another social wot'ker described her grandmother's death in ·a 
nurs:j::ng home thr·ee.,--years· .ago. The family wanted to take her home, . 
but for lack of financial resources to PaY for a home health aide, 
and adequate space, could not do so. 
One experienc.e involyed the worke;t's mother who died at h~e 
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from cancer. Thos ·mother· was an ac.tive, alert, independent woman who 
expressed strong· feelings about going home from.the hospital. The 
social worker described the ·emotional pain and responsibility of 
caring for her mother, but felt that the experience brought the 
family closer and helped them r.ealize untapped sources of strength~ . 
Another worker told. of her experience with the death of a male 
friend who died at home from chronic renal disease. ·He h~d been 
cared for by his sister who was a registered nurse. Ther·e was a 
close and loving relationships· between the siblings, and the sister 
felt qualified and emotionally capable .of coping with the physical 
and other stress. 
These brief personal ·accounts of experiences with family·and 
fr;i.end.s in tepn,inal illness highlight· some of the key factors in 
. discharge planning for· the terminal patie~t. ,The hospice· workers 
stressed th.e family needs. of arrangi~g for home care,. resolving 
feel;i.ngs of. guilt and ~mbivalence toward the dying patient, and 
evaluating financial resources. Hospice workers felt that dying at 
home was preferable to dying. in· the ins.titution,· provided the 
family was given adequat·e ·emotional. and concrete sup.portive services. 
during the terminal period and follow~ng the death. Generally the 
expe~iences. did· not speak of the multi~disciplinary team efforts in 
dischar·ge :planning or of the input and i.nvol~ement of the medical 
staff ·with the patients or families •. The sole exceptio·n was the 
J]lutual decision by a l'hysic·ian and a .wife to ·keep her husband in the 
hospital until he died. Hospice social workers emphasized the 
availability ·of time and pe~sonnel, as notable features of th.ei~ 
programs. 
Hospital social workers also underscored the needs that fam-
ilies have in discharge planning. Many respondents felt that the 
family'.s ability to cope was the . deciding factor in disposition. 
Hospital workers stressed the·. importance of ·connnunity. resources in 
providing financial assista~ce .and counseling. Transportation was 
mentioned as an important need of those patients who lived alone 
and required.. out-patient treatments. Also noted as important 
factors. in discharge planning were the patient's des·ire to return 
home and resume familial and social roles, the medical condition 
of the patient and how it might. affect the family's abi1ity.to plan 
for home or ·institution, conditions of the home environment, such 
as lack of space, and financial resqurces of the patient and family. 
Social workers use coping stra~eg·ies in their work with· terminal 
patients and families)which·are·the.sum total of their personality, 
character, experiences,·and professional training. Harper.(1977) 
postulated that these coping· mechanisms are adaptive and observable 
through behavior and verbal expression. Harper conceptualized five 
stages of coping behavior which were based on the length o·f· time . 
social workers worked with terminal patients. The researcher found. 
that coping str.ategies of social ·workers seemed related to factors 
other than length of time at their. job. Adaptive coping behavior·was 
assumed from verba:!. expressions indicating feelings· of competence 
with their job,. affec·ti9n . toward· the. patient and/or; family., compassion,· 
s.elf-awareness, and acceptance of death and loss. Ma1adaptive·coping 
behavior was assumed from verbal expressions indicating intellectua1i-
1 
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zation and anxiety, feelings of guilt·, frustration. depr.ession, and 
pain. 
In discussing their feelings toward the~r last terminal patient 
who went home or to an insti.tution upon discharge, the ·soci~l workers 
made some interesting observations. .Social workers felt competent 
and helpful with patients ·and families who were open and honest 
about the prognosis. The workers felt competent when pa·tien-ts went 
home, rather than to an institution. They expressed empathy toward 
families who were struggling to cope w·ith taking the patient home. 
On the contrary, social· workers felt sadness, ~rustration and guilt 
toward the patients and families when institution was the final 
discharge plan.: They also felt·fr.ustration.with uncooperative 
families, unrespons.ive or unrealistic. pati·ents, and'inadequate 
f~nancial resourc·es. 
. The followit:lg· illustra·tions indicate ~h~ predominate feelings 
of the social· workers· t·oward their last te~minal patient who went 
home or to an institution upon discharge. 
One· worker felt she ·di.d a "good job" whenever the family took 
the patient home. She. said that when discharge was to an ··institution,. 
she .felt "very sorry" for the families because the patients. died 
. soon after the transfer. 
One hospice worker felt "very glad" her patient went home, 
because he "really wanted to. go home." With another pat'ient, this 
w~rker felt "sQrrow" because the nursing. home offered the pat·ient 
lower quality of care than the hospital. The worker felt "resigned" 
to a less than adequate plan. 
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Another worker describe4 a situation in . which ·s·he felt competent·· 
as a member of the medical team in discharge planning. Her ·patient 
was very frightened of going home and needed reassurance from the 
family. The medical team., . through teaching of. patient management, 
enabled the family to decide to take. the patient home, which.was the 
support the family needed. The family was· then able to reassure the 
patient about his care at home. The worker contributed her· psycho-
·social assessment of patient and family dynamic~ and treatment plan 
for continued counseling at home through a community agency. 
Several social wor}ters reported that they felt "alienated" and 
''minimally involved!!" with patients who were semi-al,ert. In these 
situations they ·tried to help the families. resolve guilt toward 
placement and o'i>tain the best possible nur.sing home. They were 
frustrated when the families were resistant to planning for placement. 
One respondent said she felt she did a competent job when she. 
helped a patient go to. a hospice. Altl)ough the fam"ily wanted· to 
take the patient home; they lived in a rural area that had in-
adequa.te support. systems for hOJile care. The family also did not· have 
adequate financial resources to 'pay for home ·care or the space for 
special equipment •. The patient was confused, and had various ·nursing 
needs for pain contI;ol, medication, and rehabili.tatiye needs for 
physical therapy. As a result, the worker arranged for transfer to 
a hospice in anot.her state that was g~egrap~ically cl~se ·to the family. 
The family WaS able to visit and stay over at the hospice~ 
Another worker f.elt she did a "poor".' job when she transferred a 
pat"ient to a nursing.home that she knew was "dirty~ •• where patients 
., 
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were not wel+ cared for." But the family insis.ted on this pal"ticular 
facility for reasons of proximity and familiarity with another family 
who had used it. 
One social worker described a ·situation involving a man with 
terminal lung· cancer; ·who denied his illness, and whose wife w~s 
yery hostile and dependent on him. The worker felt frustrated 
because both refused counseling ·in the community. This same worker 
felt competent when she helped a, family resolve their guilt toward 
placement of an elderly grandfather whom the family could not take 
care of. 
One worker expressed "sadness and 4iscouragement'·' when h.er 
patients were transfer~ed to nursi.ng homes. -She felt she was 
"fulfilling a fear that dying. patients have· about being abando~ed." 
With her last pat::L.ent .who went home, this wOl"ker felt "frustrated 
at the barrier" between her and, the patient and family. Both the 
patient and family were denying the .prognosis, and this bothered the 
wor,ker although she recognized that they needed the denial to cope. 
Another social ·wol"ker ·said that going to an institution meant 
"going there to die." ·She admitted she felt "angry" at patients 
who were "demand1:n~"· and .played the "sick role~" She tried to refer 
patients and families to private therapists in the community· for 
counseling, and she acknowl~dged the great need for bereavement 
counseling. 
A hospita·l social worker described he);" affection for an elderly 
woman who went to an institution, . despite her desire.to go home.· 
Because of inadequate financi.al l"esources and the per~uasion of her 
] 
doctor who feared her being alone. in her small apartment. since she 
had no family, she was transferred to a "high quality" nursing home. 
The social worker felt "fortunate" that a bed in this nursing home 
opened up at the tinie the patient· was ready for discharge. She 
stated she was "happy to·have·met her (the patient)," because the 
patient had the "courage" to speak openly about her feelings. 
toward dying. The worker felt the physician did not· "trust" the 
co~unity resources which might have enabled the woman to go home. 
To summarize the persona·l feelings of social workers toward 
their last terminal patient, the researcher found that positive 
feelings of competence, empathy, compassion,.and helpfulness were 
associated with the following ~actors: patients and families who 
were t:'ealistic and communicative about their feelings toward the 
. illness and prognos;Ls; patients who' strongely desired to go home;' 
·fa.milies who desired. to take the pa.tient home; !ind ""dequate financial 
resources. Soc.ial workers also reacted. pos:Ltively when there was 
appropriate input from the medical team in discharge plans to home., . 
sinc.e they viewed th.e 'institution as a place to die alone and lin-
wanted. Negative ':personal feeli:ngs of frustration, depression,. guilt, 
and sadness ·wer~ associated with the 'follow~rig ;factors: inadequate, 
low qua.lity nursing homes; patients and families who were unrealistic. 
and uncooperative in planning; discharge plans' which were not in 
accot:'dance wi.th the patient's wishes; ina4equate financial resources; 
la.ck of community support systems; and members of the medical team 
who were resistant to collaboration and pre£erred to act unilaterally 
with the patient or family. 
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Social wo~kers w~re asked what they felt was the main factor 
involved in discharge planning for the terminal patient, and, later 
in the int~rview, what they believed was the deciding f·actor in the 
decision of home Or institution. The researcher wanted to explore 
respondents '. attitudes on possible differences or similarities 
. , 
be~ween the two factors. Da·ta in Table 31 show that interviewed 
soc·ial,· workers considered the following factors ·to be relatively 
equally important in disc"h!ilrge planning: patients' needs upon 
discharge; financial resources of patient and/or family; patient's 
desire to go home; and family's ability to cope. These findings 
support the.earlier ones in Table 11. However, over 54 percent of 
workers felt that the family's ability to cope decided the 4ischarge 
plan in the direction of hOlUe or institution, as shown ··in Table· 32. 
As previ(;msly delUOp.strated (Table 11), this facto.r was found to be 
one of the thr·ee .main factors in discharge planning.. App~rently 
social workers felt the family, and not the·patient,. was instrumental 
in deciding .the disposition. In fact, the patient's desire to go 
home was not con~idered a deciding factor. at all. Only 27 percent 
of workers reported that the patients' needs influen~ed the decision· 
of disposition. Even the interviewed hospice social workers did not 
feel the patient's desire to. go home was the decidi:ng factor. 
f 
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"TABLE J!",~ 
DECIDING FACTOR IN DISCHARGE P~f TO HOME OR INSTITUTION, 
REPORTED BY INTERVIEWED SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE) 
Factor 
Family's ability to cope 
Patient's needs upon discharge 
Financial resources of 
patient andtor family 
Family's needs upon discharge 
Recommendation 
Total 
, 
> 
of M.D. 
Number of Percent 
Social Workers Of Sample 
24 54.5 
12" 27.3 
6 13.6 
1 2.3 
1 2.3 
44 100.0 
TABLE 3 \ 
THE MAIN FACTOR INVOLVED IN DISCHARGE PLANNING, REPORTED 
BY INTERVIEWED SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE) 
Factor 
Patients' needs upon discharge 
Financial resources of "patient 
and/or family 
Patient's desir.e to go home 
Family's ability to cope 
Availability of co~unity 
" resources 
Cooperation of M.D. 
" " 
Family's needs upon discharge 
Tota.l 
Number Of Percent 
Social Workers" Of Sample 
11 25.0 
10 22.7 
9 20.5 
9 20.5 
4.5 
2 4.5 
1 2.3 
44" " " " " " " "100 ~O " " 
Practice Concerns: 
Social workers had a number of concerns about their practice 
of discharge planning with terminal patients and their families. 
One issue repeatedly voiced was that of speaking·openly to.patients 
and families about the illness and prognosis. The workers admitted 
their own. anxiety about the. subject of. death and dying, and 
questioned how they could talk honestly. to their ·patients when they 
doubted the patients were ever told of their terminal illness by 
their physicians. Findings indicate that over 52 percent of the 
total sample of social workers felt they did not know generally 
when their patients :were informed of th.eir prognosis, as shown iIi 
Table 32. When·interviewed, most workers claimed they did not feel 
that· their patients were ever informed of their ·prognosis by the 
.,- physician. Patients '. denial was unlikely, since data in Table 34 
I 
show that over 55 percent of ·the·total sample of social workers felt· 
their patients knew they were terminal over one month. That dying 
patients have an awareness of their condition; regardless of being 
told, has ·been supported by the literature (West,. 1980; Glaser and 
Straus, 1956; and others). What emerges then is a situation in 
which the social worker's personal anxiety about discussing death and 
dyi:ng is compounded by her doub.ts about the patients' actual knowledge. 
Consequently, patients may.suffer from guilt· and depr.ession in the 
need to talk about their feelings about dyi:ng. Comments by one social 
worker reflect this concern an4 are quot~d as follows: 
"Some·times you don't· know if the patients. were told their 
prognosis, despite the f·act that the doctors say they were 
told. Some doctors cannot ·say the word 'cancer·' a.nd they 
are too fearful of telling the patient the prognosis. 'Some 
patients, of course', deny, even though they have been told 
the truth. How does one talk to patients who are dying? 
Taking-cues from the patient is difficult. enough, especially 
if you are not sure they have been told." 
TABLE .33 
~SIGNMENT OF CASE IN RELATION TO WHEN TERMINAL PATIENTS ARe 
INFORMED OF PROGNOSIS, REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS (PERCENTAGE) 
Time Assigned 
Two 'or more weeks before 
One to two weeks before 
Less than one week before 
Usually the same day 
Two or more'weeks after 
One to two weeks after 
Less than one week after 
Do not know generally 
Total 
Number of 
Social Workers 
8 
5 
5 
j 
10 
3 
7 
45 
86 
Percent 
Of Sample 
9.3· 
5.8 
5.8 
3.5 
11.6 
3.5 
8.1 
52.3 
100.0 
J 
.1 
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'1 
Time 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Over 
Total 
TABLE 3 ~ 
LENGTH OF TIME PATIENTS KNEW THEY WERE TERMINAL, 
REPORTED BY SOCIAL WORKERS .(PERCENTAGE) 
Number of Percent 
Social Workers Of Sample 
than one week 7 8.1 
than two weeks 12 14.0 
than one month 19 22.1 
one month 48 55.8 
86 100.0 
Social workers believed that, on. the whole, families had more 
difficulty communicating their fears and needs than the terminal 
patients. Families were often receptive to social service inter-
vent~on, but were "tired, emotionall:y and physically,. when it came 
to interacting with the patient," according to one s()cial worker. 
Consequently, this worker noted, patients frequently "die alone·." 
Another social worker cautioned against forcing patients into stages, 
such as anger or·acceptance, in order to help families· talk to them 
about dying. She no~ed ~hat patients may express denial and ac-· 
ceptance in the same conversation, and must be allowed to cope with 
these feelings at their own pace. Naturally social workers have 
great difficulty discussing death and dying·~th the patients and 
families in the face of-contradictory messages. One worker remarked 
that in discharge planning, patients who deny their illness are more 
I 
r 
I. 
resistant to planning tor young children. When this happens the 
worker tries to elicit help from a realistic family member. When 
denial is the major :defense of both the patient and family, dis-
charge planning becomes "problematic," according :·to one ·worker, 
because ""they (patients and.fami;lies) get angry when appropriate 
responsibilities are not assumed, such as financial matters." 
Several social workers claimed that patients and families 
who were communicat~ng openly in the hospital, experienced great 
difficulty maintaining this level of· mutual closeness at home. 
One worker explained this phenomena and is quoted as follows·: 
The hospital offers ·a protective environment for the patient 
and his fami·ly. The attitude in the ho·spital is that there 
is always something more that ca~ be done. When the patient 
is home, the truth will shock him and his familys that 
nothing more can be done. When this occurs, there is great 
withdrawal and despair on both sides .•. 
So.cial workers felt that families are difficult to predict 
in terms of how they wi.li cope with the patient at home •. Some 
families, who·did not. cope well with minor crises in the past, some-
how rally together to· help the dying mem.ber. . ·The assessment o.f the 
past·medical and psychiatric ·history is important however. One 
wor~er noted that if depression had· been a dynamic in the. pat·ient 
or family functioning· in the past, chances of it recuring during 
the terminal period were excellent. Several. workers remarked that 
. sometimes pati.ents and families who· have been the most productive 
and educa~ed, seem to· become the most depressed ~nd despair~ng. 
The workers s·peculated that, perhaps, they suffere.d. the most losses, 
of people,· places and things •. Workers noted that health insurance, 
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such as Medicare and private group and commercial insurance,~does no~ 
, 
adequately cover the costs o.f home care. Middle-c'la<iJs families are 
more likely to take the terminal patient home, since placement 
would completely deplete their savings. But the cost to the·family 
in terms of the pJ;lysical. and emotional demands is enormous', according 
to the respondents •. 
Another issue of consideration to social workers in their 
practice is· their relationship with the members of the medical team. 
Social workers expressed the need for more collaboration with 
physicians, nurses and rehabilitation therapists during discharge 
planning, for two reasons. They.wanted to increas~ their under-
standing of the other professional pOints of view~. and allow them-
selv~s the opportunity to ventilate theiJ;' more .subjective anxieties' 
and hopes about patients and ·families. Comments reflecting 'these 
sent~ents are quoted as follows: 
. . 
I feel anxious when I have to visit a dying patient for 
the first time. Once a.relationship is establi~hed, twill 
visit often ••.• Many professionals I see, doctors, nurses and 
therapists, . tend to a'void dying patients and ·only go in . 
when they have to--right before. discharge. I would like' the 
chance to talk to them about our fears on a regular basis. 
~ny times' the patient will only liste~ to the doctor when 
it comes to discharge planning,- because of the trust and 
confidence he has in him. I would like to be able to talk 
with·doctors about how and why patients perceive them in 
.certain ways. 
I find that the doctors say little about thedyiug in the 
staf.f confer:ences'" They (doctors) l:Ute their patients to 
receive rehab, because thEm they can avoid dealing with any' 
'discussion about- the illness and prognosis.. They can just 
ask ·the patients how they are doing in rehab. 
Some patients just want to be left alone, rather than und~rgo 
aggressive physical and occupational therapy. Why can't 
J 
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the rehab th.erapists respect this right ·tQ d;f..e in thei"X' own 
way? 
The researcher intended ·'to interview hospice social- workers in 
order to ~xplore s·imilarities and· differences in the:,i.r practice 
with terminal patients with hospital workers. Noteworthy examples 
of the unique features of .hospice care were cited by the workers 
and are quoted as follows: 
The hospice orientation sees the.patient as "'dying," whereas 
the hospital sees the patient as "diseased." 
Hospice staff carry around the open admission that the 
patients are going. to die. The orienta~ion is to let people 
die the way they want. There. are no heroic measures or 
m$chines. In the teaching hospitals especially, the doctors 
"can't let patients die," so they concentrate on .the heroic 
measures at. the· expense of the patient a.nd his fa,mily •. 
Because hospice orientation is very patient and family 
centered» an .important role for the social worker. is in 
advocacy, that is, dealing with qrganizations and the 
·"·system" of the hospital. 
Hospice care provides "continuity of care" for the. patient 
and family. For example, the staff visits the patient in 
the nur.s ing home. 
Hospice philo·sophy helps the family to depend .more on the 
staff. For example, there is counseling done by team members 
from various disciplines, with the.patient· and family, around 
issues of the transition from hospital to home. 
·By having staff available 2.4 hours a day, the family is given 
the r·eassuring feeli:ng of a strong support. system., which 
frequently is what they need to help mobilize themselves to 
arrange for home ca.re. . 
Hospice pay~ careful attention to top· quality physical care, 
which. is the .~tage on which othe~ services are· managed • 
. Our hospice program offers "respite care~"· i.n which the patient 
is readmitted ·from hom.e to·th.e hospital, under hospice 
authorization, for· a short period, like a weekend» in order to 
give the family· some relief. 
Hospice workers emphasized the. "t>.ereavem.ent counseli:ng they 
·J 
perform weekly, in individual ·and gro·up sessions in the hospital. 
One problem they encounte·red was reimburs·ement for bereavement 
counseling. Health insurance does not cover this service, so that 
several hospices had to rely on private funds and several depended 
on monies from church groups and private foundations. 
Gaps in Service: 
Social workers identified four major areas of gaps in services 
to terminal patients and families in the process of discharge plan-
ning. The first was the need to develop more community resources 
to provide financial, psychological, and social aid to patients and 
.families. There is a .lack of high quality nursing. homes, social 
agencie~ that deal with the. problems of the dying ~nd not only 
those patients with cancer, and other types o~ facilities, such as· 
intermediate care, day programs, and rehabilitative programs, for 
the dY1:ng who are·ambulatory and want to live their remain1:ng. time 
productively and meaningfully. More ·study is needed of hospice. 
services and how their orientation can be translated into medical 
social woJ;'k practice.in acute care hospitals. There is a need to 
help patients and families understand the policies and procedures 
. of the Medicaid and Medicare systems ~f health insui-ance, s·o· that,. 
in crisiS, they know what servic~s they are entitled to and what 
benefits they should apply ;for. Social workers did not feel well 
versed in the knowl~dge of legislation and r:egulatiQns. affecting 
disc~rge .planning, such as Medicare and ·Medicaid cove~age for·~ome 
ca~e or placement. 
1 
The second gap ·in service was follow-up care. Both hospital 
and hospice social workers recogn~zed the importance of bereavement 
counseling. Yet the former group rarely offered it. In connection 
with this, was the need for more training in "reaching out" and 
"crisis techniques" to help patients and families. Social workers 
J 
cited their lack of skill in helping the family of a patient dying 
in the emergency room, for example. They cla~ed that this type 
- 1 
of situation offered the least medical information and the most 
critical panic reactions in the family. Hospital social workers 
expressed the need for time to make follow-up h~e visits~ when there 
1 
is doubt about th.e accoDDllodation of the home enviromnent to meet 
the patients.' needs. 
The third gap. in service was defined as the need to learn more 
apout the coping mechanisms used by the terminal patient and the 
family. Social workers expressed their desire to know more about the 
psychodynamics of the process of dyi.ng and how it affects the patient 
and family during the decision-making of .. dischB;rge planni.ng. 
Finally, the las:t area· of service ·that the social workers felt 
deserved attention was ;lnterdisc;lplina.ry relationships. Workers 
expressed the need ;i;oJ:' new ways of shaJ:'ing personal and professional 
~eelings and perspectives with membe~s of the med;lcal team. In 
terms of counseling the patient and ~~mily, socj.al workers felt the 
p~ofessional lines of who could offer what, ~~re quite fuzzy. The 
. . 
need WaS high~igh.ted for. greater input from. the medical team in 
pre-disch~rge conferences with the patient and family to diSCUSS and 
teach patient ~~agement. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS 
This chapter will summarize the problem and methodology of this 
study and discuss the significance of the findings with regard to the 
present social, economic, and political climate in this country re-
lat~ng to health c_are. Issues of practice for social work with 
terminal patients and their families will-be addressed, and areas for 
further research will be recommended. _ 
This research was completed' at' a' time "wheri social work was be-
cOl1ling sensitive to the needs and problems of the :terminally.ill and 
. . ' .. 
their families, and the service of discharge plann~ng'was coming to 
the forefront of the· health care field, •. This was due in part to the 
I 
efforts of state' and federal legislators who strov~:to achieve cost-
effectiveness; regulation of the' quality ·of -patient care, and. effi-
cient bed utilization •. Severa~ areas of .concernabout the nature of 
services to terminal patients and families 'have been raised in ·the 
study and many questions remain unanswered, such as the cost benefits 
of hospice care in 'relation to home, nursing home,- IJr hospital care, 
the relationship of modern and sophisticated medical technology to the 
profection of the dignity of the dying patient', and the formulation 
of standards' for terminal care, whether carried out in the hospital, 
home, hospice, or nursing facility. Discharge planning 'has become 
, .. J 
increasingly recognized as a critical segment of patient care. In the 
face of current retrenchment, however, its future is uncertain. 
One inescapable fact is .that health care expenditu~es are escalat-
ing at a tremendous rate. In the year ending September 1980, the 
Federal government spent over $60 billion for personal health care, 
financing about 29 percent. of all personal health care. Expenditures 
for personal health care include: hospital care, p~ofessional 
services, drugs and supplies, eyeglasses and appliances, and nursing 
home care. Prices of personal health care goods and services w~re 
10.7 percent higher ·than in ·the previous year. ·The National Hospital 
Input Price Index, which is a measure of the prices of goods· and 
services used· by hospitals in. the provision of care, was 11.6 percent 
higher than in 1979. The National Nursing Home Input ?rice Index 
was 9.9 ·percent higher than in 1979 ( * ). According to the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services,. expenditures for hospital 
care ·accounted for the largest portion of the health care dollar, 
40.2 percent in 1979. Second waspbysicians'· services, 19.1 percent; 
third was nursing home care, 8.4 percent; and fourth was dr.ugs and 
supplies, 8.0 percent (H~alth-United States, .1980). ·Thus, any dis-
cussion of alternate health care models, including. those for the 
terminally ill, will surely be examined in terms of its potential 
costs. 
One of the most significant influences on discharge planning bas 
been the :Professional Standards·.Review Organization .(PSRO) l:egislation 
of 1977, which was designed as a regulatory mechanism to regulate and 
control the rise in hospital costs. It created physician-run 
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utilization review committees to continually review the appropriate~ 
ness of admission and length of hospital stays of every Medicare and 
Medicaid patient. Review of ca~es took place concurrently with' the 
patient receiving care. These c~ittees had final' authority to 
grant or deny payment for care rendered to federally supported 
patients under Medic.are and Medicaid, PSROs were developed to reduce 
the length of stays in short-term, acute care hospitals and supervise 
the overall quality of care given by' physicians and other medical 'and 
ancillary personnel. In 1977, the Health Care Financing Administration 
(HCFA) was created to bring Medicare, Me4icaid, and PSROs together 
under a single administrator. 
Studies of the Medicar.e portion of the PSRO program .by ·the Health 
Care Financing Administration for .the years 1977 and 197.8 .indicate a 
1.5 to 2 percent reduction in the days of hospitalization for the 
country as' a. whole. Thus far, no evalua.tion. 'of the impact of PSRO. 
review on Medicaid has been possible, . and assessing. the effects of 
PSROs on quality of patient care has been difficult. .Tenfat:i,ve 
conclusions seem to be that the influence of PSROs on Medicare and 
Medicaid expenditures wi'll have little more than a sl:i.ght effect on 
health care costs. The llleasure of the PSRO benefits over the t-,:'adi-
tional utilization-review systems is not kno~, since the cost-benefits 
of the traditional syst~ are not· known. The policy que~tion appears 
to be whether the PSROs at::e lllore or less eff~ctive and more o~ less 
. '~pensive than the progralD,s they replaced. Since costs of' health 
care are E;!Xpected to continue to rise, the need for monitori~g and 
accounting for the expenditures will continue. The Reagan 
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administration has prQPosed to eliminate 40 to 60 PSROs in 1981, 
another 60 in 1982, and the remainder by the end of 1983 (Smits, 1981). 
This slow phasing out of PSROs in bound to have effects on discharge 
planning services in acute care hospitals • 
One of the ways in which social workers are pressured by utili-
zation review in discharge planning is in the need for specific and 
clear documentation in the pat.ient I s medical. chart of the reasons 
fo~ continued stay. ·Patients may be awaiting a nursing home bed or 
approval for home health care. In addition, the utilization re-
viewer and PSRO committee have the responsibility to determine the 
required level of care for patients. For example, ·9nce a terminal 
patie~t no longer needs acute medical care as stated· by his physician 
and the PSRO represe~tative,. the social worker must assess whether 
the patient is eligible· for the Medicare-covered level of.skilled 
nursing home care or skilled home care services and discuss these 
alternatives with p·atient and fa~ily •. Frequently, families do· not 
unde~stand the· role that PSRO ·plays in determ~ning the level of care 
for appropriate dis~ha~ge planning, and they ·tearf.ully implore the 
~ocial worker to keep the patient in the hospital because he is· too 
ill to leave. Both social workers and utilizat~on reviewers may 
in~erpret the need for continuity of care to patients and families, 
and therefore, a cooperative relationship between these two pro-
fessional disciplines is necessary. 
For this study, the inves~igator undertook to describe the 
·pa~ameters of disch~rge plans .for. terminal patients ·by c·ollecting 
data about discharge planning from two settings:· the. acute care 
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hospital and the hospice unit ·within an existing hospital. Ob-
jectives were to examine, with empirical data, those factors al-
ready suggested in the literature which were included in. discharge 
planning, to specify the relative importance that social workers 
gave to various factors in the formulation of discharge p~ans for 
terminal patients, to compare discharge planning as between hsopital 
and hospice settings, and finally to formulate hypotheses about the 
discharge· planning process which may be tested in future research. 
The method was a~ exploratory-descriptive survey whose respondents 
w~re social workers in hospit.als and hospices, selected because qf 
their experience with terminal patients and their ~amilies in the 
process of discharge planning. The sample for the comparative groups .. 
was stratified and purposive·and selected in two stages. Hospitals 
and hospices were chos·en in the first. stage, and social workers in the 
second. Hospitals and h.ospices were chosen which allowed for the 
variable of home vs. ins·titution in their discha.rge plans for the 
te~inal patient. Data were collected through the use of a question-
naire that sought to ~easure cluste~s of factors relating to the 
patient, the family, and the environment and a follow-up.· telephone 
interview, directed by a guide, that sought to· obtain personal data on 
additional variables not· listed· in the questtonnaire. The. telephone 
interview was used on a sub-sample of hospital and hospice s.octal 
workers. The questionnaire collected quanti~ative data, whereas the 
interview·se~ured responses which were analyzed qualttatively. The 
-findings were 1;·eported and discussed accord1:ng to the follow=i:.ng areas: 
the parameters of discharge plans; comparison of hospital and hospice 
J 
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social workers; ·and results of the interviews. 
With regard to the impact of PSRO on discharge. planning, findings 
from the' research show that, although over one-third of all social 
workers felt pressured by utilization review for patient discharge 
·before.an appropriate discharge plan had been~ormulated, mo~t social 
workers, both hospital and hospice, did not consider working with 
administration to be an integral part 'of discharge planning. An 
appropriate discharge plan means that the impo~tant needs of the 
patient and family, and dimensions of the home environment and' 
community resources, are best adapted to the plan. Interviewed 
social workers o·ffe·red an example of this type of situation. On 
occasion a physician will refer a patient· f'or discharge' planning at 
the time he/she is medically ready for discharge. Usually the 
reque~t· is for conct'ete service, such as ·t~anspol:'tation art'angements 
or order for special equipment. These concrete plans may take some 
time to resolve, while utilization review presses for immediate 
discharge. 
PSRO requires that Medicare and Medicaid patients be screened for 
potential discharge plannin- needs usually within the first three 
days following admission. This requirement appears to have had· a 
positive impact on discharge planning, since the majority of social 
workers felt that earlier intervent·iQn would result. ;i.n adequate time 
·w;i.th which to accomplish the tasks necessary.for effective planning. 
Findings indicate that the overwhelming majority of so~ial.workers 
felt that timing of referral played a part in discharge planning 
(86 %). Interviews substantiated this f;i.nding and elicited the opinion 
J 
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that earlier referral had a decided effect on shortening the length 
of hospital stay. Workers felt that early intervention generally 
prevented patient hospitalization which extended beyond the need for 
acute medical care, because complex discharge planning needs and 
problems were identified and resolved sooner. Interviews revealed 
that the majority of hospital social workers in the study relied on 
the traditional patient· referral' from h-alth personnel, as opposed 
to their own independent case-finding. Hospice workers relied on 
both methods of referral •. In this respect, timing of referral be-
came timing of intervention, since the wor·kers began their assess-
ment.as soon as they received the referral. 
Findings .show that the majority.of all social workers repo~ted 
that patient referral came between 3 and 14 days after admisSion, 
regardless of disp~sition outcome. One-thi)':'d of all workeJ:s .reported 
that referral came within the fir.st two days after 'admission, re-
gardless of disposition. Terminal p~t·ients who went home or to an 
institution upon discharge .genera11y had the same length 'of stay., 
from two weeks to over one month. The implication from this finding 
is that patients who were discharged to nursing homes had not over-
st~yed their hospitalization, despite the fact that over 83 percent of 
all social workers recognized a lack in available nursing home beds. 
Thus, earlier patient referral may result in adequate time to apply 
to' nursing homes and wait for an appropriate bed, or to·p1anfor 
home car.e and help the family resolve their anxieties and .ambiva1ence. 
Earlier referral appears to be one prerequisite fOJ: a "successful" 
discharge plan. 
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The review of standards in discharge planning is also one of the 
purposes of the Joint C01I11l1ission on the Ac;reditation ·of Hospitals 
(JCAH), which recognizes that social work has the majo;r responsibility 
within this area. The Joint Commission bel~eves that high standards 
Qf quality should be maintained in view of r.egulato~y pressures and 
mandates for cost contaitmient. Like FSRO, the J.oint Commission see~s 
to mitigate th.e readmission or the ovel;'-utilization of hospital beds 
because of social factors. The Joint Commission also sets standards 
for utilization review committees, one of the prima~y ones being the 
need for early discharge planning so that continuity of care is 
assured into the community. Standards for social work include· the 
need for adequate documentation in the patient's medical record of 
social service interventions, and the devel0i>ment of quality control j .• 
menchanisms. The Commission requires that social·work departments 
in hospitals make the co~ittment to quality assurance of its services 
by developing ways to measure· the performance of discharge plann:f;ng 
actiVities, such as ongoing reviews, retrospective reviews, and ·the 
determination of specific criteria to. be used in reaching goals and 
objectives. Whatever the fate of the PSROs, the Joint Commission 
expects to maintain its regulatory role in supervising the quality 
control of discharge planning. 
Effective discharge planning works to reduce the costs of medical 
ca-r:e by insuri:ng that pa,tients ;receive those supp·o;rti:ve professional 
service~ they need ·to adequately function in the community. Disch~rge 
plannil).g seeks· tq offer the patient alteJ:natives for health care, 
which allows them·moJ:e control ove~ thei~ lives and respects their 
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right to decide what kind of health caJ:'e programs are best suited to 
their particular needs. For termi.nal patients ap.d their families, 
discharge planning involves planning for th.e :mai.ntenance fo the 
patient at home with community health and social support systems, 
or planning for placement of the patient in a skilled nursing facility 
. with the provisions for custodial or skilled nur.sing, rehabilitative 
and other services. A third alternative, hospice, can also be 
considered. There are no simple answers as to which alternative is 
"best" for terminal patients and famili.es. What must be accepted in 
discharge planning is that· critical consideration of all factors 
relating to the patient, family, and environment, must be undertaken 
before a meaningful plan can be formulated. In order to practice in 
accord w~th the principle of individualization, social. work must avoid 
the danger of blanket accel>tance of One or another type of plan. 
Of the sample of social· workers in the .present s·tudy, at least 
three of their last five terminal patients went home up.on discharge.· 
(74 %). The patient's desire to go home was considered to be one of 
the three main factors in discharge planning by both hospital and 
hospice social workers (47%). In interviews, workers. expressed 
positive feelings. toward their work· when patients strongly desired to 
go home, and families were able to cope with taking them home. When 
the disposition was home, workers felt more competent in their. inter-
ventions. They seemed to identify with their patients in perceiving 
home as a place tha.t was familiar and supportive, and clearly the 
preferred place to die. Since the evidence suggestE! th.at more 
patients are going hpme and social workers may be biased in favor of 
.. I 
this direction, it is important to explQre undep what ci~c~stances 
home can best meet the needs of both patient and family. 
In home health care, the health care services which are provided 
for ·the patient in the home come from several professional disciplines, 
including medicine, ·nursing, rehabilitatiQn therapy, social work and 
psychiatry. Other services can include nutrition and income main-
tenance, and training in the use of medical equipment and suppli:es. 
Usually special equipment can be secured through the hospital, health 
care agency. or private rental or. purchase agencies. Assessment of . 
the kinds of supportive equipment and evaluation of· the ~osts is 
important in setting up a planned program. for home care. Additional 
areas of concern may include delivery ~ervices for drugs and the use 
of volunteers in helping the patient· and family. cope .with the isola·-
tion and restrictions caused by severe ilLness. Volunteers can pro-
vide transportation for patients and faIllilies needing rides to clinics, 
hospitals, or other resources in the c01IUllun;i..ty... Homemake.rs and 
nurses t. aides function as companions for th.e elderly and persons who 
live alone. and. as·sist in household chores. Public and private 
community .agencies, such as the American Red Cross, Cancer Care, the 
l\Jnerican Cancer·Society,- the Visiting Nurse Association, veterans 
organizations, and others, may provide help with counsel~ng, trans-
portation, nutrition. income supplements, and equipment. 
Findings indicate that the majority of a~l social workers felt 
terminal patients upon dischB:rge need nursing . services (90%) counsel·ing 
around death and dying (29%), and assistance with obtaining medical 
equipment (37%). These findings imply that patients are going home, 
,I 
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since discharge to a nursing home would preclude planning for nursing 
services and 'equipment. Social workers whose 5 out of 5 referenced 
cases went home, reported that their patients had significant need 
of physicians' services, nursing services' (less than 40 hours per 
'week), and rehabilitation services. Moreover, the overwhelming 
majority of social workers felt that the terminal patient who lived 
alone was the most vulnerable in discharge planning (86%). Thus 
planning and coordinating community resources would seem to be of 
utmost importance for patients living alone. Findings pOint to the 
need for attention to patients ,who live alone in apartments without 
,elevators' or in priyate homes with steps and stairs. Workers gave 
evidence of sensitivity to home conditions, such as the availability 
of 'transportation for the patient and family, the geographic location 
of the, home in relation to ~edical facilities, the existence of' 
adequate cooking'facilities, and temperature control. implying that 
they realize the patients' needs for independence, competence, and 
mobility inside and outside the home. ,Not every home is physically 
well-suited to accommodate the terminal'patient, and this assessment 
must be made prior to the decision of disposition. 
'Planning for home care requires that the soical wo~ker evaluate 
the financial'resources of both patient and' family, and this was 
emphasized by over one-half of all workers involved in dis~barge ' 
plAnn.tllg (51%1. Over 74 pe,;'cellt of 'all wOJ:'ke.J;"~ t"eported tha,t the ',most, 
~portant financial condition for the patient' and family,was haying 
Medi,ca,re and Medicaid insurance. Private insurance and private funds 
were not considered ~portant factors in planning by the hospi,:tal 
workers, although hospice respondents considered 'them to be very import-
ant (66%). In interviews, the workers claimed that they, as well as 
patients and families, needed more knowledge about Medicaid and 
Medicare benefits. In discharge planning, they said, families are 
frequently intimidated by the complexities of the eligibility re- ' 
quirements and confused by the'terms used tO,designate those services 
for which they are covered. They often feel that the terminal patient 
is as ill as anyone can be, and therefore entitled to receive all 
services. Good financial planning requires easy access to a community 
directory of ~esources, and' an understanding of the services they can 
and cannot provide. 
Current Medicare and Medicaid regulations which affect discharge 
planning for ,termina1 patients and their families are described in 
Appendixes I and J, respectively. The cos,t of Medicare benefits for 
home care has been grow~ng almost 30 percent a year. The proposed 
1983 federal budget would require Medicare beneficiaries t'o p~y 5 
percent "coinsurance" for home health services. Now home health care 
visits by pr,ofessionals are "free and unlimited" under provisions of 
the Omnibus Reconciliation Act. The Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 
1980 has made s.ignificant changes in certain home health benefits under 
Medicare (Appendix I). (New York Times, February 7, 1982). 
In an effort to ~ontrol costs, the Administration, budget proposals 
for 1983 call for a "cap" or ceiling, placed.on Medicaid. Some 
thirty'programs of health and'social'services' would be consolidated 
into block grants for distribution'to the states. Community health 
centers~ maternal and chi~d health p~ogra~. programs:related to 
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rehabilitation services and other health care services· would all go 
into block grants, under the headings of preventive health services 
and health service grants. Prior to the distribution of funds to 
the states, the level of current expenditures would be reduced 25 
percent! Also ,the 1983 federal budget would: reduce the ''matching 
rate" at which it assists states on spending for optional services 
and certain beneficiaries. Optional services include prescription 
drUbs, eyeglasses'and dental care. The Administration intends to 
offer legislation requiring that Medicaid recepients pay at least 
$1 for each visit to a physician and at least $1 for each day in the 
hospital. (~ew York Ti~es,. February 7, 1982). 
Th.ere are ~ny p'ol~cy questions that Congress will have to re-
solve about th.e blQclt grants, suc.h as the' basis for allocation of 
funds., accountability require~entsof states, definitipns of eli-
gibility, and standards for ~inimum services off.ered by states., 
before they are fully understood and. accept.ed. ,Advantages to the. 
states are the authority and the money' to de~ignate priorities. for 
those services they feel are important to.health. care. However, the 
sts,.tes are not plea~ed with the 25 percent cut in funds, nor' the cap 
on Medicaid. lhe see~ing effect that these proposals will have on 
.. '. 
the consumers of home health care under Medicaid is that there will 
be fewer resources available for a variety of health services. 
Find~ngs fro~ the resear~h show that soc.:f.al worker's felt the three 
p~incipal factOrS c·Qnsid·eJ,"ed in dischaF~e planni.ng we;r-e the patient's 
des:f..re tp return home (47.%)., the family's desire to have p~tient home 
(44%} , and financial resources (51%). However, any decision-making 
j. 
for home care must now' take into account the potential cutback in funds 
to cOlDIllunity resources, wh.ich in the pas·t served to support terminal 
and chronically ill patients and their "families in the connnunity. 
An alternative to home in discharge .planning .fo.r terminal 
patients is the ins·titutional setti:ng, specificaliy the skilled nurs-
ing home. Interviews with socia'l workers indicated that they felt· 
.·sadness,. gUil"t and frustration when their patients were transferred 
to nursing ho~es. They·seemed to identify with their patients in 
'perceiving the institut~on as a place to·die alone and unwanted. 
Workers also questioned the quality of car.e the nursing homes pro-
yided. Findings show that· over one-half of all social workers felt 
that families needed. help· with. nur~ing home applications during dis-
ch~rge planning .(76%), and almost· one-half felt that ·famili~s needed 
counseling around deat~ and dy~ng (41%). The implied ambivale~ce of 
;t;a.lJ1i.1ies· towa.rd ·placement. was support.~· by the finding that over one-
half 0:1; all wprkers r·eported . working . with families whose' attitude 
toward the patient WaS' .reJ;·lec ted in. the phrase, "I can ~ t put her away," 
at:\, expression of guilt and.am,bivalence. Social workers and families 
appear to v-iew nursing homes in. a neg.atiVe light. This may be under- . 
s.tan4able in v~ew 01; ·the Problems associated with· nursing home care 
in ~ecent years that hav·e been bro~ght t.O public attention. These 
problepl,s involve characteJ:'istics such as d.~personalizatio~, poor 
nUr-sing . care, interior quality nutrition, rehabilitation and other 
. .. . . 
se~~c.~s, and sQcial and psychological isolation.: ',the vast lIlajority 
of; . nursing hOlll.e residents a.re elderly and 1I1.any· hOlD,es re.fuse to accept 
younger patients. This policy creates. 'extreme hardships' for the younger 
-.. 
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terminal patients who need placement in a skilled institutional setting. 
Nursing homes would. ·seem inappropriate ·for them for social and emotional 
reasons. Families are often forced by necessity to take these patients 
. ·home and endure the financial and psychological drain. 
Eighty-three percent. of all social workers in the study reported. 
a lack of appropriate extended care beds. in community nursing homes. 
This finding supports prev~ous research (Sch!ageret a1., 1978). OVer 
one-half of all workers· found that· their .patients' medical condition 
changed over the course of admission (52%). With terminal patients, 
th~s·. change usually means deteri.oration, as interviews confirmed, so 
that planning for nursing home becomes a necessary option even if the 
original plan was for·hOllle care. Findings also show that workers 
were sensitive to patients'.·need fOI;" a nursing. home that was geographi-
ca.l1y close to the. :f;ami1.y. 
Of the various problems associated with nursing home car.e, one· 
that is. particularly damaging is the lack of recognition paid to the 
needs of the sever1y ill .e1der1y .person who may not be techni.cal1y 
te~ina1 in a strict medical sense, but who is slowly dying in a 
depersonalized and routinized sett·ing. (Loeser et al., 1981).. At the 
1981 White House Conference on Aging ,. the majority· of participants 
voiced concern over the two alternatives to hospital care, heme and 
institution. They spoke of the difficult and expensive burden of 
caring at home for severely· and chronically i~l spouses and parents, 
and they cited t.he· econom~c threat posed by admission to ·a nursing home. 
(Campion, 1982).· Economic ·threat is a major problem for terminal 
:x>atients, who frequently require "custodialu . care in a skilled nurl!'ling 
J 
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facility, which Medicare does not cover. Thus, they and their families 
are forced -to pay- privately unt~l -they become eligible for. Medicaid. 
Custodial care has never been specifica-lly defined, as noted by 
several federal and-state court decisions. The cost ot_care in 
skilled -nursing- -homes runs frOlD. $700 to $1600 per month and is a- _sub-
stantial financial burden on terminal patients _and- their families 
(Loese;r et al., 1981). Interviews with social workers J:'evealed that 
most middle-class families preferred to take the terminal patient home 
because they could not -afford the nursing home. 
Because of the-proposals to cut Medicaid costs, the future for 
Medicaid reimbursement for nursing home care is lJn~ertain at the 
present tim,e. In the fiscal year 1978,46 percent of-the nursing 
home bill or $7.2 billion was paid for by Medicaid.- Thi$ inc;reasingly 
lIlassive outlay Qf publi:c mon~es ,- coupled with the discontent over the 
quality of care found in nut:'sing-home facilities, has -made this al-
te}:'native for long_ or short-tetm care a critical issue for ~he Health_ 
Care Financing Administration (Comptro;I.ler General~s Report to the 
C~ng~-ess of the United States, Nov-embe~ 26_, 1979).* In- addition to cost-
contaimnent _controls over Medicaid nursing home expenditure-s, the 1983 
:t;ede;ral budget pt:'oposes that states- may require _ the children of elde;r-ly 
pe;rsons to contr-ibut-e to the cost of nursing h-ome ca;r-e under -Med_icaid 
_ (New York '.[im,es, Feb;ruary 7, 1982). If this proposal "becomes a-
- -
reality, families of terminal patients are certain to endure greater 
financial hardships. 
*Ente;ring a NUrsing H01I1e--Costly Implications- fo;r Medicaid a_nd the Elderly 
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Thus, the proposed cutbacks in·Medicare and Medicaid re~-
bursement moneis for home care service~ and nursing home c~re will 
create similar· kinds of financial hardships. for terminal p.atients and 
their families. The existence of fewer community support systems to 
help defray the costs of homemakers, fO.J: example~ may require family 
members to leave their jobs and take on these roles themselves, at 
the expense of their income and their emotional stability. Patients 
and ·families may have to ·pay llrivately· for special equipment, drug·s 
and supplies, which were formerly covered under Med·icare and Medicaid. 
In terms of formulating discharge plans to nursing homes, patients 
and families may have to accept and shoulder greater financ·ial re-
sponsibility. for the costs. This·, no doubt, will place a str.ain on 
f~ily equilibrium and realt·ionships. 
Hospice 
.Hospice care has been a response to·the inadequacies· of the· hos-
pital sys.tem of tepninal care. Critics of the hospital orientation 
pointed Qut the unnecessary prol~ngat.ion of life, ;i.neffective control 
of pain and other symptoms, lack o·f emotional support for patients 
a.nd families, and f~agmented car.egiving responsibilit.ies, as pJ:obleJ;J1S 
that lllust be cor·rected in order to make the dying process as com-
fortable as pos.sible. As a result, hospice care was developed in this 
.country as an innovative appJ:'oach to o~fer a cQ1ll,prehensive program of 
palliative care to dying patients and· their families.· Rather then 
rely on her·oi.c measures with· machines or t1."eatments, hospice ailows 
~or the end of life in a d.ignified and natural way. Hospice believes 
j. 
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~. ~u1tidisciplina~r·servi~es to ~eet the total needs of the patient 
atld family. Th.e definition o~· ~edical team is. enlarged to include 
volunteers, clergy, atld· c~unity persons. 
Hospice att~pts· to give fulfillment and satisfaction to each 
l=e~aining day· ·by the indiVidualized relief of physic.al sympto1llS, and 
the focus on the patien.t and faJllily as the unit· of attention. The 
fo~emQst concern of hospice is the qua~ity,.not the quantity of life. 
Ver·y o~ten ~edical science cannot predict how much tiJD,e a patient 
has "J:'~aining, and, at best, those predictions are crude. Hospice 
bri~gs a dimension of respect for·the individuality of the patient 
and. ~aJIlily Which adds to· the qWllity of life. Rather than d·efine 
terminal patients as ·a homogeneous group, hospice views them in terms 
of their individual attitude.s toward th.eir illness,. their needs upon 
di~charge, and· their desire ·to live in. the style to which they are 
accustomed until they die. Hos~ice also regards the families' needs 
~o~ emo.tiona1 sUPl?ort. during· the pre-: and po,?t-d.eath; grief per·iods . 
with utmost ~portance. 
;Findings from this research indicate that. a~ost one-ha;Lf of all 
socla;L workers l:epor·ted that their patients felt guilt. ~bout their. 
anticipated death during dischEl;rge planning (47%)·.· Hospice worke~s 
were significantly more likely than hospita~ wo~ke~s to consider the 
fo11ow·ing patient .attitudes: acceptance;. guilt; denial; withdraw~l;. 
and ;lso;Lation. Hosp~.ce WQJ:'kers seemed ··to pet'~eive their patients as 
~Ore acc.ept.ing of pZ:.Qgnosi.s, while hosp:1.ta,l workel=s saw their pati.ents 
as more ho.peful. The contrast~ng philos.ophical orientation of the two 
settings may account f·oJ:'· th.ese. diffeJ:'ences. ';l:h.e ~ind:1::ngs suggest that 
J 
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patients need to talk about their feelings toward their illness and 
1 prognosis, .especially ·feelings of guilt about being a burden on their 
1 
family, because this has a bearing on discharge planning. Whatever 
th~ disposition plan; home or institution, terminal patients will 
probably feel that they are a :einancial or emtoional burden on their 
families. 
] ·With regard to the needs of the family, hospice social ·workers 
were significantly more likely than hospita,~ workers to consider the 
following needs in disch.arge planning: counseling. around death and 
dying; medical equipment; physicians' services; nur.sing (less than 40 
hours per week); sp~cial diet; assistance with obtaining medication; 
and help with private insurance. These finding~ may mea~ that· hospice 
J 
workers ind·ividuali·ze their patients and families more than hospital 
workers., or that the hosp:i,ce workers express bias towards home care·. 
·Hospice workers were also significantly more .likely than.hospital 
workers to take into account th.e ·family attitude of leaving the 
decisiqn o:e disposit;Lon to the patient. In· interviews, ho.spice workers 
favored discharge plans to home; which may also account for the finding 
that they were. signi·ficantly ·mor·e likely than hospital workers to 
consider the iJnportance of the pat1ents~ home conditions in discharge 
planning. 
Zimmerman (1981) describes· how social. work duties differ for 
hospice and non-hospice social workers. He claims that hQspice 
workers demonstr~te. a special interest in working with dying persons, 
JIlotivated in part by their· ·personal exper;i.ences. Findi:ngs from inter-
yiews with hospice workers confiX1Il this hypO·thesis. The wor·k.ers 
'~ 
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stated that their experience with their own families and terlllinal i11-
nesses motivated them ·to work in hospice programs. 
---There- are several key areas of concern which pose Qbstac1es to 
the financial viability and the public and professional acceptance of 
hospice care. The first· is the issue of cost and reimbursement. The 
determination of costs andre~bursement of services should begin 
with a plan for: standards of care. The National HO$pice Organization 
has produced' a guide fo~ such $tandards, but its relationship with 
the Joint. Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals needs further 
clarification in order to str~ngthen the accreditation.process as it 
~elates to the. quality of care for the terminally ill. 
~olicy makers in the ~egis1atures and the insuran~e companies 
a:re currently addressing tl1e fol1ow;i.ng questions: Is the ca.re of the 
termi.nally ill ;important, or should fiJ;lancia1 re$OUrces be directed 
toward curative and ~ehabil;i.tative medicine? 1f the se~vices of 
terminal care are ;important., which services should be ;t:eimbursed. and 
. . 
at what leyel? . Given the var;l..ous models of hospice ·ca1:·e--the ;fre.e.-
atandtn& tac;i.l:;t.ty, the l:tQ~pita.l.;''';base.d unit, and th.e. hOJl\e ca,1.'e p~ogl:'aJll,-­
wn~t type o~ ~l<·ganiz~t;ton.al ;eomat should. telJllina1 care' take ;tn order:' 
to be. ~;t.g:;t.ble for r:eimbursement? How do costs dU'fer for hosp:;t.ce 
care and traditional medical c.are for'. teo.n.ina1 patient;s? ZiIIVllerman 
(1981) analyzed 'costs ·of the Church Hospital Hospice ;in 1979 and 
found that patients t expen.ses wel:'e .$174 per day and $1,920. per ad-
m.~.as;J..Qn, in contrast to th~. expenses of patients unde~ gep.er~l mec;l;i.c.al-
sUrgical care, $3.45 per day and $3,431 per adm;i.ssion. 
Pr·esently third party pB:yors Cl>riJD,arily th.e· fedel:'~l; goyerIUD.ent. 
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and Blue Cross) are not making any committments to reimbursement until 
the cost of hospice care and its impact on the cost of health care in 
general are evaluated. Thus far hospice has survived through the 
generousity of foundations, individual donations and federal grants. 
Osterweis and Champagne (1979) believe that if hospices could replace 
or substitute for acute care hospital beds, they would ·then be able 
to demonstrate their cost saving benefits. Their rationale is that 
hospital reimbursement by third-party payors is based on a formula 
which takes account of the number of beds, not the occupancy·rate, in 
orde~ to determine allowable cost!;!. If ·occupancy is low, the ·allow-
able costs are merely shared by fewer people; hence the systems costs 
remain approximately the same and each·patient. or his third-party 
payor ·pays mo~~. If hospitals were convinced of the value of con-
verting unused or acute care beds or ho~pital wings into long-term 
or hospice units, lower level·staff~ng and cheaper allowable costs 
would result, thus achiev~ng a ·reduction~n the total number of acute 
Care beds and the conversion of ·excess beds to less expensive uses. 
Oste~weis and Champagne (1979) believe that if acute care beds were 
p~·operly filled with patients· requiring acute medical care, and not 
wi~h terminal patients who could benefit from hospice care, then 
hospice would have an effect ·.on l:egitimizing necessary hospital costs 
by remoV;lng patients requiring lower level care. 
Unde~ present reim,bursement formula, ho~pitals receiVe ·no pay-
ment for some of the i~portant non,.-medical· ~ervices . that ar·e vital to 
hospice care, such as bereave~ent counseli.ng·, over-night family visits, 
and the serving of alcoholic drinks to patients without physicians' 
) 
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orders. Strictly medical services are reimburseable in part. Hospice 
hospital-based programs are paid for inpatient care. in the same fashion 
as they would be for inpatients ·receiving non-hospice terminal care. 
However, for outpatients reimbursement is very. limited and many 
patients do not have any home care provisions in their insurance. 
Findings from this research show that hospice workers we're significantly 
more likely than hospital workers to take into account the financial 
conditions of private funds and private insurance for· patients and 
fmnilies. This means that hospice workers pay a lot of attention to 
private funds to cover the costs of their services. 
In 1979 and 1980·dem.onstration projects were initiated by the 
federal government and Blue Cross to assess the costs of hospice 
programs. The Health Care Financing Administration sponsored a 
project· to experiment with waivers on· SOme ~f the restrictions on 
reimbuJ:'·sement for hQme care, but;: the results of such studies are not 
yet" known .• * Hospice advocates raise twQ. s.ignificant ·c(;mcet:'Us 'related 
to these issues. They fear that standards. for 'reim.burs~ent and 
accreditation. m.ay impede the diversity and innoya.tion of the hospice 
phi.los"ophy, and they fOJ:'see that once hospice care beco~es J:'eimburseable, 
th.e potential for exploitation w:i;ll: grow, despite th.e high level of 
~ltt:'uism among ~ts existing personnel. Hospice leaders feel that it is 
im.portant that the initiative for setting and enforcing s·tandards r·emain 
wi.th ,th.ose in t.he ~ield of· hospice care, rather than in the hands of 
*PJ:'~sent cutbacks on expep.ditures J:'·elated to health care will no doubt 
be felt ~~ng hospice prQgrams, especially funds for. demonstration 
projects. 
! 
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government agencies. They do not want to jepordize the co~mittment to 
high quality of care to which hospice is pledged (Zimmerman., 1981). 
Another area of consideration of hospice advocates is the re-
lationship between ·hospice care and traditional medical care of the 
terminally ill. There are many forms this relationship could take; at 
one extreme hospice could become a totally separate system of care 
independent of the rest of· the health care field. The danger of this 
form would be hospice as a cu1t-1i~e phen~ena. At the other extreme 
hospice could become completely amalgamated into general medical care, 
as its philosophy and precepts become understood and practiced by the 
medical and health care professionals. Realistically, the relation-
ship will most likely. take a middle form, since care of the· terminally 
ill. can. fit into th.e ·traditiona1 medical system with certain features 
r·eq,uiring that· it be a specialty. ·For example, there are many 
physicians who do not wish to·be responsible for their patients once 
they have reached the terminal stage in .. their. disease. At that pOint, 
hospice physiCians can take over (~immerman, 1981). Also, hospice 
philosophy has critics who view it as an easy way to euthanasia. The 
~apid advance in medical technology over the past two decades has 
raised serious questions about patient autonom,y and the right to. die 
with d·ignity. Both legislatures and the court~ have attelll.pted to 
clar·ify these issues. Many states have enacted ;Laws providing for 
"living wills" -. legal docUments that give pa~ients the right to 
. . . . .' 
refuse heroic measures for .their care when in a: "terminal" condition. 
(Jackson and Youngner, 1979.). Responses to these questions h,ave come 
from the fields of med·icine, religion, law, the press t and the public. 
J 
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Hospice advocates feel that thei~ prog~am does not support euthanasia 
because it actively treats the dying persons' needs for physical com-
fort and pain control, and dying with dignity and peace of mind (Cohen, 
~ 1979). 
Implications'for'Practice 
Findings from the research and interviews with social workers 
demonstrate sever·al meani:ngful implications for practice. . One of the 
key areas in discharge planning' dis'cussed was the role of the medical 
team. The rationale for the team, in which interprofessional inter-
action .. involves a variety 'of disciplines, is that the amount of know-
ledge needed 'for problem-identification and problen-solving on the 
:J.ndivi4ual and family leyels is so great, that no one profession cari 
deyelop the range of; expertise required. The social worker works 
closely ~ith the physicians,.nurse, rehabilitation. therapists and 
others in three stages of the, discharge plann~ng. proc.ess. 
In the first stage, followi:ng patient referral or independent 
case-scre.ening, the social worker gathers inf;ormation from members of 
the team in o~der· to do a comprehensive assessment 0:1; the patient I s 
J[ledical condition. She ~ust understand, . from the physician, the nature 
o~ the illness, the course of treatment, effects of treatment .on 
~unc tioning·, the course of the illness, and the pz:ognosis. Further-
JD,Ore·, th.e social worker' will want to know what the physician has told 
th.e. patien.t and family. "from the nurse, t.he sO'cial worker explores 
th~ pa.tient ~s physi.cal and emotional functioni:.ng on a day to day 
basi.s, the nat.uX'·e 01; hi.s contact with his family in the evening, and 
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his attitudes toward his medical care and treatment. From. individual 
and group contacts :with the patient and family, the social· worker con-
tinues her assessment of the past history, and ·current attitudes, 
feelings and coping mechanisms tow~rd the hospitalization. Areas 
needing problem-solving are identified. Rehabilitation therapists 
offer the social worker the evaluation ·of the patient's functional 
abilities related to past-hospital needs upon dis~harge. Through the 
sharing of professional information by those involved in medicine, 
nursing, rehabilitation, dietary, technical services, volunteers and 
others, a solid foundation can emerge for the second stage, planning 
for disposition and identification of. services. 
At the same time the social worker is counseling the patient 
and ~amily around their adjustment to the hospitali~ation and their 
. needs upon discharge, she is helping them clarify where the pa.tient 
will go upon discharge. The input from the medical team ~s most 
necessary, since it is the ·patient·and family who will ultimately 
decide the plan th~y·wish to follow, based on their knowledge of 
available options and resourc·es. Once the decision is made on where 
the .patient will go, and a tentative discharge date is set, ·the third· 
s.ta,ge o~ mobilization, coordination, and implementation b.·egins. In 
this stage, team members can include community resource persons involved 
with home care or institutional services. The sQcial worker works 
with. the coping str~ngths of the patient and f~ily to mobilize them 
toward the obj ect·iVes. Usually the most com,prehensive mechanism for 
achieving the input .. of al.l team memb.ers ·is the pre-discha,rge conference. 
At this meeting, all appropriate team m~bers .participate to discuss 
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the ,werking plans, 'pe~ceived obstacles,' and re-evaluat~on of geals if 
necessary. The eptimal cenference'includes the patient and family. 
Findings shew that 'the majerity ef all ,social workers felt that 
docters (91%) and physical therapists (54%) were impertant team 
members in discharge planning. Hespice werkers were significantly 
more likely than hospital werkers to. censide+ religieus persennel as 
I 
impertant team m~bers. Hespice werkers also intreduced spir~tual 
,needs of patients as impertant in disch~rge planning. Limited ce-
eperation of medical staff in necessary paperwork was net found to. be 
notable in discharge planning, refuting previeus research (Schrager 
et al., 1978). Workers recognized the patient and fa~ly as es-
sential team members, especially in the pre-discha~ge cenfere~ce. 
AlSo. included in cellaberation were cemmunity persens and social 
work supervisers. 
Findings indicate that dieticians were largely, left eut ef team 
,interactien in discharge planning. Secial werkers must recegnize 
that the majority ef'terminal ,patients will require a therapeutic 
diet when they leave the hespital. Cancer patients especially will 
have preblems with naus,ea, vqmi,ting, taste, altera:tiens, and inteleJ:'-
ances fer specific feeds that interfere with their ab~lity to. eat. 
Diet affec.ts the patient,~s eJIlotienal, secial and physical ~espo.nses 
to. his envi~enment, so. that nutritienal care ;1,.8' significant in dis-
charge planning. Involvement of the ~amily is ip\perative if the 
patient is, geing home, since issues ef die,t, methods O.f foed prepara-
tien, cests ef feeds, and adequate substitutio.ns, must be realistically 
discussed prior to. disch~rge. 
J 
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In the interviews, social workers reported ~inimal involvement 
of physicians in communicating openly with patients and famil·ies about 
the illness and prognosis. They voiced concern that their anxieties 
about discussing issues of death and dying with the patient, were 
heightened by physicians who did not tell their patients the prognosis. 
Workers felt the need to communicate more directly and hone·stly· with 
physicians about talking to terminal patients. They sensed the 
physicians' avoidance with them, the patient, and the family, which 
added to their frustration. Although reluctant to discuss serious 
illness and terminal care, physicians were cooperative in doing the 
nec.essary paperwork for applications to nursing homes and home care 
services. 
One area which social workers underscored in working with the· 
medical team was teaching pati~nt ma~agement to the family. In view 
of the economi·c pressures associated· with the de.cision of home or 
;ins t;f.tution , it would se·em crucial for the team to instruct the 
fami1y on the care of the patient in order for them to de~ide 
whether they could manage the patient at.home~ According to the 
social workers, the teaching of patient management to families, prior 
to the pre-dis.charge conference, was at best sporadic and unstructured·.· 
Ideally the definition of the.medical team should be broadened· 
to include al;L persons as is warranted by th.e individual case.- The 
scope of discharge planning ia SQ complex' that any number of· com-
munity and hospital persons may be called in to assist in the assess-
-
ment, planning, mobilization, cQordinat;f.on, ·and ~plementa.tion tasks. 
Larger collaborative groups could exist, composed of professionals, 
administrators, service J?ersonnel, such as technicians and pharmacy, 
volunteers, c~ergy, and community officials, to pool the.ir knwoledge 
and resources. Community persons could even include s.ignificant 
people in the patient and family's home environment, 'such as employers, 
friends, and neighbo~s. No contribution from anyone associated with 
the patient or family should be underestimated. 
'Interviews with social worker's illustrated that they- felt 
positivel,.y about. their work with terminal patients and their families 
When pati.ents and falD,ilies were open and honest about th.e illness and 
pt::ognosis, and patients were realistic about ·dying. When these con-
ditions existed, the~workers felt more competent in their inte~ven­
tions and more helpful and empathic with the patients and families. 
Workers, on the other hand, expressed feelings of sadness, frustra-
tion and. guilt when patients were not .alert,. families were uncoopera-
tive' with planning and unrealistic about the prognosi~,. discha·rge 
plans were not in accordance with the l>atient~s wishes, and finanCial 
resources were inadequate to support the plan. 
In order to work successfully with terminal, patients and their 
fa:mili.es, socIal workers needcerta.in insigh.ts and traip,ing. Courses 
on dy;ing and be'l='eavement sho.uld be routinely taugh.t in schools of . 
social work,· and be a part ()f in-service educatign in health-related. 
wo'rk setti:ngs. Th:e aim of education is to help social wo~k practi-
tioners develot> s~l1;~awaren.ess of their persona.l !eel;i.ngS and attitudes 
toward death .and 'dying, so that they are able to listen mO.re feeely 
to the needs 0:1;' the. tet'lll,inal p·atients and 1;ami.lies (~ilner, 1980). 
Social workers must be acquainted with the r~nge of cop~n~ behaviors 
manifested by patients and families under severe st~ess. ~atterns of 
family communication must be recognized and. understood in terms of 
their implications for discharge planning. 'Social workers should 
learn the techniques of "reaching out" and "crisis treatment" ·to work 
with those patients and families who are not immedi~tely·amenable to 
discharge planning or counseling. 
Disc~arge planning means that the patient will p~obably leave 
the hospital much different than when he was admitted and may not 
return to the same place. The family will ·undergo ser.iotis emotional, 
economic, soical, and' perhaps, physlcal changes as well. The adapta-
tion process to·these anticipated changes will naturally be slow, and 
procrastination is expected. 'Families show reluctance to discharge 
planni.ng and implementation because an a'cceptance means acceptance of 
th.e irreve~sible natur·e of the illness. Guilt and ambiva~ence, aris-
ing from anger toward the patient 'and his illness, may further deter 
this acceptance for dischB:rge planning. Anything that represents a 
drastic change, as terminal illness does, is. a crisiS, and, as such, 
arouses strong emotional reactions. For social work practice, this 
poses an important implication. When intervention occurs early in 
the admission, there is more time to build supportive and p~oductive 
relationships with the patient and family. Counseling around death 
and dying and marital and family counseling should be available as 
soon as possible after admission, so' that co~unication among patient 
and family members does not turn into avoidance and rejection. 
This research identified a gap in'bereav~ent services to families 
. of hospitalized terminal patients •. Alth~ugh ~·ecognized by the hospice 
-I 
workers, it seemed overlooked ~y the hospital worke.~s. both. as a 
defined social work responsibility and ~ hospital ~esponsibility. 
The need for bereavement counseling raises ques·tions for poJ.;lcy . 
makers ·and practitioners, such as:. Should the .co~unity ~gencies 
do the counseling? What are the identifiable cpnd;i,t;l.ons tl1.at indic'ate 
the need for intervention by the hospital social worke~? Is there a 
particular point at wh.ich intervention is mo·re effective, and re-
ceptivity to such help greater? Who will pay for thi's service, in 
view of proposed cutbacks in funds to community agencies and health 
insurance payors? 
Bereavement l:'equires' th~t .family mempers go through a complex .. 
readjustment in th.e t~ansfel:'ence of roles, redistribut;lon of tasks, 
and steps toward re~umptio~ of normal,. daily living. Studies on 
bereavement point to problems i.n morbidity and mortality, effects of 
family breakdown on parent-child relation~hips, and:adult maladjust-
ment. This ample evidence stresses the need for social work inter-
·venti.on. This intervent;lon should COme. early in the admi:asion in .: 
the fo~m of anticipatory grief work. Because the need to ·a.nt;l.cipate 
death is not generally' acceptable, socially and cultur·a..lly,. fa.milies 
have been deprived of this opportunity to mouJ'n fol:' th~ inevitable 
and imminent loss. Fo~ many families, th.e. actual death 'increases 
their vulnerability at a point when their e~otional, social, and 
financ.ial reSQurces are most depleted a,nd their' capacity fol;' coping 
is most strained. Physi.ci.ans or;lented toward "Cure'.' and "hopeu may· 
be do:t:.ng an injustice t.O the terminal pa.tient and hi.s f~ily. In 
th.is. ~egard, hospice tr·ansmits a JI10re accepting a,tt;i,tude. toward death 
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and dying, and recognizes the importance of anticipato~y g~ief work. 
Families in the crisis of terminal illness need impartial and ob-
jective guidance to help them cope with the terminal stage and 
eventual death, and prepare them f~r the circumstances, whether home 
or institution, the patient will be living with until. his death. 
The findings indicate certain attitudes of patients toward their 
prognosis that require empathy and cons·ideration by social workers. 
During discharge planning, patients express anxiety about. leaving. 
th.e protective hospital environment where their care is supervised 
24 hours a day. They fear receiving inadequate care· on the outside. 
Patients who are discharged to nursing homes, especially, ·need re-
assurance. It is probably very difficult for social.workers to 
offer this reassurance· if they themselves doubt the quality of care in 
the institutions. When patients feel that. their fam·ilies know how to 
manage them, they are less fearful of going home,. and· feel less guilt: 
about being a burden. Also, d~ring discharge planning patients express 
the desire. to maximize their indep.endent functioning. in order to feel 
they are. still "living." 
]?erha.ps one of th.e mos·t· pressing implications for practice, in 
light of the current ·public and political concerns over cost-contain-
ment, the quality of health care services, and the proposed changes in 
the. delivery of health. care services, is the need fo~ soical work 
p~actitioners who work wi·thterJIlina.1 patients .and their families to 
systematically review local, ·state, and feder·al regulations that will 
affect discharge p~ann~ng. Review· sh.ould include a thorough knowledge 
of the governmental.agencies that· design and d;l.ss·eminate the.se 
~.l 
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regulations and legisla,tion, and :eocus on the ~pact of this legisla-
tion on the patient and family. Workers should add~ess the systems 
of accountability required by govermnenta1 'and acc;reditation o;r-ganiza-
tions. Constraints and sanctions that detract or support effective 
d~scharge planning sh.ou1d be recognized and approaches for meeting 
the regulations without sac;rificing comprehensive, quality se;rvice, 
should be developed. 
Fr~ research findings and interviews with social workers, the 
following guidelines were developed, to conceptualize the features of a 
successful discharge plan. These features. should be part of effective 
social work practice in discharge planning with terminal pa~i·ents and 
their families. 
A. 'Dimensions of the Social Worker Components: 
. (1) There is early referral, whethe:r by independent case-find.ing 
or by referral from medical team,;" 
(2) f1an is not finalized prematurely due to pressure from 
utilization review, medical staff, patient or family. 
(3) Cooperative and close collaboration exi.sts between social 
worket; and members of the medical team. Definition of who is part of 
the team is broadened to include community. persons and o;thers ·as the 
case warrants. 
(4) Medical staff is cooperative in th.e necessa:ry paperwork. 
(5) Th.e ·oppot;tu.nity exists ~Qr a.de.qua·te supe.rvisi.on and training 
in·techni.ques of "reachi:ng out" and cr·isis· inteX'vent;lon. Social worker 
feels free to discuss her personal fee·1ings about death a.nd dying with 
supervi.sors and co11e:agues ~ 
(6) Social wo~ker has a thorough'knowledge of all governmental 
, , 
legislation and regulations affecting discharge planning. 
B. Dimensions of 'the Patient 'Components: 
(1) Patient's atti,tude toward dying reflects a desire to ,cope 
realistically with discharge ,planning. 
(2) The majority of patient's needs are met by the discharge 
plan. 
(3) Patient's financial resources support the plan, and he 
understands the benefits and limitations of his health insurance. 
(4) Patient feels that his family has learned how to manage him 
if he is gOing,home. 
(5) Patient understands 'the alternatives of home or institution 
in decision-~king for disposition and feels assisted by the social 
worker to plan,appropriately. 
C. PimensiOnS of the Family'Co~ponents: 
(1) ,The, majo~'ity of the family's needs a~'e JIlet by the di,schage 
plan., esp,ecially for follow-up services. 
(2) Family's financial'resources support th.e plan, and they 
understand th.e benefits and, lilD,itations Qi; th.ej.,r health. :1;,nsurance. 
'(3) Family rece,ives adequate teaching from medical team on 
patient management. 
(41 Family unde~stands the alte~natives ,of home Qr institution 
in decision-mak~ng for disposition and feels assisted by·the social 
worker to plan appropriately. 
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D. Dimensions of the Patient arid Famil~ Comyonents: 
(1) Patient and family ar~ in agreement on where the' .patient will 
go upon discharge. 
(2) Patient and . family communicate With their physician about 
the illness and prognosis. 
E. Dimensions' of the Environment'Components: 
(1} Patient's home is evaluated to accommodate h1m at home. 
(2) Patients who live alone rece~ve ca~eful assessment of com-
munity resources to assess whether their services can make home care 
feasible. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
Because of the limited sample and the fact that all hospital 
data was restricted to Missouri, the fi.ndings are not generalizable 
to all hospital social workers. More r.igorous· research is needed with 
patients and families 'in different settings in order to move fi:'om 
knowing sQcial work attitudes and self-reports to .act.ual knowledge 
about what social worker~ are dOing in discharge plann~ng. The 
lD,ethodology and inst~uments. d'eveloped he~e can be .. r.ead"ily adapted to 
oth.er health care sett.i.ngs in which d:J.scharge planning takes place. 
The .1nstr·uments· can be appl·ied to discharge. planni;ng for. dialysis., 
cardia~, neurological and other patients with life-threaten~ng illness. 
They Can. be. used sys.teJI\8.tically by social .agenc;Les., . nurS;lng h.QJD.es, 
hospitals" and clinic;.s. for th.e purpose of explor;lng tbJa par.·aJ1leters of 
disch~rge planni;ng. 
One direction fQ~' future rese.a~·ch can be. the. cons-tl=uc·ti.on of 
.. 
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follow-up studies to explore the extent to whi.cb. PQsth.Qs·pital needs 
of terminal patients and families are met subsequent to discharge. 
The most meaningful method for follow-up. assessment would seem to be 
personal interviews with patients and/or families. Time intervals 
could be uti~ized ranging from one week, one month, and six months 
following discharge. Berkman (1980) developed a method~logy for 
assessing the outcome of services given by social workers in hos,pitals 
using the Berkman-Rehr Classi.fication of Psychosocial l?roblems and 
Outcomes. Berkman's study tested whether the Class~fication system, 
when used by· hospital social workers who had comparable training in 
the criteria of contracting with their clients on the problems to 
be dealt with during social work intervention,- would give a valid 
representation of problems and outcomes of intervention. Both social 
workers' and clients '·-judgments of problems dealt with· ·and outcomes of 
intervention were recorded. The stu4y assumed that clients could be 
used as a source for making valid assessments when looking at problems 
and outcomes. Outcomes were looked at in terms of the accessibility 
and adequacy of resources offered in relation to the problems. The 
study employed the use o~ the instrument and follow-up telephone inter-
views. Outcomes were assessed on two levels: whether resources for 
which, clients were referred were adequate, and whether the problems 
.agreed to by social worker and client were. changed in a positive 
direction. The use of this Classification sy~~em with l~rger samples 
of terminal patients and their families can lead to the collection of 
data on profiles of patients' ·and families' needs in relation to 
outcomes of discharge planning. More knowledge is needed on the 
] 
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relationship among pr·pblems in discharge planning J intervention 
methods, and outcomes. 
Another area for critical investigation is cODllllun!ty resources. 
Since knowledge of and referral to agencies is an integral part of 
discharge planning, it would seem important to examine the limitations 
and gaps in s·ervices .provided by these resources. Certain community 
services may be unavailable, or there may be long waiting lists, 
inadequate funding, pr have limited·personnel. Are ·there services and 
programs for chronically ill patients in th.e h.ome and in the institu-
tion that are unavailable to terminal patients? 
Many issues relating to hospice progra~ need further study. 
What will be the. ei;fects of proposed cutbacks in h.ealth ·care .ex-
penditures on th.e a,vailability and seryices ·of hospice p~ograms? 
Are hospices mor·e· cost-effective than tradit;lonalmethQds of t.erminal 
care? Do patients wi:th different te;nninal diseases. benefit.from 
different models of hospice care, . such as the home care model or the 
i;ree.-standing facility? What are the roles and functiQns of the 
me.dica,l team members in the different hospice mod.els? 
New models of discharge planni:ng must be developed by social 
~rkers, if the social work profession wants .to take a ;Leadership 
psoit;i:.on in the continuity of ca~e of hospital services. l.ri view· of 
th.e current economic and political realities ;t.n this countr¥ regard-
i:ng he.alth ca,re, sQcial. workers JD.uSt learn sk;~l~ fpr formulating an 
audit, monitoring the accounta.bility, and review1.:ng the efficiency and 
quality of services of a discha:rge planning progra;m,. 
-I 
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GLOSSARy1 
Ancil~ary-Services: Hospital or other inpatient health 
pz:ogram, services .-other than room and board, and professional 
services. They may include x-ray, drug, laboratory, or other 
services not separately itemized, but whose specific cont-ent can 
be quite variable. 
Attending·Physician: .. The'physician legally responsible for 
the care of the patient in the hospital. 
Benefit: In insurance, a sum. of money provided for certain 
types of loss or covered services. Benefits may be .paid directly 
to the insured or to others who render.the services. 
Death: The cessation ·of lif~; defined by physi'cians as a 
total stoppage of the circulation of the blood, and a cessation of 
the animal and vital functions thereon, such as respiration, 
pulsation, etc. For legal purposes, a human body with irreversible 
.cessation of total brain function shal·l, according to customary. 
standards of medical practice, be considered dead. 
Discharge Plan: A written statement by the social worker that 
tells where the patient wi.ll go upon discharge. The plan consists 
of a-n ·assessment of the patien~'s .and family's- psychodynamics and 
..... ' .... ' ..... '.' ......... . 
1Def;Lnit;.ions-. .of terms are- taken fr-om':A -Discursive 'Pi:cti_onary 'o~ 
Health Care, 94th Congt:ess-, 2nd Sess;i:.on <Ras-hj,~n~ton~ _D.C,; _ U ~S. 
Government Printing OfJ;ice, 1976).' . 
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needs upon discharge, an evaluation of the home conditions and 
financial resources, and Ii treatment plan that lists and explains 
the coordination and implementation of hospital and community 
resources designed to meet the patient's and family's needs for 
continuity of care. 2 
Dying: In the case of progressive terminal illpess, the end 
of life. 'The last few months of life are generally regarded as the 
period of dying. 
Extended Care 'Facility . (ECF): A generic term used to ·describe 
a s'killed nursing home facility. Medicare cover~ge is limited to 
100 days of posthospital extended care services during any episode 
of illness. Medicaid benefits are not limited in this way. 
'Home Health Agency: An .agency that provides home health care. 
To be certified under Medicare, an .agency must provide skilled 
nursing seryices, at least one additional therapeutic service 
(physical, speech, or occupational .therapy), medical social services, 
or home health aide services. 
'Home'Heaith'Care: Health 'services provided by a home health 
.agency· or other community public or 'private .agency to. the patient in 
the home. These services 'may include: nursing; rehabilitation 
therapy; homemaker; and social. services . 
. 'Homemaker'Services: Nonmedical support services to patients 
at home. These may include: personal care .a~d hyg;iene; meal 
preparation; light housekeeping; etc. These services are not covered 
2Definition is by the author. 
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by Medicare or Medicaid, but may be included. in the social service 
programs developed by the states under Title XX of the Social 
Security Act. These services are intended to maintain independent 
living and normal family life. 
Hospice: A program that provides . palliative and support'ive 
care for terminal patients and' their families. The patient and the 
family are the unit of care, and support for the family extends 
through the bereavement period. Emphasis is placed on symptom control 
and preparation for the eventual death .. 
Hospital: An institution whose primary function· is' to provide 
inpatient. services, diagnostic and therapeutic, fo~ a variety of 
medical conditions " both surgical an.d nonsurgical.. Most community 
hospitals are acute care, short-term, and:nonprofit. 
Inpatient:. A patient who has been admitted at least overnight 
to a hospital or other health facility for the purpose. of .receiving 
diagnostiC, treatment, or other health services. 
Medical Team: Those persons respons.ible for the ca;re and . 
treatment of the patient during.his hospitalization. They include: 
prof.essionals; paramedical personnel; administration; and community 
perso~s. 
Paramed:tcal :Personnel: Those health personnel who are not. 
professionals. They include: .medical techanicians; aides; reco;rd 
keepers; nutritioni'sts; and others. 
Nursing Homes: A wide range of institutions that provide 
various levels of nu~sing care for people, who for va;rious· reasons 
cannot return home. Nursing. homes can include skilled nursing 
facilities an4 intermediate care facilities. In Missouri, the latter 
does not exist. The level of care rela"tes to the degree of in-
capacity to care for oneself in ambulation and activitie"s of daily 
living, and the degree to which skilled"nursing services are needed. 
Rehabilitation "Therapists: Those professional persons who are 
specially trained in the principles and practices of neurophysio-
logy and biomechanics to assist patients in using special exercises, 
assistive devices and equipment. They include: "physical, speech 
and occupational therapists, specialty ~urses; physiatr~sts7 and 
others, who work to relieve pain, restore maximUm function, and 
prevent disability following disease, injury or loss of a bodily part. 
Utilization Review (Professional "Standal;'dsReview" "Organization) ; 
A r"eview committee mandated by legislation--Amendmen"t to the Social 
Security ~ct of 1972-~whose purpose is to determine the necessity 
for each patient "admission, the adequacy and relevance of medical 
services provided, and to insure that patients are discharged with 
appropriate follow-up plans. The committee reviews medical records" 
to ensure that hospitals are admitting and keep"ing patients. for 
legitimate and documented reasons. 
Terminal Patient: A patient who has a terminal illness. 
Terminal Illness: An incurable condition caused by injury, 
d"isease, or illness that, regardless of the application of life-
sustaining procedures, will~ according to r"eas<;mable medical judgment, 
produce deat~"within a given, though unp~edictable, per~od of time. 
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. Funding: Medicare~· ___________ ~Medicaid Pendin~g _______ ~ _____ ._Other. _____________ _ 
I Is. List .. nursing home preferences···: & include any. additio~al. information you fee1 necessar: 
DATE 
-:--------- SOCIAL. WORKER'S INITIALS. _________ _ 
6-79 
1 Form IV Social Work Assessment for Long Term Illness Planning 
1 
, I 
~ 
1 
Pt's. Name: _______________ D.O.B. _______ Med. Rec. #: _______ _ 
Present locati,on of pt.: _________ Marital Status ______ ,Medicare #: __________ _ 
Address: ______________ Religion: _______ Medicaid #: _________ _ 
Telep~one#:-----_.,..---"---_Occupation:------------.......;Sex:,--__ ~_ 
Pt's. financial status (Please indicate amount) 
OASDI _______________ R.R. ________ Savings ___________ _ 
SSI V.A. ________ ~Owns Property ___________ _ 
ADC _____ ---------G .. R.---------Other_-----------
Relative/significant other: _______________ --'-_,Relationship: _________ _ 
Address:_"'--_____________________ Phone #: ___________ _ 
-- Sources of information: 
.I 
- j 
-', I 
I 
,~ \ , 
I 
---------------------------------------------
.. '\~' 
' . 
J 
J 
J 
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APPENDIX A 
List of Acute Care Hospitals Used In Study 
Hospital 
1. Barnes Hospital 
2. Jewish Hospital 
3. County Hospital 
4. City Hospital. 
5. Missouri Baptist Hospital 
6. St. John's Mercy Hospital 
7. Firmin de Loge Hospital 
8. Lutheran Hospital 
9. Deaconnesa Hospital 
10. Compton Hill Medical Center 
12. St. Anthony's Medical Center 
13. Lindell Hospital 
14. St. Luke's Hosp-ital. 
15. St .• Mary's Health Center 
16. St. Joseph Hospital of St. Charles 
17. University of Missouri Medical 
Center at Columbia 
i· 
Number of Social Workers 
7 
4 
1 
3 
2 
4· 
5 
1 
3 
6 
1 
8 
1 
8 
8 
. 8 
71 
APPENDIX B 
List of Hospice·Programs·Used In Study 
Hospice Number of Social Workers 
:I 1. El Cajon Hospice 2 
El Cajon Valley Hospital 
- 1 
Ei Cajon, California 
2. Lutheran Hospital Hospice 2 
Continuing Care Unit 
St. Louis, Missouri 
3. St. Luke's Hospice 2 
-I St. Luke's Hospital. St. Louis, Missouri 
-I 4. Albert Einstein College Hospital 2 Hospice Unit 
Bronx, New York 
-I I 5. Parkwood.Hospice- 2 Parkwood Community Hospital 
Canoga Park, California 
6. Pinecrest Life Acceptance Unit 2 
PineGrest Hospital 
Santa Barbara, Cali.fornia 
7. Methodist ~ospice Unit 2 
Methodist Hospital 
Indianapolis, Indiana· 
8. Forbes Health Sys tem-Hos.pice 1 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
15 
j 
.I 
I 
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APPENDIX C 
Letter to the Directors of Social Work Department·s In 
The Acute·Care Hospitals 
Name of Director of Social Work. Department 
Name of Hospital 
Address 
Dear Name of ·Director 
Mrs. Heidi Mandel. 
8671 Old Bo~homme Rd. 
University City, Mo. 63132 
Date 
With regard to our telephone conversation on , I 
am writing to enlist your help·in a research project that I am 
engaged in for my doctoral dissertation at the Columb·ia University 
School of Social Work. 
The purpose of this study is to discover the kinds of factors 
social workers t·ake into account when they formulate discharge plans 
for the terminal patient. Also, I wish to derive a better under-
st~nding of th.e discharge planning proc·ess. I am aware that social 
workers on your staff may be called upon to construct discharge plans 
for terminal· patients. . 
Please be assured that all responses will be held in·the 
strictest of confidence. 
I have enclosed copies of the questionnaire. A telephone 
follow-up interview may be neces·sary, which I will ·call to schedule 
once the completed questionnaire is received. If you have any 
questions about the questionnaire or the study, please feel free to 
call me at (314) 993-3873. 
I will be glad to send you the results of the study as soon as 
it is completed. 
Thank you· for your cooperation with this study. 
Sincerely, 
Heidi Mandel, CSW, ACSW 
J 
-. .I 
] 
. I 
-] 
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-I 
-I 
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APPENDIX D 
Letter to the Director of 'Hospice 'Programs 
Name of Hospice Program 
Address of program 
Attention: Name of Director 
Dear Name 'of D~rector: 
Mrs. Heidi Mandel 
8671 Old Bonhomme Rd •. 
University City) M?.63132 
Date 
I am writing to enlist your help in a research project, 
that I am engaged in for my doctoral dissertation at the Columbia 
University School of Social Work. 
The purpose of this study is to discover the kinds of factors 
social workers take into account when they formula,te discharge 
plans for the terminal patient. Also, I wish to derive a better 
'understanding of the discharg~ planning process. I am including, 
hospice programs in the study because ·of th.e, unique nature of ,their 
services. Your hospice has been identified as one having no 
coordinated home care program,. 'I am aware that social workers on 
your·staffmay be called upon to construct discharge plans for 
terminal patients. 
Please be assured that all responses will be held in the 
stricktest of confidence. 
I have enclosed five. copies of the questionnaire. A telephone 
follow-up interview may be necessary, which I will call to schedule 
once the' completed questionnaire is received. If you have-any, 
questions about the ques~ionnaire,or the study, please feel free to 
call me at (314) 993-3873. 
I will be glad to send' you the results of the study as soon 
as it is completed. 
Thank you for your cooperation with. this study. 
Sin~er'ely , 
Reidi Mandel),CSW, ACSW. 
... ) 
- .1 
-- j 
-- I 
APPENDIX E 
Telephone Interview Guide 
Name: 
Years in social work: 
Years working with terminal patients (since MSW): 
-----
Nature of caseload with regard to terminal patients: 
Maj ority __ _ Minority ______ __ All 
-------
Is working with termin~1. patients a_ career choice or assignment on 
the job: 
choice 
---
assignment 
------
Member of NASW: Yes no 
--- ---
Did you have- any trouble fil-ling out questionnaire: yes _____ no ____ _ 
Clarify responses that are missing, incomplete, ambiguous or 
interesting: 
Have you had personal ~perience with close friends and terminal-illness: 
illness: 
yes no 
If yes, how many: 
What was your experience-: 
Have_you had Fersonal experience with family and terminal illness: 
yes no 
If yes, how many: 
Who was it: 
.J 
] 
I 
. ] 
.. .I 
What was your ex~erience: 
What do you believe to be the single factor that helps you·make a good 
discharge plan for the terminal patient? 
Thinking about your last terminal· patient who went home~ can you 
briefly describe the feelings you experienced toward the patient and 
sit.uation? 
Thinking about your last terminal patient who went to ·an institution·, 
can you briefly describe ~he feelings you experienced toward the 
patient and situation: . 
What is your religious orien~ation: 
Does your religion give you a way of coping with death and dying? 
yes. no 
If yes, how? 
----------~----------------------------------~------
What would you l.ike to know more about to provide better services to 
terminal patients? 
What h~ve you found to be the major deciding factor in whether a 
terminal patient goes .home. or to an inst:itut·ion upon discharge? 
J 
"j 
1 
1 
APPENDIX F 
Code For "Additional " Item.s 
Patient Factors: 
Patients' "Needs "Upon "Discharge: 
1. Nursing ho~e geographically close to family 
2. Spiritual needs 
3. Counseling on issues other than death and dying 
4. Patient-family teachi"ng on patient management 
5. KnOwledge of medicaid/medicare benefits" 
Patients'Attitudes"Toward Dying: 
1. Desire for independence and self-sufficiency 
2. Anxiety about discharge 
Patients '" "Financial Co~itions: 
1. Patients has "no funds or insurance 
2. Patient has only medicare and fixed income, "such as" social 
security or disability " 
Family "Factors; 
Family NeeQs "Upon "Discharge: 
1. Knowledg"e of medicare benefits" 
2. Counseling c;m issues other than death and dying 
3. Need for doctor to commu~icate more openly about illness "and 
"prognosis of patient " 
4. Family-staff teaching about patient management 
Family Financial "Conditions: " 
1. Extended ~amily wishes to contribute to costs of hospitalization 
a~d home care upon discharge 
Environment "Factors: 
Team "Members: 
1. Patient 
2. Family 
3. COPlDlunity resource persons 
4. Social service supervisor 
APPENDIX F 
Cose For Additional Items 
Environment Factors: 
Home Conditions: 
1. Availability of transportation fo·r patient and others to get to 
and from places relating to medical needs, recreation, economic 
and family matters 
2. Geographic location of home in relation to medical facilities 
3. Adequate cooking facilities 
4. Temperature control of home, such as air-conditioning and heating 
i 
.. - .I 
-I 
APPENDIX G 
Code for Teleph.one Interview 
Personal experience - with close frie~ds: what was your experience? 
1 = involved with person' dying at home. 
2 =. involved with person dying in an institution 
3 = uninvolved with person dying at home· 
4 = uninvolved with person dying in an institution 
5 = will not say 
Personal experience - with family: what was your experience·?· 
1 = involved with person dying at home 
2 = involved with person dying in an institution 
3 = uninvolved with person dying at·home 
4 = uninvolved with person dyi.ng in an institution 
5 = will not say 
Who was it? 1 = mother 
2 = father 
3 = aunt 
4 = uncle 
5 = grandparents 
6 = child 
7 = cou~in 
8 = sibling 
o = spouse 
What do you believe to be the single factor that helps you make a 
good discharge plan for the terminal patient? 
1 = Financial.resources of·patient and/or family 
2 = Patient's needs upon discharge 
3 = Patient's wishes upon discharge 
4 = Family's attitude toward and ability to cope with patient 
5 -. Family's needs upon discharge 
6 = Availability of community resources 
7 = Coope~ation of M.D •. 
Thinking about your last case of a terminal patient who went home, can 
you briefly describe the feelings you experienced. 
1 = Responses reflecting intellectualization and anxiety 
2 = Responses reflecting guilt and· frustra.tion 
3 = Responses reflecting depression and pain 
4 = Responses reflecting feelings of competence with job and affection. 
toward patient 
5 = Responses reflecting compassion, self-awareness, job .satisfaction 
and acceptance of death and loss 
Thinking about your last case of a terminal patient who went to an 
institution, can you briefly describe the feelings you experienced 
1 = Responses reflecting intellec·tualization and anxiety 
. .I 
1 
2 = Responses reflecting guilt. and frustration 
3 = Responses reflecting depression and. pain 
4 = Responses reflecting feelings of competence with job and affection 
toward patient 
5 = Responses reflecting compassion, self-awareness. job satisfaction 
and acceptance of death and loss 
What is your religious orientation? 
1 = None 3 = Hindu 
2 = Jewish 4 ;: Catholic 
If yes, how? Provides: 
1 = Comfort 3 = Hope 
2 = Understanding 4 = Strength 
5 = Protestant 
6 == Other 
5 = Acceptance-·-of. death 
What would you like to know more about to provide be.tter services to 
terminal patients? 
1= Those related to the patient 
2 = Those related to .the family. 
3 = Those related to community resources 
4 ;= Those related to hospital personnel 
5 = Those related to professional social work values, practice or 
·training 
What have you found to be the major deciding factor in whether· a 
terminal patient goes ~ome or to an institution upon discharge? 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Financial resources·of p.atient and/or family 
Famj.ly's at~itude toward and ability to cope with pa·tient 
Family's needs upon discharge 
Pat~ent's needs upon discharge 
Recommendation by M.D. 
_.J 
1 
i . 
I , 
APPENDIX R 
Instructions For Filling Out The Questj.onp-.a!re 
The purpose of this study is to discover the kinds of factors you 
take into account when you formulate a dis·charge ·p1an for the..; terminal 
patient and derive a better understanding of· the disch~rge planning 
process 
Please answer all the items as best as you can, by simply circling 
or checking the responses that most accurately describe·your own 
experiences with discharge planning. You will ~lso find questions 
that ask you to write in your own responses. If you feel you need 
more space than provided for, please use the. reverse sid~ of the 
que.st1:,otm..ai;,e. 
f1ease be ~ssured that all responses will be held in the strictest 
of confidence. Your responses will be anonymously transcribed to 
coded cards and the actual questionnaire will be destroyed. The 
nature of the study requires that a follow-up interview. may be 
necessat;y, which is the reason for your name, address and telephone 
on th.e questionnail'e. 
If there· are any questions about the. questionnair·e, or the study, 
please feel free to call me at (314) ·993-3873. 
I would. appreci~.te you;r returning the questionnaire ·withirt.·one 
week of your ;receivi:ng. it, so that youl:' experiences may be looked at 
as soon as possible. . The result·s of this study will be sent to you 
as soon as it is completed as I am sure you Would want to know wha~ 
ftnd~gs the study ~ade • 
. T·b..a.nl<. you .fo;, your cooperation with this study. 
. ·Addl:'e.8s: 
·telephone : 
Heidi Mandel·· 
8671 Old Bo·nhomme Rd. 
St. Louis, Mo. 63132 
.1 
1 
1 
J 
Discharge Planning ·Questi~nnaire 
Section A: 
I. Instructions: The followi.ng is a list of ·needs that patients may 
have upon discharge. For your las·t five cases, how 
much did each of these needs figure into your 
discharge planning? Please circle the number that 
applies t·o each need, a through t. 
Needs Degree of Consideration Not· Applicable 
a. physicians services 9 8 7 6 5 4 "3 2 1 0 X 
b. nursing se~vices 
(RN, LPN, aide) 
1.. 24. hr. care 
7 day/wk. 9 8 7 6 5· 4 3 2 1 0 X 
2. 20,..40 hX's./wk. 9· .8 ·7 6· 5 ·4 3 2 1 0 X 
. 3. less than 20 hrs./wk. 9 8 7 .6 5 4·3 2 1 0 X 
c. rehabilitation services 
(PT, speech, OT) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
d. clinical laboratory 
and radiology services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
e. special diet and 
supervision 9 8 7 6 5· 4 3 2 1 0 X 
f. counsel~ng around 
death and dying 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
g •. assistance with finding 
mental health resources 9 8 7 6 5· 4 3 2 1 0 X 
h. assistance with private 
insurance problem 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
.1 
Not 
Needs . Degree 'of Consideration AEElica.ble 
1 1. assistance with obtaining 
med~cal .equipment and 
1 
suppl,ies 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
j • assistance with obtaining 
medication 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
I k. meal services 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
] l. food stamps 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
m.·assistance with obtaining 
'1 
housing 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
assistance with obtaining m. 
transportation 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 l' 0 X 
'j 
o. legal aid 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
"j p. 
cash ass'is tance 
application (welfare) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
q. budgeting 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2' 1 0 X 
r. scheduling clinic 
appointments 9 8 7 6 5 4 . 3 2 1 0 X 
s. application for other 
benefits (ex. SS1) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
t. assistance in contacting 
family or friends 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
II. Flease add to the li~t in Question I any additional needs you feel 
figure into your discharge planning, and again' circle the number 
that applies to each need. 
Needs Degree of Consideration Not Applicab.le 
u. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
v. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
w. 9 8 7 6 5· "4 3 2 1 0 X 
x. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 '0 X 
I 
.1 
III. For the list of needs in Question I, including thos.e you may 
have added, which three needs typically figure into your dis-
'1 
charge planning? Please write the letters corresponding to the 
J needs as shown above. Fo.r example, (~) for phys'ician services, 
(b) for nursing services, etc. 
] . , , and ------ ------
2. Of the five patients used in responding to Question I, how many 
went home? 
a. 5 c. 3 e. 1 
b. 4 d •. 2 
3. Was the number·who went home in accordance with your discharge 
plan for them? 
a. yes b. no 
4. If no (to Question 3), what happened to prevent your plan from 
being implemented? 
Section B: 
1. ·Instructions: The following is a list of conditions that may 
characterize patients' home environment. How much 
on the average .does each of them figure into.your 
discharge planning? Please circle the number that 
applies to each condition, a through ~, 
Conditions Degree of Consideration Not App;Licable 
a. bathroom and bedroom on 
different floors 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
b. one or more flights of 
steps to apar.tment, (no 
elevator). 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
c. no room for sleep-in 
aide 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
d. special equipment 
already installed 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
e • patient lives alone 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
f. . inadequate space for 
rehab therapy equipment 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
g. overcrowded--too many 
persons living together 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
h. inadequate space for 
special equipment, (ex. 
hospital bed, bars, etc.) 9 8 7 6 5 .4 3 2 1 0 X 
II. Please add to the above list any additional conditions you feel 
figure into your discharge planning, and.again circle the number 
that applies to each condition. 
Conditions ·Degree of·Consideration . ·Not . Applicable 
1. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
1 
Co ruii t ions Degree·of Consideration Not Applicable 
j. 9 8 7 654 321 0 x 
k. 9· 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
1. 987 654 3 2 1 0 x 
III. For the preceding list of conditions, a through 1., which three 
conditions typically figure into your discharge planning?· Please 
write the letters corresponding to the conditions as shown. 
______ , and ____ __ 
Section C: 
I. Instructions: The following is a list of needs that family members 
may have when the patient is discharged. For your 
last five cases, how much did each of these needs 
figure into your discharge planning? Please circle 
the number that applies to each need, a through q. 
Needs 
a. counseling around death 
and dying 
b, assistance with finding 
mental health resources 
c. assistance with private 
insurance problem 
d. assistance with obtain-
ing medical supplies 
e. assistance with obtain-
ing housing 
f. application to nursing 
homes 
Degree of Consideration Not Appl~le 
987 6 543 2 1 0 x 
9 8 7· 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
9 8 7·6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
9 ·8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
9 8 7 654 3 2 1 0 x 
9 8 7 654 3 2 1 0 x 
J 
Needs Degree of Consideration Not . Applicable 
g. legal aid 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
h. meal services 9 8 7 ·6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
i. food stamps 9 8 7 6 5. 4 3 2 1 0 X 
1 j. case a!Ssistance application (welfare) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
] k. transportation arrangements 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X· 
] l. bereavement counsel-ing when patient dies 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
. , 
m • budgeting 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
n. other medical problems 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
1 
o. scheduling clinic 
appointments 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
p. assistance in 
voca·tional training 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
q. application for other 
benefits, (ex. SSI) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
II. Please add to the above list any additional needs you feel figure 
into your discharge planning, and again circle the number that 
applies to each need. 
r. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
s. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
t. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
u. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ·X 
III. For the above list of needs, a through u, which three needs typi-
cally figure into your discharge planning? Please write the 
letters corresponding to the needs as shown above. 
, , and 
J 
:1 
I 
I 
Section·D: 
I 1. Instructions: The following is a list of attitudes that family 
1 
members may have toward the dying patient. How much· 
d.o these attitudes figure into your· discharge plan..., 
-I ning? Please circle the number that applies to 
each attitude. 
") 
A.ttitudes Degree of Consideration Not Applicable 
., 
a. "I'll only take.her 
home if we can afford 
to pay for home help." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
·1 b. "She's my mother, I 
can't put her away." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
.I c. ''We have a loving and 
honest marriage.'~ 9 8 7· 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
·1 d. "I can't face the 
thought of him being 
home ." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
e. "I definitely want 
him home." 9 . 8 7 6 5 4 3 ·2 1 0 X 
f. "I think the nursing 
home will take bette:r 
care of her." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
g. "As long as she's not 
alert, she won't know 
where she is." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
h. "I'll leave the 
decision to (other 
family member) • " ·9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
i. ''We can't afford the 
nursing home so we'll 
take her home~" 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
j . "She'll never forgive 
me if I don't "t:ake her 
home." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
Attitudes Degree of Consideration Not Applicable 
k. "I'll leave the 
decision to (the 
patient). " 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
l. "We were never that 
close." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
"I m. "I'd like "to help but 
I live too far away." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
] 
Ple"ase II. add to the preceding list any additional attitudes you 
feel figure into your discharge planning, and again circle the 
nUIil.ber that applies to each attitude. 
n. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
o. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
p. 9 8 "7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
q. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
III. For the above list of attitudes, including those you may have 
add"ed, which three attitudes typically figure into your discharge 
planning? Piease write tpe letters corresponding to the 
attitudes as shown above. 
and 
1 
I 
Section E 
Instructions: Please check the box that applies. 
1. In your last case of a terminally ill patient who went home upon 
1 discharge, how long wa~the tiem between admission arid referral 
to you? 
a. ·same day 
---
d. 8-14 days __ _ 
J 
b. one to two days __ _ e. 15-30 days ____ __ 
c. 3-7 days __ _ f. over 30 days __ _ 
2. From the preceding question, how long was this patient's admission? 
a. one week or less c. two weeks to one month 
---- --..--
b. one' to two weeks ____ _ d. over one month 
----
3. In your last case of a terminally ill patient who went to an 
institution upon discharge, how long was the time between admission 
j' and referral to you? 
,a. same day ___ _ d. 8 - 14 days 
---
b. one to two days 
---
e. 15 - 30 day~ 
----
c. 3 - 7 days __ _ f. over 30 days 
----
4. F1='om the preceding question, how long was this patient's admission? 
a. one week or less 
----
c. two we~ks to one month 
----
b. one to two weeks d. over one month 
--- ---
5. Does the timing of patient referral to you playa part in the 
discharge planning process? 
a. yes b. no ___ _ 
c. If yes, please specify ______________________________ __ 
6. For your last five terminally ill patients, how long, on the 
-\ average, would you say they knew they were terminal? 
1 
a. one week or less 
---
c. two weeks to one month _____ _ 
b. one to two weeks d. over one month 
--- ---
7. On the average, how soon, before or after patients are informed 
of the terminal nature of their illness, have you been assigned 
to them? 
a. assigned two or more weeks before they are informed _____ ~ 
b. assigned one to two weeks before they are informed _____ __ 
c. assigned less than one week before they are informed ____ __ 
d. assigned usually the same day they are informed 
----
e. assigned two or more weeks after they are informed 
------
f. assigned one to two weeks after they are informed ____ _ 
g. assigned less than one week after they are informed ____ _ 
h.. do not know generally when they are informed 
-----
Section F 
~. Instructions: The following is a list of people you may have as 
members of ""the "medical team. How much say do you 
usually have in specifying the discharge plan in 
relation to each member? Please Circle the number 
that applies for each member, a through j . 
Members Degree of Consideration Not Applicable 
a. doctors 9 8 7 6 5 4 -3- 2 1 0 X 
b. nurses 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
c. administrators 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
-,i 
Members Degree of Cons:Lderat::i,on Not Applicable 
d. speech' therapists 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 'X 
e. occupational 
therapists 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ·X 
f. dieticians ·9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
I' g. physical therapists 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
h. aides 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
i. religious personnel 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
j. volunteers 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
II. Please add to the above list any additional persons you feel 
figure into discharge planning, and again circle the number that 
applies to each person. 
k. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
l. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
m. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 o· X 
n. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
III. List three persons with whom'you'usually confer about discharge 
planning. Please write the letters corresponding to the persons 
as shown above. 
, , and 
Sect!on G 
I. Instructions: The following is a list of situations that you may 
encounter in doing your work w'ith terminal patients. 
l. Please che~k all the statements that apply. 
2. How much do these situations figure into your 
. ". 
1 discharge planning? Please circle the number 
that applies to each situation. 
Not 
I Situation Degree of Consideration Applicable I 
I 
I 
I 
a. lack of appropriate 
-, 
care beds when patient 
is ready for discharge 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
:I 
b. hospital utilization 
review says patient 
must leave when 
1 
appropriate plan is 
not yet formulated 9· 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
c. physician decides 
:I 
where patient should 
go upon discharge 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
d. difficulty in 
establishing 
eligibility of .patient 
for needed benefits 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
e. limited cooperation 
of medical staff in 
necessary paperwork 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
f. patient's condition 
changes from time of 
admission 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
II. Please add to the above list any additional situat~ons you feel 
figure into discharge planning, and .again circle the number that . 
applies to each situation. 
g. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 ·X 
h. 9 8 7 .6 ·5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
i. 9 8 7 6 5·4 3 2 1 0 X 
j . 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 .0. X 
III. List three situations which typically figure into your discharge 
, 
.1 
planning. 
a. 
b. 
"I 
c. 
·1 
Section H 
I. Instructions: The following is a list of attitudes that·terminal 
Eatient~ may have toward dling. How.much do these 
attitudes figure into your discharge planning? 
Please circle the number that applies to each 
attitude, a through j . 
Not 
Attitudes Degree of Consideration ApE1icable 
8. anger - liThe medical 
care here is worthless. " 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
b. depression - '~at's the 
point about caring about 
anything now?" 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
c. denial - "1'11 recover 
very soon." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
d. bargaining - "I want to 
go to my son's 
graduation. II 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 ·1 0 X 
e. hopeful - liThe treatment 
will help my·stX'ength." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
f.. acceptance - "I'lIl not· 
afraid of death.·" 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
g. guilt - "I'm a burden on 
my family." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
J 
I 
Attitudes Not 
I Attitudes Degree of Consideration 
_h .• _withdl;.awal - "I don't 
.. Applicable 
wish· to talk." 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
i. isolation - '~ill 
someone talk to me 
honestly?" 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
( j .; unable to ascertain, 
(patient is con~used, 
stuporous, etc.) 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 x 
II. Please add to the above list any additional attitudes you feel 
figure into your discharge planning, and again circle the number 
. that applies to each attitude. 
k. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
1. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
m. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
n. 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 X 
III. For the above list of attitudes, including th~se you may have 
added, which three attitudes typically figure into your discharge 
planning? Please write the letters corresponding to the attitudes 
as shown above. 
-----, 
and 
-------- ---------
2. What was the predominate attitude of your last terminally ill 
patient? Please select from the above list· and write the letter 
corresponding to the .attitudes ~s sh.own above .• 
3. Did th~s patient go home or to an institution? 
a. home 
----------------
b. institution _____________ __ 
J 
1 
Section I 
1. Instructions: The following is "a list of "conditions that may 
characterize"the financial situations of both" 
the patient and family. How much do ""these" 
conditions figure into your discharge planning? 
Please circle the number in both" "Patient" and 
"Family" columns that applies to each ~ondition. 
Patient Fa1)lily 
Conditions "Degree of Consideration 
a. has medicaid 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 
b. has medicare and" 
medicaid 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 9 8 7 6 5 4 3"2 lOX" 
c. has medicare and 
private funds 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 9876543 2 lOX 
d. has private insurance 
and private funds 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 987 654 3 2 lOX 
e. medicaid eligible 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 9 8 7 654 3 2 lOX 
II. Please add to the above list any additional conditions you feel 
figure into "your discharge planning, and again circle the number 
that applies to each condition. 
f. __________________ __ 
g. -------------------
h. __________________ __ 
987 6 "5"4 3 2 lOX 
9 8 7 654 3 2 lOX 
9 8 7 6 54 3 2 1 OX 
9 8 7 654 3 2 lOX 
9 8 7 6 543 2 lOX 
9 8 7 6 543 2 lOX 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 lOX 
9 8 7 654 3 2 lOX 
.1 
] 
.. J 
III. For the above list of conditions, including those you may have 
added, which three conditions typically figure into your discharge 
planning? Please write the letters corresponding to the 
conditions as shown above. 
---' ---
, and 
Section J. Instructions: The following is a list of factors that 
may be considered in your discharge planning 
. for the terminal patient. Which three of 
these factors typically. ·figure into your 
discharge planning? Please write the letters 
corresponding to the factors. 
1. 2. 3 • 
Factors 
a. timing of referral 
b. lack of appropriate extended care beds 
c. change in condition of the patient 
d •. limited cooperation of medical staff in necessary paperwork 
e. patient's desire to go home 
f. family's desire to have patient home 
g .. patient's· attitude toward dying 
h. the family's need for continuing psychological, social, economic and 
other support following patient discharge. 
i. patient and family's financial resources . 
j. adaptability of patient's home environment to meet his needs· 
k. patient's need for continuing medical, nursing, rehabilitative, 
clinical, dietary care and transportation upon discharge 
. I 
1. the social worker vis-a-vis hospital administ~ation and medical 
staff 
Section K Instructions: Please submit, along with this completed 
questionnaire, a copy of any forms used in 
formulating discharge plans for the terminal 
patient. Such forms may help discover the 
kin.ds of factors· that figure into your 
discharge planning. 
Thank you for your cooperation • 
J 
1 
:I 
"I 
.1 
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•.. ',. APPENDIX I 
L .. ·• 
1 .• i-'; 
Medicare Regulations Affecting Discharge 
Planning For The Terminal Patient and Family 
Medicare is a federally funded program, under Title XVIII, 
a 1965 amendment to the Social Security Act, which provides ~onies 
for the hospital and related health care costs of those persons 
over sixty-five and certain disabled persons under sixty-five • 
Two parts of Medicare--hospital insurance (Part A) and medical 
insurance {Part B)--combine to provide funds for inpatient hospital 
care, inpatient skilled nursing home care, and home health care 
by a licensed home health care agency (Part A), and doctors' fees, 
outpatient hospital services, outpatient physical and speech therapy, 
and other services and supplies (Part B). Medicare is not 
comprehensive in that the recipients are required to pay of the 
cost of the hospital and medical care. Persons with low incomes 
or high health care costs usually apply for Medicaid assistance to 
supplement Medicare. The se.rvice providers who participate in 
Medicare are in the following categories: hospitals; skilled 
nursing homes; 'home health agencies; ambulance companies; physicians; 
chiropractors; rehabilitation .therapists; and podiatrists. Also 
covered by Medicare are facilities providing dialysis, kidney 
transplant, independent diagnostic and x-ray laboratories, and 
agencies providing outpatient physical and speech therapy. 
The Omnibus Reconcilliation Act of 1980 has significantly 
changed Medicare provisions relating to home health benefits. This 
new Act provides for the elimination of the 100 home health visits 
restriction, providing the patient is eligible for the "skilled" 
services under Medicare home care and the elimination of the 
three-day prior hospital stay requirements. Also, the Act 
eliminates the $60 deductible, under Part B, for home health 
benefits and recognizes the need for occupational therapy as a 
qualifying service for benefits. With regard to nursing home 
placement, the Act states that the Medicare period of covered 
services within which a beneficiary may be transferred after dis-
charge from a hospital to a skilled nursing facility has been ex-
tended from 14 to 30 days. 
Medicare coverage is severely limited for discharge plans to 
home or nursing homes. For a patient to be covered by Medicare at 
home, for a home health aide, occupational therapy, medical social 
work serVices, and medical supplies and equipment~ he must be 
certified by his physician as needing the "skilled" services of 
J 
] 
.1 
part-time registered nursing care and physical and speech therapy. 
Often the terminal patient does not need a registered nurse, since 
a trained nurse's aid or home'health aide can attend to his 
per,sonal hygie~e and needs, which then makes him ineligible, for all 
the rest of the services. In 'certain situations physicians will, 
determine the patient's need fo~ registered nursing on the basis of 
pain control~ which enables the patient to benefit from M~dicare 
coverage of the other services. But more often than not, terminal , 
patients who return home must depend upon the family to pay privately 
for home health aides and rehabilitation. For those patients who 
are discharged to nursing homes, Medicare may not cover placement 
costs unless the need is for "skilled" care as opposed to "custodial" 
care. A terminal patient may be bedridden, incontinent, and unable 
to care for his needs in any way, and still be ineligible for 
Medicare coverage because he does not need the skilled nursing and 
other services noted above • 
.J 
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APPENDIX J 
Current Missouri Medicaid Regulations Affecting 
Discharge Plannin~· ·for the Terminal Patient and Family 
Medicaid is a federal program, part of the Social Security 
Act of 1965, Title XIX, which provides grants to states for medical 
assistance to low income persons. The states are. responsible for 
administering.the programs. Eligibility involves low incOme, high 
medical costs in relation to income,. and conditions of aged, blind 
or disabled ~nd ~iving on a limited income. 
The state agency which administers and monitors the Medicaid 
program is the Division .. of Famiiy Services in Jefferson City. 
Medicaid provides for the following services: inpatient hospital-
ization--maximum 21 days per hospital admission. When number of 
days runs out, Medicaid will: settle with hospital· at end of eh~ ... 
year. Patient does not have to pay i·f they cannot.·· .Also, covered:' 
dis·charge ·medications; rehabilitation (PT, OT, Speech) inpatient; : ... 
radiology; and. blood bank, first three pints~ ·Medicaid· ~overs the ..... 
following. out-patient benefits: clinic visits ~ . proce4ures arid . lab . .. 
work., only if it is a Medicaid clinic; skilled nurs:1ngfacilities;·,.:· .... '. 
skilled nursing at· home--does not cover home health aides; . 
'equipment.and supplies in· the home; medications; only PT is, covered 
at home; only emergency ambulance to/from hospital. Also covered 
include optometric services, dental services .and hearing aids. 
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